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[For this department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
farmers and gardeners.
Address Agricultural
editor, Journal Office. Belfast Maine.]
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In a recent issue of the .Maine Farmer
Mr. J. W. Lang gives an interesting account of a visit to the large and conven-

iently arranged agricultural implement
depot of Hon. Fred Atwood, iu Winterport. The building, which is constructed
in the strongest and most thorough manner, is forty by sixty, with four floors and
ten thousand feet of flooring space.
An
elevator facilitates the handling of all
tools and castings here kept.
Hardly a
tool, labor saving devise, or repair, can
lie called for that is not here, ready at

hand, and should it be so obsolete or rare
as not to be
kept in stock, will be immediately procured from headquarters, as
soon as steam and time will allow.
It is
a museum of the present to every farmer
to pass through the grand display of mow
ers, rakers, cultivators, diggers, lioers,

spreaders, sub-soilers, threshers, primers,
trimmers, gatherers, holders, etc.

cutters,

1,ike goods in a country store, “too nuThe Saranac horse
merous to mention."
shoe nail, the Orrington pottery and various lines of hardware are handled at
wholesale.
Mr. Laug gives some details
oncerning w hat may be regarded as Mr.
Atwood’s specialities, viz., the MeadowKing Mower, the ostiorne Flow Sulky,
;ln- *• regg chilled
nd steel plows, and
li.e new (iregg Horse H ike: and says, in
conclusion
All contemplating purchase of tools
should light shy of every new' thing, uu"ss that new thing is like the
Gregg rake
■cw only in name.
The lightning saw
;.an. the
traveling quack, the bogus
mower man. the confidence game sneak
w:I! m-;1 worthless things readily to many
•a i o’s who would not buy better and
au :
articles of a known dealer of
--1■ -1 ling integrity
known principle, and
sponsible standing. Why is it people
piace more confidence in a stranger
; strange tilings, than in the tried and
:
It seems to bean element ofhunature to take the chances.
A word
tin- wise is sufficient: ileal w ith a man
..- ,s
planted, who is doing a good busi■ne you know, and let the slick
■igiieu oiiy sharpers alone.
M •. Atwo.nl is a man of sterling iutegstraight and square. He lias held
is Me
positions oi member of State
'.
t o.
rh. Com. oi Agriculture, trusV K. \g. society, for the past ten
well ami widely known all over
New F.ngi.i-id. has built up a business
.- con i to j,
t lie same kind in the
.;ber
Mate
tnd .s growing right along. If any
any part ol the State wishes an
a
.ci;:
;.y Kind, or information in
oga’d to the .suin’, he can obtain the
atter gratis, and the former at raanuret’s prices of M r. Atwood.
Such an
.blishment and such a business is to
c
encouraged and patronized, and it is
every citizen of the State may well
.aid ought to be proud of.
Mr. Atood is Manager of the branch office
Cregg Iron Works. Higganum Mamtfaet■

au.g

Higganum. Conn.:

Corporation,

Mem agent improved and decorated
irthen ware made by orrington Earthen
’Cue Co.. Orrington. Maine, and Manua :
let’s agent for many other things.
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If a person lias only a small garden inclosed by a fence, as is generally the case
in cities and villages, a team and plow
should never be brought into it. The reasons for excluding them are many. In the
first place, the horses are likely to do considerable damage to the shrubbery,bushes
and vines. A plow does not work to good
advantage on a small plat of ground surrounded by a fence. It cannot turn all
the soil, and that which is turned is left
in bad shape, ridges alternating with
dead furrows,
l'.ven under the best circumstances, as when very long furrows can
be turned, the plow is not the equal of the
spade in preparing land for root crops,
whicli comprise the bulk of the things
raised in a small garden. When one lias
less then a lialf-ncie of land to till, be
should prepare the soil in the best man-

possible.
For preparing

ner

small plats of land lor
crops, there is no implement equal to the
spade. With it the soil may be loosened
to a greater or less depth at will.
With
a spade the manure that was thrown on
the surface ma\ be buried out of sight
and put in a pi sit ion where it will not
only decompose quickly, but be of the
greatest use to the plants it is intended
to benetit.
With the spade for turning
the soil, there will be neither ridges nor
depressions like those caused by the plow.
If there are natural depressions to be tilled up and small elevations to be leveled
down, this work may be accomplished
with very little trouble while the operation of spreading is going on.
For preparing bills for squashes, cucumbers, and
melons; for digging about the roots of
trees, vines, and bushes, and for properly
mixing the different portions of the soil,
there is no implement equal to the spade.
For gardening purposes it-is not best
to have all the soil prepared for planting
at one time, though this course is desirable when a plat of ground is to be sown
with grain, or planted with one crop
throughout. The period for planting a
garden in which a large variety of vegetable.- are tn be raised extends through six
■r eight weeks, and there is economy of
time in planting seeds in freshly prepared
Ii land has been plowed a month
soil.
before it is planted it will be quite hard,
while the chances are that the surface
will ne covered with weeds. To get the
soil in a suitable condition to plant, will
call for as much time and labor as would
be required to prepare it had it never
been plowed. Tin-spade in the hands of
an expert is not a difficult
implement to
handle, ami every gardener who expects
to reach the highest success should become an expert in the use of the
spade.
American

Apples

Abroad

Tin- first of the series of farmers' instiby the .Middlesex South Agricultural Society, was held last week in Newton. Mass., under the auspices of the
Newton Horticultural Society. \Y. (4.
Lewis of Framingham presided, and
announced the subject as “Fruit Culture
and ornamental Trees." Mr. o. 15. Haddam of Worcester, stated that, according
to English journals, fidii.iKill barrels of apples had been shipped from the L’nited
States to Liverpool the past season. Exporting apples was in its infancy, and
after people hail learned how to ship them
so they would keep in good condition,
there would be a large profit in raising
apples for exportation, lie also read a
W. C.
paper on the peat tree blight.
Strong of Newton discussed the same
subject. Mr. Lewis gav e statistics in regard to the shipment of apples to England as follows :
The amount of apples
shipped from Boston, from December
lssuto February l-~l, was 4!>l,tM)0 barrel'. worth in Boston 8754,00(1, and in
Liverpool 81.447,50(1. The amount shipped from New York to all ports in England was 070.000. worth in England, at
84.50 per barrel, 84.040,00(i. Nine tenths
of the apples shipped were Baldwins, and
a large portion
were received in
had
order.
Apples shipped from Canada
were received in a much better condition
than those from Boston or New York.
Canada apples brought in England 84.50
Had the New York and Bosper barrel.
ton apples brought the same price as
those from Canada, we should have received front them nearly 8(1,500,000 instead of 84.4oo.ooo so that we have it direct loss of over >’4.ooo.ooo on account of
the bad manner in which they are prepared and packed on hoard the steamers.
The next institute will he held at Marltute.',

Fancy

Farmers.

The Lancaster Farmer says that no
i, ss <>f men hav e been ridiculed so much
.mi none have done so much good as
F: -v v.ho are denominated fancy farmThey have been in all times and
mtries the benefactors of the men who
i .i e treated them with derision.
They
i.nvc experimented for the good of the
FT while others have simply worked
f a tln-it own good.
They tested theories
bile others raised crops for market.
Tie-;, have given a dignity and glory to
tie- occupation of farming it never had

before.
Fancy farmers have changed the wild
a inti
the Suffolk anti Berkshire: the
■-iid rattle .f Britain into Shorthorns:
the mou; tain sheep, with its lean body
d ha : beece. into the Southdown and
Merino.
Th<-y brought up the milk of
a
from pints to gallons.
They have
igthenetl the surloin of the bullock, en: _cd the ham of the hog, given
strength
the shoulders of the ox. rendered liner
wool of the sheep, added Ileetuess to
speed of the horse, and made beautii-very animal that is kept in the ser1 t man.
They have improved and
.stened the development of all doinesanimals, till they hardly resemble the
limals from which they sprang.
Fancy farmers introduced irrigation and
U-r-di ainitig. also grinding and cooking
■d lor stock. They have brought guano
-mi Peru and nitrate of soda from Chili.
I
v
introduced and domesticated all
plants we have of foreign origin.
i-.-y brought out the theory of rotation
f tops as a natural means of keeping up
hi
increasing the fertility of tlie soil.
Ida-;.- first ground up gypsum and bones,
ad treated the latter with acid to make
anures of peculiar
value. They first
by z<-d soils as a means of determining
.at was wanted to increase their ferny.
They introduced the most apoved methods of raising and distribut■

■

ing water.
Fancy farmers o fancy horticulturists
nave given us all our varieties of fruits,
vegetables and (lowers. A fancy farmer
W-rmonr.

in
to-

ions

c.iriy

a

few years ago

originated

potato, vhich added millof dollars to the wealth of the counrose

ty, and proved a most important acces*n in every part of the world where in"duced.
Another of these same fancy
ii originated
the W ilson stravvberrv,
id another the Concord grape.

boro.
Ci.KA.vtxi; Sink Snorrs ami Pipes—
Dissolv e four or five pounds of washing
soda in boiling water and throw down the
kitchen sink to prev ent the pipes stopping up with grease, etc. Dv this everyfew weeks. Clean lead pipes leading
f rom washbowls by pouring down them a
strong solution of potash dissolved in hot
water.
Don't get the mixture on the
hands or clothing.
It destroys all animal
matter, hair, etc., and saves employing a

plumber.

■

Maine

Farm

Notes.

Mrs. Woodbury Raisons, ol Aina, made
■in four of our common cows six hun"1 and twenty-live pounds of butter
nine months, from the fifth of April
the tilth of January.
Mr.lt.il. Ingraham, at his farm near
is city, has some very handsome pure
rsey stock, one of the heifers, little
■buttercup," has ing the following record:
was two years old on the
15th of
February. When her calf was three
‘■eks old she had made in seven days—
i"in the I.‘1th to the 20th
nine pounds
ml ten ounces of butter.
[Rockland
Free l’ress.
Mr. Rutillus Alden is one of the enterprising farmers of Winthrop, says the
Home Faint.
He knows how to farm
and make it pay : keeps ten cows, four
>'uvy oxen and other stock to the uiuu"i of thirty head :
keeps swine and raises
•rk : feeds his store hogs considerably
Mangold beets through the winter,
nd says that he can make it pay to raise
nk at six cents per pound. He is getiig together lumber and materials this
■'inter to build him a large barn next
asoii.
It is to be 105 feet in length, 52
'■t w ide, I s feet posts, with a cellar under the whole structure.
To raise onions
ust be rich and

successfully the ground
finely pulverized. Deep

plowing should be avoided. After the
around is in proper condition a heavy
dressing of unleached ashes should be applied and raked in : then roll the bed and
mtch the surface enough to make a fine
‘■i d-bed.
Weeding should be commenced
"i v
early -as soon as the onion tops are
a
sight, and followed very closely through
die season; otherwise the crop will be
-I’eatly injured, first by the growth of
die weeds, and then by pulling them
hen strongly rooted. The maggot is a
destructive enemy of the onion
-rribly
1
“p, and should it appear may begreatiy lessened in numbers, if not entirely exFa minuted,
by turning hot water on the
stems of the plants close to the ground.

A watiM'pniot ^lue is made by taking
twelve ounces of glur* with sutlieient water to dissolve it: add three ounces of
rosin, melt them together and add four
parts of turpentine or benzine. Mix in a

carpenters glue-pot

to

prevent

burning

Brighton Cattle Market.
Boston, Wednesiuy, March 1(1.
Amount »»f stock at market Cattle, 2301; sheep
and lamhs, 0200: swine, 1U530; veal, 125: numher of
western cattle, 2o32; eastern cattle, 205; milch cows
and northern rattle, Ho.
1’riccs of heel ¥ loo It, ii\e weight, extra quality,
$0 oo«f; 37 C ; first, $5 25 u 5 sTc : second, $4 5o«5 12
L; third, $1 oo«i4 ;7C»; poorest grade of coarse
oxen, hulls, etc., $3 25<t5.
Brighton Hide-, ><■ ¥ It*; Brighton Tallow, 5‘4 55'^
¥ It.; Country Hides, 7c. ¥ It.; Country 'Tallow.
4(j4CcP' tt.; Calf >kins, 12,c. ¥ tt>: Sheep Skins,
$1 25ii2 00 each; Land, .skins, si 25a 2 00 each.

Working Oxen—There was a fair supply in market and a moderate call for them. We quote sales
in full:
1 pair girth 7 ft., n inches, live weight 3000 tt.. $210;
1 pair girth 7 Tl> inches, live wciirht 4200 It,, $200;
1 pair girth 7 ft.,
inches, live weight 3500 tt>, $ir,3;
1 pair girth 7 ft., i inehe-, live weight 3300 It., $105;
1 pair girth
ft., 2 inches. live weight 3.300 lt>, $140;
1 pair girth 7 ft., 2 inches, live
weight 3100 tt>, $105;
I pair girth 0 ft., lo inches, live weight 2soo
tt,, $145;
1 pair girth 0 It.. II inches, live weight 3300 It*, $140;
2 pairs girth 0 ft., 0 inches, live weight 2400 It,,
$124;
Milch Cows—We quote sales of 3
springers at
>35 each: 1 extra springer, $50; 2
$35 each; 4
do.,
do., at $ in each 1 new milch cow, $40; 2 for $75; 3
cow- an I calves at S5o each : I cow and
calf, $52 5o;
1 milch cow for $50.
>heep and Land,- -Those from the West were
taken t<» the abattoir to l,c slaughtered : Sheep costing from 0k, to 7, and land,-from 7 to 7* .<•. tr* it,,
live weight.
Swine— Prii'es of lat hogs have declined, those
for this week’s market costing the butchers from
0q to 7e. ¥ tt», live weight.
Veal Calves—Those from Maine were mostly sold
by the head. We note -ales of 17 calves at'’$0 ¥
head ; 0 calves at $20 5o the lot, or from 4 to 7e. ¥
11>. live weight.
<

The purest invigorant and stimulant (not
toxicant) is Malt Bitters.
So man ever lcoked
without lindiug it.

on

an

in-

the dark side of life

There is a balm for all who weep—
A balm for all who toil ;
A sovereign balm for angush deep
In balm of GILEAD OIL

:iwll*

■

isi aimxg

Wood.

The

has
method for
the color may be
and permanent under exposure
pleasing
l"
light and air: A strong solution of
permanganate of potash is applied to t he
'Urlace for about live minutes. The
"nod is then
carefully washed and dried,
!|id afterwards
polished in the usual way.
Fteii

published as a
'tabling wood, so that

following

new

A London cabman called out after a smart, dapper little gentleman, who affects particularly large
hats: •Come out of that 'at, will yer? 1 know
yer in it, ’cos I sees yer feet

No, Sir!
A

Scotch minister

once said no woman could
bear pain as well as a man. That is not so
The
fact is generally the other way. Mrs. Edward
Meyers, of Rondout, X. Y., submitted to the opera-

tion of the removal of her hand by amputation,
without taking ether, or moving a muscle or utter

ing

Dr.

Kennedy, of Rondout, X. Y
who performed the operation, said he never saw
such heroism. The lady *s disease was erysipelas,
and afterwards the Doctor gave his “Favorite
a

groan.

Remedy”

to

cleanse the Blood

Mrs.

Meyers

is

now

well and strong.
Dr. Kennedy’s “Favorite Rem
at One Dollar a bottle is the thing tor Female

edy"

weaknesses and all complaints arising from bad
blood. But that Scotchman was mistaken, “wl 1

In

summer

time how tair it showed !

My garden by the village road,

Where liery stalks of blossom glowed.
And roses softly blushed :
With azure spires, and garlands white.
Pale heliotrope, the sun's delight.
And odors that perfumed the night
Where'er the south wind rushed.
There solemn purple pansies stood.
Gay tulips, red with floral blood.
And wild things fresh from held and wood.
Alive with dainty grace
Deep heaven blue bells of columbine.
The darkly mystic passion vine,
And clematis, that loves to twine.
Bedecked that happy place.

bodies remained wedged in the mass for her babe above the water. Thrive did
full hour. The major often spoke of her husband dive and rescue all he held
the scene as one of peculiar horror. A dear on earth, and thrice was he comshort stout person of considerable respec- pelled to let them sink.
Now, I affirm

Miscellany.

Gins’ Industrial

The

tability, with whom the major had been
conversing for some time previous to the
panic, had one of his shoes forced down
to the heel; he stopped to put it in its
place, when a sway or rolling of the
crowd occurred, pushing him from his
balance and overwhelming the unhappy

In one minute over a hundred
persons had been forced over his body,
pounding it into a mass of blood and dirt.
A woman with an infant at her breast
Beneath the strong unclouded blaze
sank under the feet of the mob from
of long ami lervent summer days
sheer exhaustion; as she fell she put her
Their colors smote the passing gaze.
babe into the arms of a man who stood
And dazzled every eye
beside her.
lie threw it over the heads
Their cups of scented honey-dew
Charmed all the bees that o'er them Hew.
of the crowd, aware that he was unable
And butterflies of radiant hue
to save it where he stood.
The infant
Paused as they floated by.
was again tossed forward -and again
Now falls a cloud of sailing snow.
until a person received it near the edge
The bitter winds of winter blow.
of the crowd, and he placed it under a
No blossom dares its cup to show—
cart till the mob dispersed.
The child
Earth folds them in her breast:
was taken away alive."
A shroud of white a virgin pall.
Is slowly, softly, hiding all:
How many persons lost their lives on
In vain shall any sweet wind call
that occasion
To break their silent rest
••I do not know. The major declared
My garden is a vanished dream.
that when the crowd separated, which
Dead in the waning moon's cold beam.
was not until the bodies of the criminals
Clear icicles above it gleam :
were removed from the platform, that
And yet I know not how—
My flowers will hear the dropping rain
upwards of Kill were found senseless in
When Spring reneweth bill and plain.
the street: but many were doubtless reAnd then it shall be mine again :
stored to life."
It is God’s garden now
•■I am not superstitious, gentlemen."
[Hose Terry Cooke, in Harper.
-aid the captain.
••Not more so than captains generally
Moments of Terror.
are 1 suppose."
“Hut 1 do believe that that fearful
“Captain, you have led a busy life—
have seen much service both at sea and panic was infused into the minds of the
on shore.
We want to call on your ex- mob as a punishment for making holiday
to
settle a point of dispute be- in the death-hour of their fellow-creaperience
tures.”
tween us.'’
“1 have heard of a story somewhere of a
“At your service, gentlemen.”
“You are doubtless acquainted with' merchant who collected a party together
the Orkney Islands, where the wild fowls j to give eclat to one of those little family
breed in the clefts of the rocks.
The festivals which brighten the dark track of
fishermen fasten a stick to the end of a i life and cheer the human heart in every
long rope, which is secured to the brow clime. It was his daughter's wedding
of the cliffs and then placing one of their i day; crowds of her young acquaintances
number astride the stick, he is lowered circled around her, and. as the father
down the precipice in search of game. gazed proudly on the face of the young
You have most likely heard the account bride, he wished as bright a prospect
of the man who in striking at the bird might open for his other children, who
with an iron-plated boat staff, as they were gamboling merrily among the crowd.
flew from their holes, cut two of the Passing along the passage connecting
strands of the rope that suspended him the low er rooms he met the serv ant maid,
an ignorant country wench, who was carbetween heaven and earth."
“llelow him was certain death -above rying a lighted tallow candle in her hand,
He blamed her
him a terrific wall of rock that seemed to without a candlestick.
reach the sky.
He gave the signal for for this dirty conduct, and went into the
hauling up, by striking the rope twice kitchen to make some arrangements with,
The
with his staff. Never did his comrades I his wife about the supper table.
pull the line so lazily. Slowly, slowly girl shortly returned from the cellar with
dragged the rope over the edge of the lier hands full of ale bottles, but without
cliff, while the severed strands seemed to the candle. The merchant immediately
fly upward with great rapidity of thought. recollected that several barrels of gunpowEvery instant he dreaded that a weak der had been placed in the cellar during
place in the remaining portion would be the day. and that his foreman had opened
one of the barrels to select a sample for
| untwisted, and so certain appeared his
doom that he felt that every foot he ad- a customer.
‘\\ here is
candle
lit- inquired,
vanced up the face of the precipice would
j iu excessive your
but
increase
of
his
the
fall.
A
agitation.
i
height
-I could not bring it up with me, for
I sudden pause in the motion struck him !
with a new fear, when the untwisted part ; my hands were full,’ s;iiil the girl.
*»• Where did
of the rope came into the hands of the |
you leave it !'
‘Well, I'd no candlestick, so 1 stuck
fishermen above, they at once perceived \
his danger and instantly lowered another I it into some black sand that's there in one
line. The fowler was rescued from his i of the tubs.'
The merchant dashed down the cellar
peril, but such was the effect of his terror
during the few minutes of his frightful as- steps: the passage was long and dark,
cension that his dark brown hair was and as be groped his way, his knees
threatened to give way under him, his
changed to gray."
•■Bad enough,” said the captain, “but breath was choked, and his flesh seemed
1 not
quite the worst in the world. 1 don't suddenly to become dry and parched, as
know whether the chance which a young if he already felt the suffocating blast of
| uevvy of mine run foul of during the tirst death. At the extremity of the passage,
voyage, in the Bav if Biscay, wasn't just in the front cellar, under the very room
wh cli his children and the 1 friends
j as bad. We were in a stumpy tub of a in
‘mafferdite brig,’ trying to daw off a lee were reveling in felicity he discerned the
shore, with a rolling sea and plenty of open powder barrel, lull almost to the
wind in short sudden putt's.
The boy— top, the candle stuck lightly in the loose
about Id, slim built and pale—was an out- : grains, with a long and burnt-out snuff
and-out lubber, fond of reading and skulk- of red wick topping the small and burnting his duty whenever he could: his moth- out flame. The sight seemed to wither
till his [lowers, and the merry laugh of
er, my only sister, a widow by the way.
had made me promise to take care of him, the youngsters above struck upon his
but we were short-handed, and he was heart like the knell of death.
“With unetpuded presence of mind he
forced to woik his turn.
Some of the
hands had gone aloft to shake out a reef placed a hand on each side of the candle,
in the foretopsail—the rigging was cover- with the palms upward and the distended
ed with ice—it was a January morning
lingers pointing toward the object of his
well, the boy slipped or was thrown or care- which as they gradually met, was
blown from the yard—his foot caught in secured in the clasp or locking of bis fina bight in some of the running rigging,
gers, and safely removed the head of the
As he lifted the candle from its
and he hung by the heels, head down- barrel.
ward, from the end of the yard, dipping bed in the powder, the exuberance of the
in the sea at each plunge of the old craft, wick fell off. and rolled, a living coal, into
lie cared not
and hoisted up again, high and dry, every I the hollow of bis hands,
time she came to the wind.
I expected for the burning smart ; he carried it
every roll to see him jerked from his foot- steadily along the passage to the bead of
hold, and no boat that we had could have the cellar stairs. The excitement was
lived a minute in that sea. I did not dare then over—he could smile at the danger
he had conquered but the reaction was
to luff for fear of being taken slack.
too powerful, and he fell into fits of the
When I thought of his mother I had a
great mind to save him, even if I breach- most violent and dreadful laughter, lie
ed the old tub; but the point I wanted to was convey ed senseless to bed, and many
weather was close at hand, and the roar weeks elapsed ere his nerves recovered
of the surf did not sound altogether the sufficient tone to allow him to resume his
thing. We did save him at last. I guess habits of every day life."
“1 confess that you have evidenced a
his feelings were quite as queer as that
of your friend, the fowler.
He had but stronger instance of cause of terror than
1 did when I produced the fisherman of
one pull up, while my nevvy had better
than a hundred, with a cold bath in a the Orkneys.
Yes, sir, your merchant
frosty sea between each pull, nothing but had not only his own life in forfeit, but
the consideration of the almost certain
a half hitch around his ankle and head
death of the whole of his family
I can
downward all tlie while.
“Horrible, indeed! What did you say thoroughly understand that man’s feelings
while gazing upon the caudle of death.”
to the poor fellow when he was relieved ?”
•■The merchant's chance,” said the cap“Told him he deserved a starting for
being so clumsv when he knew 1 was tain, “was a trifle worse than my uevvy’s,
short-handed—made him swallow some as far as feelings and all that goes: but
hot coffee and turn in.
He never went still he did not get the duckings in a
You haven't capped the
aloft again and at the end of the voyage January sea.
cut the sea and took to carpentering. climax yet, though, and you can't do it
That’s some nine rears ago, and his hair on any land—you must take your mishaps
at sea if you want horrible situations in
ain't turned gray yet.”
“Pray, sir,” said another of the passen- perfection.”
gers, “have you seen Hoffman’s tale of
•‘('an you instance one or two, captain r
the drunken fireman who crept in the
“Half a dozen, if you like.
I'll menman-hole of a boiler undergoing repairs tion one that, in my opinion, combines
on board one of the western steamboats
the most awful point of all your stories
It was very well told. The poor fellow and 1 know
my portion of it to be a fact.
woke uii in total darkness as the water A small schooner was chartered in New
was being pumped in ; then he heard the
Vork in 'H7 to take a company of players
roar of the huge fire beneath and felt the
to Texas.
I forget the manager's name,
boiler glowing around him, while the tire- but he was with his
troupe and contemmen continued to ‘wood up.’”
plated a junction with Coni, who is of
“A good idea; hut It resembles -The some
standing as a public caterer in the
Involuntary Experimentalist’ in Black- young republic. Among the company
wood.
We were speaking of facts, not were Mr. and Mrs.
Harry, Mr. and Mrs.
I have heard a veteran officer in Gibson, Mr.
lietion.
Page, Mr. Dougherty, Mr.
the service of England declare that he Williams and the
manager and several
stood the brunt of the Peninsular cam- otlieis. The little craft was
caught in a
paign. besides a tolerable seasoning in gale off Cape Ilatteras; a heavy sea
India, where fearful sights were every- struck her stern and forced her head into
day matters, and that he never actually the wind: her bows were seized by the
suffered under the influence of fear, when gale, and she went down stern tirst.
death slew down his thousands, except
"Heing light freighted, she soon rose
once, and that, strange to say, occurred to the surface, keel upward. The
captain,
in the heart of the city of London.”
with all his little crew and some of the
“A ghost story ?”
passengers who were on the deck, were
“No, indeed, a street atfair, in open swept away like so much chat!'; but the
daylight. A couple of notorious murder- suddenness of their destruction was mercy
ers, Haggerty and Holloway, were to be compared to the sufferings endured by
executed in front of Newgate jail.
It is the unfortunates in the cabin. The comsaid that upwards of forty thousand specpanionway had been left open, and the
tators were collected in the neighborhood rushing water soon
engulfed the inmates,
of the place of execution, crowding from
already sorely bruised by the loose furnievery point to a common centre. .lust as ture and luggage that knocked against
the criminals were placed upon the gal- them in the
capsize. When the water in
lows, a cart full of women broke down ; the cabin reached its level, it was found
the accident alarmed the bystanders, and that
by standing on the beam or roof-tree
gave an impetus to the whole body of there was a vacancy of about six inches
that immense assemblage, which swayed between the
top of the water and the
to and fro like the waves of the sea.
bottom of the cabin overhead. ConsePersons of short statue and weak frame, quently, full-grown persons could find
unable to compete with their more burly breathing' room by
holding their faces in
’neighbors, sank down and rose no more. a horizontal position, but were liable to
Shrieks of ‘Murder!’ sounded on every lose their standing
every instant from
side—the crowd was forced over the the rolling of the vessel in the trough of
writhing bodies of several females and the sea.
“Hut few of the passengers could avail
boys, without the power of rendering the
slightest aid. The mob was absolutely themselves of the tantalizing assistance
struggling with each other for their lives. for any length of time ; the weak-bodied
In the midst of the alarm the criminals and short-sized men
gradually sank,
were swung from the
gallows’ beam, an manger all the assistance that thestronger
incident which, although expected, ma- class could render. The husbands
fought
terially increased the confusion. The with death most manfully in behalf of
outer portiou of the mob pressed furious- their wives, but were unable to save
ly to get near the disgusting sight— them. One of the ladies had an infant,
several persons wore squeezed to death and, intent upon its
salvation, literally
as they stood in the crowd, and their
drowned herself in endeavoring to hold

that no imagination can picture a scene
of more perfect horror than this floating
chamber of death presented to the survivors, who were struggling to maintain
life for a few seconds in almost hopeless
agony. Without a ray of light to cheer
them, dashed from side to side as the vessel gave to the fury of the sea, with the
dead bodies of their wives and co-mates
rolling about them, the howling of the
storm without, rendering the despair
within more terrible by forbidding the
hope of rescue, the occasional moments
of silence interrupted by the muttered
prayer or agonized supplication of the
sufferers, with the bubbling, struggling
deaths of the victims as they writhed
about tin1 limbs of the survivors—all this
is truly horrible; no romance can equal it
and the annals of suffering cannot afford

man.

■•

HON. JAMES

parallel

a

|

j

case.

“Itenth was gradually dwindling the
number of the passengers, when one of
them proposed to dive down under the
companion ladder, swim along the deck,
dive still deeper under the bulwarks,and
come up in the open sea by the side of
the capsized hull. The attempt was difficult to a practiced swimmer, and but
two id' the four survivors were able to
swim at all.
There was also the chance
of getting caught in one of the sails or
getting entangled in the rigging : and
supposing all these conquered, what certainty was there that the swimmer would
he able to secure a holding place on the
hull in that fierce, raging sea ?
But on
the other side the scheme allowed a hope
of escape, while certain death awaited
them on the inside.
The best swimmer
volunteered to make the first essay, and
if successful he was te knock loudly upon
the upturned keel,
lie made several attempts before he was able to clear the
ladder: at last lie succeeded in getting
out of the cabin, but they waited in vain
for the encouraging sound.
hie of them declared he heard a wild
shriek mingle with the gale shortly after
the adventurer disappeared. Another
ventured, and was fortunately thrown on
the hull by a wave as soon as he reached
the surface.
He kicked loudly against
the side of the craft, and in a few minutes beheld another struggling to reach
the hull—he was successful. The third
and last appeared, and also gained a
hold upon the vessel, but he was too exhausted to remain.
He fell off- in the
course of the night, and Williams and
lmugherty were the only survivors of
the ill-fated company and crew.
For
four days these poor fellows were tossed
about, clinging to the upturned vessel,
and suffering from famine, thirst, fatigue
and cold.
A brig bound to New Orleans
rescued them, but Williams never recovered.
IHiugherty survives.-’
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Tho sailing of the sealing rieet from St. John’s,
is a great event.
By special act of

Newfoundland,

Parliament the steam

sealing

vessels

are

prohib-

starting out

before the 10th of March, iw
order to prevent the destruction of immature seals.
1 hursday morning 10th inst., twenty six steamers,

representing

an aggregate
capacity of 11.150 tons
by 7,075 men, left St. John’s and moved
out to sea almost
simultaneously, amid the tiring
of guns, tho discharge of rockets and blue lights
and tho cheering of the populace. Before a fort
night has elapsed the greater number of these

and manned

will have returned to the homo port with
their valuable cargoes. The amount of capital invested in these steamers is *2,220,000, exclusive
of their outfitting and the maintenance of their

steamers

A good sealing voyage on the eastern
of Newfoundland and along the Labrador
coast produces, it is said. *1,000,000 worth of

crews.

coast

blubber aud seal skins. Eight years ago the only
United States steamer that ever attempted to com

pete with Newfoundland

in this great ocean liar
sank off St. Pierre Island, homeward bound.
This was the screw steamer Monticello, well

vest

known

as a privateer in Southern waters
during the
ot secession. She was fitted out by Lorenzo
Wilson, of Boston, but proved a disastrous failure,

war

being wholly unfit in model aad requisite strength
combating with Northern ice floes. Since that
time Scotland has entered the lists against Newfoundland and placed on her waters six sealing
steamships of an average capacity of (500 tons and
capable of floating about thirty-five thousand seals
for

each.
The Waterville Sentinel lias completed its first
three months of existence, and is a very
healthy
infant. The publishers announce that R. 0. Rob-

bins, formerly of the Dexter Gazette, will hereafter have charge of the editorial department; and
if he doesn't make a lively paper it will be because
be has forgotten how.
The man who is “fond of his little
fond of another’s joke, little or big.

joke" rarely

ii-iurtis

iu

um."

uutfi'iiuu,

correct

11 All
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,;

St.

an

air of comfort

pervades

tloor. opposite the parlor; a pleasant, sunny room
furnished with a sewing machine and a large work
table with commodious drawers, for the u.-eof the
-iris, who assemble in this

morning,

and sew. baste,

room

at

.*o'clock inti.

knit, until noon, all
under the wise supervision of Miss Eaton, the as
sistaut matron.
The object is to teach each girl
to cut and make her own
clothing, which is usual
l.v accomplished at twelve years of age The older

required

or

*pend a portion of the mornlaundry, where they are
taught bread-making, washing and ironing and
the ueiails of general housekeeping

ones are

to

tug iu the kitchen and

a

we were guests of the school, an
opportunity
thus ottered to observe their methods in detail. all of which seemed planned with a view to

As

was

inculcating

habits of neatness,

punctuality and
reading, writing, geogra
phy and arithmetic, is given by the matron in the
afternoon, from *J to I o'clock. Many are able to
write a fairly legible hand, and some read with m
telligeuco and expression. But tlie matron was
undoubtedly correct in saying, ••they do not progress as rapidly in the school room as in other deobedience. Instruction in

partments :'
laws of

a

statement

hereditary

that all believers in the

would not be disposed t-> ques

One noticeable feature of the home is the appreciation which the inmates themselves
manifest for its benefits.

One lithe girl

seem
was

to

seen

shed tears when

questioned m regard to how
the winter, because, as she said,
she "was afraid the little ones left at home had
to

she had
not

been

passed

so

»>l/ cared for

as

The Industrial school is
tion, but

house of

correc-

refuge for girls who are in danger of
becoming outcasts in society. And persons interested m Sending girls to the school, should notify
a

the treasurer. Mr.

lilts.

Eliphalet

more

than

tbous

a

Museum opposite.

of St. Charles street, is

rear

and here the cotton-brokers,
and other business

shippers,

sellers and

buyers,

men

Be-

congregate

St. Charles and Car p streets is Lafayette
square, tree shaded, green grassed, and with comtween

fortable seats for the weary pedestrian, tin one
City Hall, which iu 1837 was knowu as Fort

side is

Vigilance,

aud

was

by the Vigilance

held

Commit

under command of Capt. Duncan against the
assaults of the Kuow Nothings. This was a bat.le
tee

polls, strange to say, the Know
Nothings seizing the polls and holding them, so
that out of a poll of 1:2,000 but 3000 votes were

fur freedom at the

The Know Nothings went under intheend,
was bloodshr d in the Crescent Citv be-

cast

but there

fore that result
a

|

It

was

building

tine

of

burned in

was

Odd Fellows Hall,
on this square.

reached.

granite,
lsiii;

or

fronted

t“. and has not been

re-

built.
on th-* levee auu in the t rench quar
is Jackson square, which has a bronze menu
tnent, representing the old hero on horseback, in
r

renting

ter.

the centre

lx the

rear

stands the Catholic Cathe-

building, with a dim inheavy with ‘he fumes of incense and never
without kneeling worshippers at the altar.

dral.

old. time-stained

an

terior.

The French m&iket, a short distance below and
facing the river, is one of the sights of the city,
and should by no means bo overlooked by the

Sunday morning early

visitor.

it is seen at its best
and
but

There

vegetable markets all
closely connected and

booths aud venders whose

is the time when

meat, tish. fruit
under different root's
are

there

are

wares are

also covered
contained

:u

spread on tables or upon the ground
making altogether a bewildering display. It would
baskets,

or

be in vain t»* attempt to enumerate the articles
for sale. From a piano to a tooth pick,

exposed
a

silk dress to

wanting.

paper of pins, there is nothing
the markets proper. New Orleans

a

As to

is noted for its tish. truit aud game. Of tish there
the pompano. in its season—the most tooth

are

epicures—the red snapper,
croker. (an excellent pan-tish) aud
many others. Of shell tish. the turtle, crab, shrimp,
ray tish and oyster The latter, though very large,
tish known to

some

sheepshead,

equal in tlavor to the Chesapeake Bay oysThe lists of game, fruit and vegetables are
too long to enumerate here.
Here and there
are

not

ters.

are stands where you can be
cups of French coffee or chocolate—the former black as ink and strong as lye
One cup full would keep a person not accustomed
to its use awake for a week : but you got the full

about the market

tiny

flavor of the coffee, which you do not get in coffee
made in the ordinary way.
Before taking a look at the levee it may be well
that the site of the city is nearly level :

to state

herself.'*
.<</ a

This street di-

railways.

French portion of the city from
Walking down Loyal or Bourbon

or

Charles Theatre, with a

served with

tion.

the street

Carondolet street, the Wall street ot New Orleans,

civil and in most respects as well behaved
children of better birth. The principal difference seemed to lie in the stolid,
expressionless

The general housework, as also
'he sewing and knitting for the
family, are done
by the pupils. The sewing room is on the tirst

by

Parallel to and next iu

as

altogether,

the visitor is concerned.

Hotel, which at this time had

of fall-

the whole house.

as

and guests within its walls.
Beyond was the Amphitheatre (now the Academy of Music) and the

as

wood, and

far

you might readily fancy yourself in Paris.
Opposite Royal street, tit. Charles street extends
in the opposite direction, and here you have a
glimpse ot the white marble trout of the St. Charles

ing into habits of vice and immorality." Yet they

room is finished in chest
nut. with patent desks, not unlike our High school
room.
The windows have reside shutters, in hard

so

of trees, between them, and which

row

used

the American.

in my life. I looked into the faces of more
than thirty young girls who. at sometime or
place,
had been guilty of some form of vice, or “been

j

the same ex-

not to

street

time

perhaps, than one sees in
large town or city. And
greatly modi tied by time

double

vides the old

fortable parlor, and promptly escorted to the school
room, which is
pleasantly situated on the same
door and in rear of the parlor. There, for the tirst

No more marked

yet. though

inwardly aud outwardly has undergone changes

now

just before the close of the afternoon session. We
wore received by the assistant matron, in a com

certain localities in any
this. I have no doubt, is
and training. The school

so

It has been Americanized since the war.

Howell, of Hallowed,

that it has swamps on three sides, and that during
spring and fall freshets the river is from six to
New
fourteen feet above the level of the streets.

the

Orleans is

protected

from overflows

by

a

large

levee, which exteuds some titty miles below and oue hundred and twenty five miles above

dyke

or

or the matron. Miss C
At the late inaugural ball at Washington the
M Brown, and the parties
famous pan.re ot American gems was weirn by one
the city. On the city front wharves have been
will be served in turn, though as a matter of simple
of the members of the Hamlin funnily of Maine, to
built out from the levee, and extended from year
is
to
those
towns
not
justice,
given
preference
whom it belongs, and b\ whom it has been con
to year over the mild banks deposited before them
strueted from collections" ot the past sixty years.
represented in the school. And here 1 wish to
Previously to the ball it was examined by'a’num- state that Belfast has never been represented there, by the action of the river. In the busy season
bor tit' the naturalists ot Washington, one of whom
these vast wharves, extending for miles up and
has kindly furnished a brief description of the although our tax-payers, equally with the others
down the river, are so covered with cotton bales,
charming jewels It lias been intimated that thev throughout the State, are help ng to .support the
hogsheads ot sugar, molasses, rice aud tobacco,
may eventually become tho pr. perty of the nation", i institution.
and be deposited at the Smithsonian Institute, as
and
with the produce of the West, that scarcely a
its
Since
one hundred and
organization in
the proper receptacle for them. This rare colb c
plank is visible Tiny flags of ail colors and shapes
thirteen girls have been committed to the school;
ticn of our native productions should certaiulv be
are dying from the different lots ot freight, which
of that number were of American parentage, 1
preserved entire, as it is represented to be far su
perior to the casket ot Scottish gems presented bv English. Irish. B French Canadian.New Bruns
busy negroes are constantly adding to or taking
the loyal Scots to Queen Caroline many years
ago.
from, while hundreds of drays drawn by mules are
wick mi 1 1 Mulatto, of that number s i have been
The parure consists of a bandeau, ear drops,
three
brooch and necklace. The bandeau is composed
| placed in homes, where a number have been adopt- moving to and fro. >’.de by side, bows on, for
of a lme of beryls from Massachusetts, upon which
miles along the city front, are steamboats loading
: ed, and so placed in a wav to become useful memare placed iu
separate points red, white and green bers 0#
and unloading for and from the I’pper Mississippi
A Visitor.
society.
tourmalines from Maine, a yellow emoraldH'om
Missouri. Ohio. Red, Ouachita, and Arkansas ri\
Massachusetts, and garnets and other gems from
Belfast, March. ISK!
the West.
The ear drops are composed of red and
ers and the numerous streams aud bayous about
green tourmalines set with white aquamarines
tlui Lower Mississippi
The ringing of bells, the
from Maine and Massachusetts. The brooch is nr
Editorial Nctes.
sounding of whistles, the musical caliope. or steam
ranged in the form ot a large cross, ami contains
twenty gems, tourmalines, sapphires and beryls, of
piano, the chorusses of the negro deck hands, the
Two thousand and thirty four newspapers have
lino colors, from Maine. Montana and Massachu
made the joke about the Boers being "bores," ami
rumbling of drays, the neighing of mules, with
setts
The necklace is composed of twenty live
several counties yet to hear from. This country
now and then the vociferous, impetuous roar of
links of gold, each link containing a beryl from
is alllieted with too much wit. [Boston Post.
Massachusetts, and from which is suspended a pen
escaping steam are most prominent among the ba
is
not
That
the
worst
of
it.
wit
The
is
not
dar.t formed of line gems Some ot these pendants
fairly hel of sounds At live v m the usual hour for
contain stones of extraoiliuary beauty, and, in fact, ! distributed. For instance, the All Sorts man of
the scene is a busy one
exhibit
most
of
the
finest
Forty or fifty
stones
found in the
they
the Post seems to have been over-looked in the departure,
United States during the last halt century, except
steamboats start at nearly the same t ine and prtf
ing the big diamond found in Virginia, which was distribution.
and pant on their way up the Mi?sis>ipj
purchased by John Morrissey, the pnzp tighter.
Below the steamboat landing are the sailing
A schooner has cleared from New Orleans tor
The central stone is a magnificent green tourrna
line from Maine, weighing twenty eight karats,
Aspinwall with a cargo of lumber and supplies for craft; above is the steamship landing, and beyond
and is without a daw. This gem is surrounded
that again, ships are moored, often three or t <ur
the Inter oceauiijue.Canal Company, and the New
with pearls from the fresh water clams of New
abreast, aud tilling their holds with bales of cotton
Orleans Picayune refers to it as "the first moveEngland brooks On either side of the tourma
line are two matchless opals of more than an inch
Near by arc the cotton presses, where the cotton
ment made towards that great enterprise destined
in diameter, without imperfection, and
exhibiting to bring the port of New Orleans in direct ciunmii
bales are compressed between the jaws ot a mighty
wondrous display of prismatic colors. "Uberon" j
machine into one half ot their former size, as if by
nieation with all of the largo cities on the Pacific
and "Titania" are the names given them, from
"Midsummer Nights Dream," and certainly noth
coast
magic.
mg on earth gives mole entrancing glimpses of
The buildings—it will be remembered that l
The Greenback Executive Committee declined
fairy-land than these perfect gems Montana is
am writing of the city as it appeared more than
well represented with beautiful garnets and sap
to attend a meeting called by Chairman Murch.
phires or roil, white and blue colors New Mexico
twenty years ago ire mostly ot brick. Some arc
and notified him that his resignation a> Chairman
contributes, besides the garnets of blood-red hue.
stuccoed, but all have a dingy look and few have
a superb turquoise more than an inch in
length. was accepted and that they would soon call the
Most ot them
It is a gem that would have gladdened the hearts
any claims to architectural beauty
entire National Committee ("“ether to elect his
of Cortez and his followers when they (fesj.;b\l
have wide verandahs projecting over the pave
successor.
There is trouble in the camp, evident
the Mexicans of their line emeralds, turquoise and
mont. and supported by iron j liars : and you may
other varieties. The display of native tourmalines ly
What Mr Murch has done to bo so uncerewalk for squares in their shade. Often each story
is quite extraordinary, and comprises tine stones
bounced does not appear
Perhaps ho has its
of green, red. white, blue and yellow colors. The moniously
balcony or verandah these rising one abow
has
learned
since
he
went
to
something
necklace contains over lot) gems, which form alWashing the other, and
usually constructed of iron. The
a
of
remarkable
together jewel
beauty, and is, in ton and proposes to turn his back on the Green
private residences have striped curtains with seal
fact, a museum in itself of the rarest and most back
folly.
beautiful of our gem productions. [Boston Ad
! loped edges which let down the sides of these ver
vertiser.
'.'he New York Shipping Cist, in an article on
andalis. thus enclosing from tin- street a cool aud
THE GREENBACK CRAZE EX1I.AI.NEI).
the revolution in shipping and who shall control pleasant room much used during the summer
The Greenback movement is oro of the most the
foreign trade, gives utterance to opinions sim- months, and not imfrequently as a sleeping apart
puzzling ot the public phenomena of our time. ilar to those
recently expressed by the Journal ment.
Maine is not by any means the sole victim
SevIt notes the encroachments of the steam marine
eral other of the best Sta'es in the Union, notably
Aew Orleans is drained troui the surface—the
Iowa and Michigan, have been similarly overrun,
upon the field so loug occupied by our sailing vesor drains exposed to view mi each side of
gutters
only they seem to be recovering their senses a
but maintains that the latter will for a long the streets
The drainage finds its way slowly in
little taster than Maine has done. There arc sumo sels;
reasons why Maine should be tints smitten which
period, and perhaps always, have a place on the to canals cut through the swamps, from which, by
are not apparent at first
“The sailing vessel," it says, “will be immense pumps worked by steam, it is taken
glance The infection ocean.
up
was chietly prevalent in the rural districts which
needed to do its share of the constantly increasing and emptied into Lake Ponehitrain, a vast body of
have been most affected bv emigration. The
trade
of
the world, as, in the nature of salt or rather brackish water, three miles in rear
bright, enterprising and thoughtful boy of the carrying
family, who would have kept bis lather and things it will bo enabled to carry certain classes of the city.
brothers on the right track, has gone West, and
of freight cheaper than its competitor that has a
The streets are mostly paved with cobble stone,
his kinfolk have been left to become prey to the
noisy charlatans who have gone about the country steam engine to feed and watch. To that extent and when these sink in places, loose stones are
telling the people that they arc victims of oppres- it will have an advantage which will be likely to thrown in. making a road that it is torture to ride
sion and promising plenty and prosperity it they
secure for it. if not large, at least fair profits during
As an illustration of the instability of the
over
will follow after the false gods set up "by those
false prophets. The bright boy who has gone
ordinarily prosperous times, (la the Atlantic the foundation upon which the city stands, a heavily
would havo exposed the fallacies of these trick- competition between the two interests is more
laden dray wilt often depress the immediate sur
sters, had he been at home, and now when he
conflicting than in other directions: and, in view of face upon which it rests to some distance below
comes back to visit bis folks he will show them
this fact, wo may anticipate a disposition on tile the level.
the folly and errors of their new ways
When it has passed on tho pavement
lie will
tell them that the path of honesty and honor is
part of shipowners to seek in more distant fields the slowly regains its fcfriner position. The old story
the only good path for man or town or state or ua
profits which are transferring to their rivals trade about turning a 11 at boat bottom up aud erecting a
tion, and that any attempt to avoid just obliga
nearer home.
Long voyages for large sailing ves- three story brick building on it, is not the exagger
tions, persuual or public, is weak as well as wicked
So wo may look upon this delusion as temporary,
sels are now ihe most profitable of any, as indiation many suppose it to be. There are no cellars
and may confidently expect a return to sensible
cated by the fact that while ships employed in the of course, and the dead are not buried here, but
and honest ways on the part of a good majority ot
Atlantic trade in recent years have barely paid are placed in tombs built upon aud not in the
Maine men. [Portland Press.
their way. those employed between the Atlantic 1 ground. This is expensive, and hence, although
HUMOR IN RHYME AT THE CAITTOI..
and Pacific have generally made money for their New Orleans has
A distinguished member of the Legislature, a few
always been considered a dear
days since, sent a big red apple to a Haugor lady owners.
place to live in. it is a still dearer place to die in.
in
the
House
who
almost
area,
sitting
instantly
Our own vessels, which should naturally control
The sidewalks are of brick or large squares of
sent back the following in pencil:
three fourths of the foreign carrying trade, as they stone, cemented
“Kind thanks for your apple so luscious and large ■
together. These stones some
Tho’ reversing the order of Adam;
did, approximately, a quarter of a century ago. times work loose and then if you step on a corner
For then ’twas the man who partook of the fruit,
have now less than one-fourth. “The disease" a
While the giving was done bv madam."
jet of thin black mud spurts out bespattering you
says the Shipping List, “is apparent enough, but
from head to foot. These loose stones are approTo which ho almost as quickly replied :
the cause aud the remedy oti'e" subjects for dis
“Your kind note of thanks,
priately culled dandy traps. The cost of draining,
With its sparkling rhyme,
pute. Political economists, whose panacea for cleaning and paving the city is enormous, aud
Comes to solace my moments of leisure—
everything is free trade, put foiward that, with when you take everything into consideration it is
May tlie fruit prove to lie
Unlike that on the tree—
their customary confidence, in tiiis case; but they a wonder how it can be done at all.
A source not of grief, but of pleasure."
tail to show how the shipbuilding interests, already
And now let us look at the places of amusement
feeble enough, are to he strengthened by this final
A long way down the Hue do Chartres, past cafes
A Curious Coincidence.
blow at their existence. The real evil lies further and very
French)* groceries—one storied, lowThe news of the murder of the Czar recalls tho
back. It is largely a consequence of the heavy rooted
tho roofs covered with red tiles,
buildings,
death of President Liucoln. it is a curious coinburden which is imposed upon the shipping in
and with long wooden shutters to the windows—
cidence that the one event in the life of the Emterests by our system of taxation, local aud na
peror which will be remembered to his honor
past the little garden in rear of tho grey Cathe
through the ages was the emancipation of tho tional—a burden far in excess of any which is dral, with its glass-covered ice cream saloon; a
serfs, while tho immortality of Lincoln’s fame will imposed upon the
shipping of any other nation, few paces to the left down Orleans street, and you
rest upon the emancipation of the slaves. Lincoln
and one which often represents the difference bestand before the Theatre do Orleans, a two storied
met his fate at the hands of a representative of
tween a living profit and a ruinous loss.
the classes whoso interests he had destroyed. Tho
Two
building of reddish brown stucco with a row of
Emperor, it is believed, dieH at the hands of men things are certain—the first that the question is glass
globes across its rudely ornamented front.
who owe to him their liberty. Although the Em
to demand the most serious and
One street entrance leads to the Cafe de Orleans,
peror dared the power of the governing classes in grave enough
Russia by his act of emancipation, he failed to thoughtful statesmanship, and the second, that the
where tho bearded chorus singers, when not on
commend himself to the classes whom he served.
Government can better afford to extend generous duty, sit aud driuk eau sucre (sugar aud water) or
His life has been the saddest that ever fell to a
aid to our shipping interest than to allow our something stronger and play dominoes.
Tho
and as
in Russia this is
a

|

Concerning Henry Giles.

Thirty years ago one of the popular lecturers in
this country was Henry Giles, an Irish Unitarian
clergyman Now at an advanced age and para
lvzed. he is forgotten, save by those who provide
f‘»r his wants. ••Templeton." the Boston correspondent of the Hartford Uourant. tells the following anecdote <>f the once noted man. He was a
man of large self-esteem, and considerable
capacity
ot self-assertion, which stood in the way of his
success in the ministry.
I call to mind one incident which it was
my
fate to witness:
Mr Giles was engaged one summer Sunday to
preach in a town about ten miles from Boston.
He stood up in the pulpit to announce his text.
Exactly at the same mome .t a tired farmer, who
occupied a conspicuous pew in front of the pulpit,
drew a red silk handkerchief from his pocket, deliberately spread it over his own bald head and
forehead to protect them from the dies, and resigned himself to slumber.
This was too much for the dignity of Air. Giles.
He stopped, shut his sermon, and began to glare at
the somnolent parishioner.
The latter rested in serene unconsciousness,
while the rest of the congregation looked to see
how this singular duel would end
The silence became protracted, till all at once it
appeared to occur to the individual who was the
cause of it that it was worth while to ascertain
what it was all about.
He removed his handkerchief and looked
up,
only to find himself fixed by the glittering eye of
the preacher, and by the eyes of everybody else !
With a convulsive start, he abandoned a.l
thought of a nap that day. and the sermon went
on.
In fact, it was a preMy lively congregation
for a hot Sunday.

ited from

a

a

s

faces

and it does

Canal street, the great boulevard of New Orleans,
has two roadways with a strip of green, shaded by

arranged
thirty pupils, though at this
time, thirty x are cared for by the kind hearted
ladies who have charge of the institution.
Agreeable to an appointment between a friend
and myself, wo arrived at the Home
during, and

were

the

not for the best,

some

danger

was

and

ing is a substantial brick structure, three stories
in height, situated on an eminence
overlooking the
beautiful city of Hallowell. and is
to

circumstances of manifest

French and

tent.

intelligent readers of the Journal would be inter
in gaining some idea of what the school is
doing to mitigate the evil of vice and vagrancy
among the lowest strata of our population : and in
order to do this briefly. 1 can do no better than
give the result of my own impressions, as gathered during a recent visit at the school. The build-

in

was

Below C'anel street the architecture

was

seer:

School at Hallowell.

estod

found

write New Orleans

we

Spanish, and the French language
language of society and mainly of business.
Two of the daily newspapers were printed in
French, and at the place of amusement patronized
by the old residents—the Orleans Theatre—French
opera and drama were given. The city as a whole
waB so unlike any other
city in this country as to
furnish a tempting tield for the Northern sight-

Mr. Editor Judging from my own recent want
of information in regard to the workings of the
(Jiris' Industrial School, it occurs to me that the

accommodate

Wa’.

|

l.xxo.Id.*37,400
Fiu- ('ommissioners call attention to the
fact that the weight of salmon captured
lias doubled since the State appropriation
enabled them to put annually ‘d,000,000
young tish in the head waters of the Sacramento River.
The increase in the catch has warranted the employment of sdoo.000 more capital than formerly in the canning business.
There arc now nine canning establishments on the Sacramento River.
The
business has grown from .’id,017 cases in
1~7!> to tig',000 cases in 1:—o. Experiments
with shad are entirely satisfactory.
A

AN EDITOR.

made iu another discussion, ur help out
the memory ot a third diapultmi, auu so on, taka
in
all that was going on around him.
ing part
scarcely looking up from his paper, or arresting
the motion uf his pen.
1 thought ot Napoleon
dictating to a score of secretaries at once. Mr.
Blame's wonderful command of language is almost proverbial, and no where is this gilt more
appreciated than iu a newspaper office He seldom
made 'alterations from copy
lie seemed to ding
his words down like lightning, and they struck
He always, when iu town,
right every time.
superintended the "making up" of the editorial
atul
in
this
mechanical
page,
process he displayed
a rare faculty ; a
phrenologist would say that his
“organ of size was extremely well developed.
“There," he would say to the foreman, "put this
article at the head ot the column, ami follow it
with this, and then this," pointing to a third, "will
just till out ;' and he rarely ever erred materially.
Mr. Blaine is one of the most genial and best
tempered men 1 was ever associated with. 1 can
not recall u harsh or unkind word from him
during
the two years l spoke of; to me they were verv
Ue
was
to
affable
all in
pleasant years.
equally
the establishment.
Even Reuben, the "devil,"
with his quiet humor, would sometimes indulge
iu ajoke with the august head of the establish
ment; and I know that all of the survivors of the
old Portland Advertiser establishment of dl years
ago rejoice in the elevation to high honors of their
former colaborer, and wish him as thorough sue
cess as a cabinet minister as he won as a journal
ist.

follows:
season

liLAlNE AS

statement

The Commissioners ot' Fisheries of the
state of California give an excellent report respecting the artificial piopagation
of salmon in the Sacramento river since
is?.'!, when several thousand young ii.sh
were placed m the head waters of this
river:
Since 1S7-1 we have obtained the numbers and weight of salmon caught in the
Sacramento and San .Joaquin, that have
been transported from the place of capture. to the cities ot San Francisco, Sacramento and Stockton, by rail and steamboats. as also the number and weight of
salmon put up in tins by the different
running establishments.
This system has been pursued since we
commenced in l-7.'i, and the record is as

For
For

G.

de

1838-9

foreign city, the French element pre

a

dominating.

a

Mr. Blaine's entrance upon journalism, says a
writer ( At.") in tile Portland Press, was at Augusta
—his wife’s native place, iu 1853, when he became
editor aud one of the proprietors of the Kennebec
Journal, tbo slate paper. Under his management
the paper acquired a greater influence than it had
possessed under the lamented Severance. When
Hun John M Wood became sole proprietor'of the
Portland Advertiser, and Henry Carter had vacated
the editorial chair. Mr. Blaine "was induced to take
the position, and he retained his connection with
the paper until the autumn. 1 think, of 18t!0.
When I returned to my alma mater, to borrow a
college expression, after an absence of several
years. 1 found Mr. Blame the editor in chief of the
Advertiser, and tor two years I was placed in close
relations with him. He was the readiest and most
versatile man 1 ever saw in an editorial room. Ho
never kept anybody waiting for him. aud he was
equally exact in requiring that the printers should
have his copy iu type aud proofs ready at the time
appointed, and lie always took care to allow them
plenty ot time The Advertiser was published at
that time in a bioek on the corner of Middle aud
Market streets, on the site now occupied by Messrs.
Chadbourn A Kendall, but tbo printing office was
in a buildiDg down on Market street, and the two
were connected by a
gallery and a passageway
through the attic’of an intervening building -a
dulorosv to the uninitiated.
Mr. Blaine had
tine accommodations provided lor him in the superb library of the establishment, but be usually
preferred to do tiis work up in the "den," a 11’>
foot room adjoining the composing room
Here
he was strongly intrenched against interference
Mr. Blame resided at Augusta all tin- time of his
connection with the Advertiser, and it was his
custom to go home on Friday aud return on Monday afternoon. He would come direct to the "den.
and dispatch the "printer's devil" for a light luncheon of
rackers aud cheese and lemonade, or some
thiug of that sort, meantime acquainting himself
the
with
state ot alfairs at the olliee.
Luncheon
dispatched, In would grab a pile of exchanges and
their
over
contents
with
go
lightning rapidity,
tossing them loosely over his shoulder as fast as
he had exhausted them. Snip—snip—scratch—
—scratch—scissors and pen worked together for
dear life—scarcely a word was spoken in that little
room tor hours : and when the editor-in chief had
finished his task a few directions were given to his
assistant, and, with the remark that he should re
turu at such an hour iu the evening, he would take
his departure. Mr. Blame writes a graceful, fluent
hand, with few emendations, anti the printers
could generally read it readily, though sometimes
a now compositor would—remonstrate over it
Many a lime has he bounced into the den and
flung out the manuscript for the next day's leader,
written on the crown of his hat on board the ears.
My! That was a flowing hand then—too dowing
—it was a gushing hand—and tbecompositor would
frequently gush also. 1 often had occasion to wait
on Mr. Blaine when he was at work ill the library
room, aud it was a common thing to hud him sur
rounded by from six to a dozen visitors, talking
upon several different subjects, while the editor's
peu travelled rapidly across the paper, as it he was
oblivious of their presence. Suddenly he would

Befo’

At the time of which

essentially
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by foreign
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theatre

was

uot,

large,

nor was

the interior at true-

It bore everywhere the marks ot age—and
Tune and dirt had obscured the once gay
frescoes and subdued everything into a neutral
tint. There was a pit behind the ochestra. but the
dress circle was divided into boxes, seating four
persons and here was seen th> audience. On a
••fashionable night" two nights in the week were
s-> termed) when the
regular patrons mustered in
force, a more lovely sight could hardly be imagined than was presented to the observer from the
The Creoles (natives) are never
upper circie.
gaudy in their dress Their toilets are always elegant in the true acceptation of the word
No hats
or bonnets are worn at the
opera: full dress is the
rule, and the display of rich laces and of costly
jewelry is, or rather was. something marvellous
Diam >nds flashed from taper lingers, were pendant from dainty cars, encircled fair necks, undu
lated on snowy’ bosoms and shone like stars in
tiara's over fair brows. But these audiences are
things of the past. The war wrought many changes,
and but a year or two after its close this old tem
pie ot Music and the Drama, its prestige then being gone, was destroyed bv the torch of an incenlive.

dirt.

Miss Eliza <i. Longfellow of Machias. who has
devoted much time to collecting a historical or
family record of the Longfellows, dating back
more than 200 years, has an invitation with liberal
! compensation to visit Cambridge. Mass to assist
j by the written record she has. as wgll as by oral
j rotation, in mating up the record of the fami
ly. now numbering many hundreds of persons.

i [Cnion
Skowhegan complains of “the great and growing
evil of gossip
It would seem that the business
revival has not hit Mrs. Grundy, says the Lewiston
Journal. It looks to us as though Mrs. Grundy is

“booming

There arrived in Ilallowell ltith inst
on a
train, ten carloads of cattle and sheep for
lion. J. K Bodwell. The herd consists of ol Here| ford*. 11 Polled Angus, and 100 Shropshire sheep,
j purchased in varicus parts of England by Mr.
j Bodwell's agents
| On Sunday. March b. Mr. William E. Gould
j caused a census of the church going population of
Portland to be taken. Ele found that, while there
are 1 **». 1 T."> good seats in the Protestant churches of
Portland, only 8.021 persons, by actual count,
diary.
Adjoining ♦he Orleans Theatre was a place of were in the pews.
The charter for the Mexico & Bryon railroad has
note—perhaps notoriety is the better word—the Or
been approved by the Governor. The road will be
leans Ball Boom. Here a masked ball took place ev
three feet guage and is designed to be run as a
cry Saturday night—■Gentlemen’s tickets >"J: Ladies free." It was the Bal Mobile of Paris localized.
freight road, entirely in the interest of lumbering
The can-can was danced here as nimbly and the parties.
dancers were as agile and graceful as those of the
The machinery is going into the new smelting
works in Portland.
French capital. Many beautiful faces were seen
when the mask> were removed, but no woman
The Bath Independent says that Mrs. Ellen S.
was present who was not
steeped in sin and Bunnell of Bath, supposed to be in consumption,
has iust been cured, as sue believes, by prayer.
shame. Toward morning—Sunday morning, reIn York county there are 200.000 cotton spinmember—terrible scenes were witnessed. Many
< f the dancers would become maddened
by drink tiles humming away every working day. represent
or jealousy.
The grotesque masks and costumes,
mg a value oi *2.So7..*»00. This is 73.000 more than
the Hashing of lustrous but wicked eves, the
there are in Cumberland and Kennebec counties
scarcely suppressed oaths and the wild abandon- combined. York stands second in the State in its
number of spindles: Androscoggin taking the lead
ment of the dancers made up a scene of mad revelry. which the pen can but feebly portrav. Often with 311.300
there were tragedies enacted here. Although all
Mayor Senior, of Portland, in his inaugural ad
were searched for concealed
weapons before enter- dress. reports the net debt of the citv at three
million four hundred and tive thousand seven bun
ing the bail room, stilettos som< times fashed in
dred seventy-nine dollars.
the gas light and drank blood, or the sharp crack
It has been reduced
"f a pistol wa> heard as a ballet sped to its mark.
thirty six thousand during the year by additions
But with the old Orleans theatre perished also the to the sinking fund. He recommends close eeon
ball room. So we drop the curtain on both
omy, but reports the tmances in good condition,
Of other places of amusement may be mentionwith no tloating debt
ed the New Opera House, also in the French quarRev Br Yetromile has resigned his pastorate in
ter of the city, and then in its first season
Machias on account of old age and infirmities He
the 5?:.
is gomg to Koine, where he expects to publish the
Charles Theatre, the home of the blood and thun
der drama: the Amphitheatre, chiefly patronized
history of the Catholic church in Maine from the
time *f Rev. Rahi to the year issn. The history
and
the
Varieties
Theaby circus-loving juveniles,
is
tre. where the legitimate drama was presented by
:er the auspices of Cardinal Simeon.
an excellent
! :.«*
unmittee appointed by the House to ascer
company, including many who have
since risen from stock actors to stars in the theattain the expense incurred bv the State Valuation
rical firm ament
«
Commission
aud the several amounts of money
a. i*.
paid each person, find that the total expense was
'I I.B*3 70 : paid for cierks and stationery. >3,872
Maine Matters.
• o.
Each member of the Commission received
from >1" < to *ooot according to the distance trav
NEWS AND Dossil- FROM AI.I. OVER THE MATE.
elled.
1 he game laws are being enforced in >> ashing
:m»i;t an
'Eeri n
01 the sh:i*o'a n. ls <>:
m:
ton county with commendable vigor.
At Goulds
STATE.
boro last week tour men were arrested for killing
N t very long ago the sails of Maine’s commerce
<
deer and bound over to the Supreme ourt
At
widened every sea. and her lieet ^ailing vessels Machine two Indians were held to answer for the
earned the American il.tg to all parts of the world.
same offence.
Ad along the coast rang out the merry music •>!'
The -M ichias ITi-c says the weather began to
Die shi}1 builders’ hammer, and the towns were
moderate there about the bih inst and that the
lull of thrifty mechanics and wealthy capitalists.
change gave new 1: to things The men from
During the past lifteen years the great industry logging camps thronged the streets
Instead of
ha> been graiually dying out, until a large num
logs the talk is about driving logs run
drawing
her of the >hip yards in t e State are idle.
The
mug the saw mills, loading vessels, repairing
general prosperity of the country and the unprece- houses, stores, mills and building the Whitney
dented demand for w ooden ships has caused a groat j ville K. K
People experienced a wonderful relief,
revival of this important industry, and it seem.- : released from lob
days cold, stormy weather.
very likely that in a year or so the *I>irig>>" State
Waldoboro reduced her debt S-’.'JbS 7u last year
w;ii again be celebrated far and wide for her ves
Cushing is out of debt and has quite a sum in
1
sc is
Wednesday evening the loth iust.. a large her treasury.
moliner of heavy men who are interested in
The ice departed from the channel >f the Me
shi'js
and shiopiug met in the Senate chamber, at the 1 domak river. March lb. 1K*1.
rfhe river is now
State House, tor the purpose ot perfecting an or 1
open to navigation.
gani/ation of the ship owners and ship masters in
There are one hundred and ten names on the
to an association,
(
apt. .1 S. Winslow, ot Port
register of the Maine Medical school, the largest
land, was called to the chair, and Dr A .1 Fuller, class ever in attendance.
ot Ba'h. was chosen S--cretary.
A large number j
A South Thomastou hen has laid an egg ineasur
or applications for
membership were received from i ing 7 by * inches and weighing three and a quarter
all parts of the state. These were ail voted on fa i ounces.
vo;■ ably.
The association now numbers over Aon
The Boston Herald says: Mr. Blaine's sou.
men who are interested in
shipping and represents Walker, who has been appointed his private secre
a good many millions of dollars.
It is by tar the tary. bears much resemblance to his father. He
Eiost important business organization in Maine. .:
is «»f marked ability, courteous, industrious and
not in New England,
('apt. (iuy C (ioss. of Bath, universally liked.
in a short speech, defined the objects of the assoMrs. Senator Hale will spend the spring and
ciation. A committee ot live was then raised to
summer with her mother. Mrs. Chandler, in Detroit
select a list of permanent officers They reported as
The gross earnings of the Bangor ,{ Piscataquis
follows
railroad show a gain of vll per cent over last year,
President. Duy (’ (joss, of Bath: Vice Presi
and the net earnings a gain ot *3 per cent.
dents. Samuei E. .Spring, o* Portland : Henry L ;
Frank Preston Olds, who broke into the Bodwell
Houghton. Bath Fram-is Cobb. Rockland: Y. H I Granite Company's store at Viualhaven. has been
Coffin. Harrington: Edwin Five. Dam -rise >tta : j sentenced to three
years in State prison
Charles H Chase, Portland: .J (' Jameson. Bath:
The hotels at Did Orchard arc being put in tine
.1 W Frederick. Belfast: Isaac Reed. Waldoboi ,:
•t lcr for the season, which is
expected to be by tar
T. J. Southard. Richmond: Thomas.i. Stevr;..'.
the* most promising yet.
J.
C
Bath:
J.
Kimball.
Manchester
Bangor.
i he Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad < ompan\
Haynes. Augusta: Recording .Secretary, A. A. have re-elected the old board of directors. The
Strait. Portland: Corresponding secretary. Henry
proposition of some of the officers to extend the
D
Dewey. Portland: Treasurer. Washington : a l to .\! oosehead Lake was submitted and is now
<
Portland:
Executive
unmittee J. >
Ryan.
under consideration
Winslow. Portland: Sidney M. Bird. Rockland:
The house and barn of Moses Erskiue in JefferSamuel W atts, Thomastoii : Arthur Sewa.u Bail; : j son was
destroyed by fire, loth imt together with
P J Carleton. Camden: Henry Lord. Bangor: j
eighteen bead of cattle, lb sheep. 3 horses, farm
Nahum T. Hill, Bueksport
ing tools, etc. It originated in the barn ; partially
A constitution and by law> were then adopted
insured.
The association starts ut with battering prospects
Joe Roderick. <>f Farmington, was found dead,
ot doing good work for the
languishing shipp.ng ibtb inst.. in the woods on Dead river He left
.ndustry of Maine.
the camp March tenth to hunt deer. Not return
RE« 'EI’TION
THE
lO
EX-SEN A i'ui: IlAMEiN
Ai
ing. search was made and his gun and snow-shoes
were found sticking in the snow a mile from the
UANoOR.
\ rod further on his body was found I
camp
A complimentary reception wi:s given ex SenaThe cause ot his death is unknown
tor Hamlin at Music Hall. Bangor last Thursday
Potatoes were lower last week in Houlton.
night The hall was handsomely decorated and
The only opportunity for Maine people to hear
was tilled with a
large con ;• :ny. including the Miss Annie Louise Cary this season will be on May
most
citizens. J uogeS F Humphrey
lsth, when she will sing with Thomas'orchestra
prominent
introduced Mayor Brown as chairman, and the
in Portland
After that she will go West, where
latter presented Chief Justice Appleton, ot the she has
engagements which will occupy her time
supreme court, who delivered an address ot weluntil July 3d
come.
The Chief J ustice's encomiums were warmSome two hundred car loads of hemlock bark !
ly applauded, and Mr. Hamlin was much affected have been shipped from Houlton by rail the past
as he arose to
With
evident
emotion
he
winter
respond.
his appreciation of this spontaneous
A light m Georgetown between a ten pound tom
tribute from his neighbors and friends, and said cat and an owl resulted in a
victory for the latter.
the event would be the most gratifying ot his life.
The cat was killed and the owl was captured with a
He referred brietly to some of the experiences of
dip net.
Ins long public life, and said be could ask no richer
Portland has found a wonderful cure-all spriug
reward for any service he might nave rendered
on Munjoy IIill.
than these warm greetings and approvals, as he
By special invitation Howard Owen Esq
adput the harness off’. His remarks were frequently dressed the House on Friday last on “The Man
applauded.
who Makes a Newspaper."
Mr. Owen read ex
Brief but earnest t.ibutes to Mr Hamlin's qualj tracts from his address delivered in 187*3 before
ities and services were then paid by .Mr. D«-orge
the
Maine Press Association upon the satin* sub
j
Field, Rev. F T. Hazlewood. Hon. Abram i
ject. and gave the humorous and ludicrous side
Sanborn and Hon Joseph S Wheelwright. Des l of
It was a most happy effort,
newspaper life
patches of a complimentary nature, conveying the i and frequent bursts of applause attested the appro
Kindest feelings and sincerest expressions ot admieiation ot all present.
ration, were received from Minister Foster. Sucre
The Boston Advertiser regards the report of the
tary Blaine. Secretary Lincoln, Senators Conkiing.
Committee on Investigation of the Insane HospiHale. Frye. Morrill Bayard. Anthony. Pendleton.
tal as a complete vindication of the charges brought
Davis. Brown, McPherson. Ransom, Harris. Sauls
against the management of that institution.
bury, and Hill also from Ingersoll and Prof Sam
Dayton elected a board or Republican officers
uel Harris of Vale College.
hist Monday tor the lirst time since it was incorDuring the reception the comrades » t D A. I;
porated
Post Beal entered the hal! in uniform and paid j
The Knox A Lincoln railroad company has retheir respects to Mr. Hamlin. The exercises closed
cently
purchased the right to use the Miller platw ith a social dance in which the ex-Vice President
| form and coupler and is placing them upon the
joined with all the vigor of youth. All the ex j passenger cars as fast as possible.
mayors of Bangor served as a reception committee. !
Bath s centennial celebration was a great success.
and a number of young men o*' both parties acted i
Palais is to have a >30.000 cotton mill
as ushers.
Osgood Parr, one of the oldest residents and first
settler.** f Phillips, died after a brief illness. Friday
ROCK E A NIKS IT NAN- l.S.
night, aged 73 years
lu his annual message Mayor Case. <d' Rockland
The Executive Council has adjourned, to meet
spoke of the heavy liability* incurred by the city |
Tuesday, March *J9th
in loaning its credit to the amount of
n; :
Auburn's city debt has been reduced a little over
aid of building the Knox A Lincoln Railroad, the i
i7.0OO the past year.
bonds now falling due at the rate of
per
year until P.tiKi, when the whole balance alone is :
to be paid.
Maine Legislature.
He alluded to the general disquietude
of the citizens at this rate of interest on the bonds,
Ai
1»i'sl
1 *>.
March
In the Senate tiie Confer- ]
a,
six per cent
four per cent, of which has to br
raised by taxation ot the citizens of Rockland, and ence ( -»inmittee on the bill relating to mackerel
and hshingou the coast, reported that they are unalso to the universal desire that these bonds may
able to agree and recommend that the Senate ad
be refunded by new ones at 1 per cent interest,
here: report accepted : recommendation adopted
thus saving this city from ••flo.oiMj to^KiNMi a vear
The Committee on State Valuation on order relatHe recommends that a committee ot the city Dov
ing to providing a different method of taking the
eminent be appointed with a like number from
valuation of the State, reported that the matter
the citizens at large, to make an exhibit of the
be referred to the next Legislature The
Judiciary
property of the city, botii real and personal, as t<
Committee reported legislation inexpedient on
the valuation on a cash basis, together with the
order
I
K
S., relating to list of
amending chap
liabilities of the city, rate of taxation and all other
voters.
A bill to amend the act
information necessary and proper tor the informaincorporating the
Maine Shipbuilders' and Shipmasters' Association,
tion of those who hold the bonds issued by the
was received and engrossed under a
suspension of
city in aid of the railroad. This committee is to
the rules
Resolve in favor of the town of Stock
begin its labor a:* soon as possible, with a view of
ton
was indefinitely
in
concurrence.
postponed
negotiating with the holders ot the bonds by comIn the House the resolve in favor of the town of
munication or seeing them personally in order
Stockton was indefinitely postponed—7s to 3b.
that refunding may be brought about a*t the earliBill to change the name of the Ship Builders aud
est possible day.
Ship Master's Association, passed to be engrossed
SANDY RIVER RAILROAD.
Majority report of the Committee on ApportionThe directors ot the Sandy River Railr aid say ment o Senators and Representatives, came from
that with care and economy they think the road
the Senate, aud after several amendments had been
will prove a success. At the recent meeting of voted town was given a passage by yeas 7b, nays
the company at Phillips the board ofdirectois was b’J. Bill taxing railroads was passed to bo en
reduced to three. Daniel Dennison of Phillips. P
The report concerning the valuation
grossed.
H Stubbs of Strong, and Daniel M Boni.ey of commission was made showing the cost of taking
Farmington The reports show as follows Pas the valuation to be *14,D>3 07. The majority resengers carried, 7.‘>00; gross earnings. *i:LbSu export of the Committee on Apportionment of the
State Senators was accepted and the
interest, etc., £1 .b’J.u: surplus credpenses. SI 1
accompanying
resolve passed to be engrossed, all amendments
The
construction
it, £187.
account shows that tor
miles
the
road
after
debate.
cost
The
>dll.:F»7.
being
Governor
sent to
The direct
eighteen
rejected
ors elected Mr. Dennison
the House a veto covering all the State banks inpresident. The road
paid interest and expenses last year and has a corporated this session.
The bill relating to the election of County Comsmall sum in the treasury.
missioners was referred to the next Legislature.
IN OKNKttAl.
Dili til provide tor securing
better qualified
The Richmond shoe factory is doing a large teachers for common schools was indefinitely
business. It employs 4ml hands.
postponed. The same action was had on bill to
New Gloucester has a balance on band of $1512
amend chapter 13 section 3 of the revised statutes
Mercer is considering how to dispose of the town
relating to practice of medicine. The resolve
debt. It does not propose to repudiate, however.
authorizing the Governor and Gouncil to adjust all
The Lewiston Journal says '/. II Bearce has
unsettled accounts between the State and Alonzo
purchased the simon pure steers of Solon Chase Gareelon was passed. The divorce bill was inThe price paid was $1110, which Solon's represen- definitely postponed. The resolution
proposing an
tative was only too glad to receive in gold coin
amendment of the Constitution of the State of
Pea beans are scarce and in demand.
Maine relating to the manufacture and sale of inHue
Auburn grocer paid $5 50 per bushel in Boston
toxicating liquors was discussed at length. The
The Maine Central Railroad Company have reHouse refused to refer to the next session of the
ceived their new passenger cars. More elegant
Legislature The resolve was then indefinitely
cars it would he hard to imagine.
are
finish
postponed by a vote of 07 to XL
They
ed inside and out in solid mahogany.
Both branches assembled in joint convention at
Id o'clock meridian, when the
The financial condition of Sedgwick is excellent;
journals of each
all adjusted accounts have been settled. There is
were read relating to the vote for a Senator in
money in the Treasurer's hands, and the invested Congress to fill the vacancy occasioned by the
funds and other resources amount to some live or resignation of Hon. James G. Blaine. Wm, 1’.
six thousand dollars.
Frye was declared duly elected, and the convenThe Gardiner City Council has made a rule that
tion ordered the Governor to be informed of the
the City Agent shall report monthly the names of fact
those who purchase liquor of him.
Thursday March 17. The Senate adhered to its
The town of Albion held its annual electiou of vote in passing the resolve prohibiting the manutown officers last week, with a sweeping ltepubli
facture and sale ot intoxicating liquors in tile
cau victory as a result,
completely reversing the State. The majority report of the Committee on
order of last year.
the insane Hospital was accepted. The majority
The proposition submitted to the voters ot Ban
report of the Judiciary Committee reporting leavo
to
make
with
the
gor.
arrangements
Bangor and to withdraw on petition for an act permitting
railroad
to
extend
the
female
same
to
citizens to vote in school matters was acMoose
Piscataquis
head Lake was defeated by a vote of 1250 to tip?.
cepted The Governor returned several bills charAt the Anson town meeting it was voted not to tering banks with his veto. Resolve passed appro
pay any interest on the railroad bonds, but to buy pria'ting ¥800 for teachers meetings.
Iu the House resolutions appropriating |800 for
upVhat could be purchased at 50 ceuts on a dollar. A committee was raised to see what bonds teachers meetings was indefinitely
postponed.
Mr. Harding of Waldo favored the motion to
could he secured, and for what prices.
post
Lewiston is to have a Board of Health.
pone.
The editor of the Machias I’niou has received a
ADJOURN El SINE DIE.
barrel'’ of chewing gum from a Machias River
Friday March IS The letter from our Augusta
correspondent gives a review of the business of
logging camp. Yum, yum I
the session, which closed to-day. The
"Pure skunk oil' is sold in Lewiston tor rheurna
customary
tisin.
speeches were made, the resolutions passed, and
Alfred M. Taylor, aged IP years, son of Grin the Senate at midnight was declared adjourned
Taylor of Stratton Brook, Dead River, was instant- without day. Speeches were made and resolutions
ly killed Wednesday of last week, by a log rolling passed in the House, which body adjourned at
over him at the landing near his father's house
about the same hour. The session has lasted 73
The Odd Fellows of Lewiston and Auburn are
days ; 'JfiO acts have been passed and lili resolves
making arrangements for a grand celebration on A session next winter is inevitable.
the 2Pth of April the anniversary of the introduction of the order into America.
The proposition ot an American company to lay
A lire broke out in the village of Pittsfield, W’ed
a railway
through Newfoundland is occupying the
neadav night, lfith inst. Ten buildings were burn
attention of the local legislature ol that province.
ed, including live stores. Engines were sent from The government has determined to accept the
W atervillo and Bangor.
Loss $25,000 to $40,000.
terms
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The

to ex-Senator

reception

the citizens of

by
evening

last was

will be

by

seen

Bangor

on

the details

we

as

publish

elsewhere.

'Phis spontaneous and generwelcome from bis fellow-citizens must

ous

naturally have been most gratifying to
the recipient, and all will agree that it
was worthily bestowed.
Having now retired from public life after a sendee of
years, dining which
he has attained high honors and lived a
life free from stain or even a breath of
more

than two

score

scandal, those who have politically opposed Mr. Hamlin in the past arc free to
testify their respect for the worth and

ability of the man. and have done so. In
politics Mr. Hamlin has been a stalwart,
to use the current term ; but

above all

he has been, under all circumstances,
New

representative

Englander,

true

a

to

<

the interests, and prompt to defend, his
State and section. In a speech delivered
in the visth Congress (his first term in the
House) Mr. I lamlin said
1 gl<»ry in New England’s institutions
There
she stands, with her free schools and her free la
bor. her fearless enterprise, her indomitable enerWith her rocky hills, her torrent streams, her
gy.
green valleys, her heavenward pointed spires :
there she stands, a m<>ral monument, around which
the gratitude «»■ her country binds a wreath of
fame, while protected Freedom will repose forever
at its base

.Judge Tourgee lias a trenchant article
in the April number of the North AmeriReview

-in which he

"Reform and Reformation”

sharply

criticises the the-

ories of the so-called civil service reform-

Judge Tourgee, it hardly need he

ers.

said, has very decided opinions, and he

minuallji,

a

•J. 1S.'>4

The others

the

The

McKay.

Donald

built for Kngland by any other nation.

April number of the North American Re
freighted as usual, with timely and instructive articles. Judge Tourgee, whose contriThe

view

is

fourteenth year. That institution was then in it- infancy. the fir-t la-- having taken their degreeonly thirteen years before. The whole number of
students during hi- college course hardly exreeded
one hundred.
Among hi- classmate- were William

a letter from a
who is very indignant because an
fined recently in Washington county,

Ponca

a

deer out of

<

hand and it looks

though the
of the kind
down this way. Of course if the Red man is a
well read man he reads the Herald.
war

on

as

provoke something

Herald wants to

ought to present him with a
P >ssibly some of the dispossessed Democratic ofii
eers of the Senate would prefer to admiuister that

the

Says

Portland Advertiser:

vincing proof of the prosperity
be desired than

f

*‘Tho

this

a

clique,

to

differ from which is to

demned

by Judge I'ourgee us equally objectionable and un-American. Tbe people of tbe country will not consent to the
creation of an office-holding class, nor
that freedom of political action should
be forbidden to those holding office.
They expect and should exact, howev er,
of those in otfice a faithful performance of
duty. The civil service rules which exclude a good penman from a position in
which penmanship alone is required, because he fails to answer
correctly a question in ancient history, or an accountant
because he cannot tell who struck Billy
Patterson, need

no

demonstration of their

absurdity.

There is room, no doubt, for
reform in our civil service, and this is admitted

by Judge Tourgee, but it is not
by the mutual
admiration society to whom the author
in the direction indicated

of the Fool's Errand has addressed his

wholesome criticisms.

by

The Czar of Russia was assassinated
the Nihilists, a revolutionary faction

which lias
it is to he

counterpart in Europe, nor
hoped, in any civilized country.
no

Tiie Communists of France and

Spain
destroyers. The Nihilists are simply destroyers and -assassins.
A writer in ail English magazine
presents speeches, proclamations and
writings of Nihilists in support of the following summary of their principles and

are

levelersbut

not

purposes
The revolutionary party of Russia lias no definite
aims ot reorganization or improvement in view.
In its sight everything as it now exists is rotten,
and. before anything new and good ran be created,
all existing constitutions must be utterly
destroyed.
Religion, the state, the family, laws, property,
are
odious,
and
must he
morality—all
equally
rooted out and abolished.
It is because “nothing" as it exists at present
finds favor in their eves that they have been called
“Nihilists" They desire to break up the actual
social organization into mere individualism, with
entire independence for eacli separate person.
They maintain that no one should be bound by
laws or even moral obligations of any kind, but
that everybody should be allowed to do
exactly as
he pleases
Their object is anarchy in the very
truest sense ot the word
are
The)
only modest
enough to decline the attempt to create a new
order of things in place of what they
propose to
destroy. That they intend to leave tor a better
and more uilightened generation.

Gov. Plaisted's veto of the bills chartering State banks, lias hurt no one: as
since tbe defeat of tbe Democratic funding bill tbo national banks which bad
asked for State charters do not desire
them. Hut if tbe national bank system
is overthrown
of issue

nection tbe

nently

we

beyond

a

shall have State banks

doubt; and in

this

Portland Advertiser

con-

perti-

asks—

If all the national banka are driven into a re
under the local laws, how long will
it be before they will induco Congress to repeal
the 10 per cent tax on State bank notes, and re
store tbe good old limes when no bank bill was
worth its face beyond tbe State Hue, and mailt' of
them were worthless at home (

organization

The

Republicans

secured tbe

organizaby
a slender majority—tbe
deciding vote of
tbe N ice President being necessary to

tion

of

tbe

I'nited States Senate

turn tbe scale.

There is reason to be-

lieve, however, that tbe public business
will proceed smoothly for all that. There
is a courtesy and dignity existent in the
Senate, found innodther legislative body
in this country, and which is averse to

factious opposition. Such men as
Senator Hill of Georgia, are an exception
to the rule, and are not sustained by
mere

their

mvn

party.

oil

the :>! of

September,

now

i\

ing, i- the Kev

Aqfiteiis

>.

Packand

>-h

iiinnemviiiriu

Knthu.-ia.-m

part

Gcniu-."

o!

was a

w

poem

on

tieal

His ode at the i-omniemoratioii

Adams and Jef

promise. M in; of hi rollrge associates believed
that the Muses had been lavishin their gift-to him,

consequence of the press ot local

matter

and when
s

too

quite

awfully funny that

Democrats ami

Democratic papers should have gone into spasms
the presence of troops in the Capitol on In

augnration day and howled about the march of
despotism. Ac., when the troops were stationed in
the corridors at the request and under the direction of the Democratic Sergeant at arms of a Dem

re

Dramatic Critic,

bmnd

a

weekly, published

in

now

new.

of the Souther:.

bright and hr*

ezv

Atlanta. Georgia

Butter is said to be the best medicine toi a class
of nerve diseases, being almost chemically identical with healthy nerve tissue

writing

and paper
the cost is

group of

We have

-l uie.

In

in

for the -tern arithmetic of

r,

the late

Nathaniel

of

are

schools is

made.

It

the present condition

grandchildren

around

as

|

but ala-! that occasion he

politics

the family hearthwas never

to

see.

<

;

|

participated actively in the Presidential campaign, and night after night his voice w as effectively heard in hclialf of'‘Harrison and Reform." lie
wa-a delegate to the national
convention in l-D,
which nominated llein
Clay, ami one of his most
ardent -iq*i rter-. Tw o years later, although the
Mate was in the hand- of hi- political opponents,
In- wa- chosen secretary of the board «»f education,
a department which had just beenestahli.-hed, with
a view to remedy oxi-ting defects in our common
-ehooi system. To tin* dutie- of this position he
/en!oii-h devoted him.-elf for three years, visiting
all partMaim and lecturing in the principal
town-.
During a portion of hi official term, lie

flourishing as generally report- I
now in use ought to be giving

reputation.

T 'their

recommendation-

del'll d for many of the best features of

we are

oj

the

public

law-*'!

Issn. in relation

the sale of cider. Thi- i~ an important amend
ment. and make-an otherxx i -«• fooli-h law p..--esa grain of common sense.
Thi- explain- that tlu*
much mentioned cider law of issn. -hail mu appl}
to the sale of unadulterated eider w hen sold in
quantities of less than live gallon.-, unless the -aimis to lie used as a beverage or for tippling purpo-es.

In*

j

\\ <• propo-e to menand judicious
the leading measures.
In keeping w ith the undcr-tanding ha«l early in
the ses-ioii. the liquor law hax e :u»t been tampered
xvitli at all. except in just one iu.-ian<v. A hill has
become a law explanatorv of section J.». chapter -7.
of the Revused statute-, a- amended by section
tion

to

our

I bis

vital of tlu* objections w hich
farmers have to the law The constitutional amendment concerning the liquor trail!
fell dead in tlu*
House*. Many did not date to risk a vote on tlu*
subject at tlu* polls, while others -aw that a simple
constitutional provision would i»e no up.re than
•old, lifeless marble, without tlu* energizing working prohibitory law : and why tear open the consti
tution anew, it was a-ked, if nothing i- to he gain
ed.- A most sensible conchi-hm.
Women are made eligible b> hold certain school
removes

tlu* most

oilices. but here are her proud
present—not another step, -ax
Those
1

|

in

on

tlu* lloor of the house in

waves
our

fax

or

stayed, at
legislators.
of

\\ oiuan

sulVrage, conspicuous among whom were dmlge
Hall, of Rockland, and Hon. A. V. strout of Portland, waxed eloquent in their advocacy of her
cause:

our

while the

more

deliberate, like Vcrrill ot

Portland, thought that woman had already as
many rights as she herself demanded: that now
she is the queen of the household, wielding an in-

,

fluence in the moral and social world that any king
might envy. t'apt. boss, of Rath, during tin* last
debate on tlu* -abject, remarked tliat lie had one of
the best xvives in creation, and on consulting her
in

The

City

Government

News

Belfast

of

Vicinity.

and

city government met at the eouueil
rooms on Monday last at
in o'clock
m.. a full
board being present.
Mayor swan called the
convention to order, and administered the oath
to the board of Aldermen, and Common Council.
The board separated to allow the Council to organize, which it did !>y electing Councilman ( baric- \V.
Haney, of Ward Two. president, and c. n. Poor,

Mr. W I. Howard, the marble worker, ha- pur
chased the house on Spring street, hr le-ideme of

clerk.

the late

board again met in joint convention,
vider
man Johnson and Couneilmen Flanders and Walton
were made a committee to
notify M. P. Woodcock.
Ksq., that he was elected Mayor, and to notify him
t«» join the convention.
On taking his -cat Mr.
Woodcock was sworn in by the city clerk. Rev.

Lizzie Poor, of Belfast, now loaded with »:•
tatoes for Baltimore, will engage in the fruit busi

new

Bavid Hall, of >ear.*mont, ha- purchased tin
farm of tico. Fuller, of IIojk*.

Koliert, a four years old sou of Philip (,. coombs,
on Bay View street, in this
eity. on Thursday,
ami broke his thigh.
fell

The

Mr. Crowninshield then offered prayer.
then delivered the following

The Mayor

<

There i-

also

Clerk, dames

point

s.

(i. C.

ie-..i,e

m

Packard

Mr.

<

down

1- m

lu toni

f

kton.ha*

*:

past

nr*

o\cc*-ivc valuation,

an

•»?

fit.

by th*»e opposing th*' bill wa-that
opening a door (• r *>tln*r town- t

made
lu*

«

Mu* of the

f ii

t

ad-1r***.-*

ief e-l

r

Mayor, at
took plaee’!*i

i*

eity just twenty

the ore:t'ion

.|.*live»

e\ei

v

It

year-ago

na.-

lir-t election **t :h.
lie H«*u
•l.inie- P. \\ hit*
l tie .iddre*- wa- <-opit i ad ,.\r
the country and received
many Mattering n -n--.*< >11 taking tlu chair Mr. White -ai :
Gentlemen >*i the City < •mm;.
I pre-unm tiia
on

th"-*'

1 am
now

w In*
mu a

the

t<"! f-

:

me

■

Monday

i:

la-tkm-w

talking man. but a working
gent-len n 1 am ready to
to work

?b.m

man

Kivt|in*iiil\

sun-, nl.er-in making remitian. <
t
-Journal, instead of doing the business directi
"'ith the olli-v pass the monev to their
p -t master

tin-

with the re.jiiest that he forward the same.
I'm
post-master, whose -alary i- regulated h. tin-sale
"! stamps, keeps the eiirrene\ and hnen ip. -p/
"tamp-. We have now on hand several \ ears' -u|
ot
pl>
-tamp-, ol.ta ned in this manner. 11 i- gett 1 nto 'ne a large si/.ed nui-ama
md we
-p, rndiv
a-k our friends, wlien making
pa\ inenl-. p> t.n •.* ,(i i
to ti-

directly.

M«.Ns «U

|

SplUN'i

spring. The ground m this \
ot snow, the trost i- naming

ieinity

is entire!..

and

out.

;,.;

green gras-

showing it -elf in tavored phu'e-. ..Moving furn:
I lire, disarranged
earpets. ami the Imiis* wife going
about with a eioth lit*.I around her liea.: an -up

harbingers.it spring

...

Parsnips

am*

being taken from tlm gr..,n. *. ..In -un
has ••!•..-sed i:
.1 spring
e.ptai *r an l the a>tro!i..:n
is here.... ( r ain- ar p’,.
i-a
mg marbles,

;ir.-

now

tishing

founders, and tloiindei iug about griierallv....,*l>r
lug bitters.. .The
b *1
pilelh up the brush f -om about the hou-. ana
maketh the liontire
Hie line gale h i-paThe r>»l»in has eome
...

M UM

<

IV I It VI

li

VII. It.

*

w

Vie

h.p

e

the nim t. 11th annual report •! tin* Maine
tra
railroad compauv
The report show-an increasepn-peri!
particularly .m tin- Belfast ran ii. \
>■

1

''

give the

iist*s,

—

done for the year ending 1 »■-.
I"7'a. wliieli wa- a!--:,

'a

In l<7'.» mere were re. -:\e-l
prosperous war.
tin- several stations on tin He Hast road
i*:;7 t
freight, f orward.- ! from same -tati-m-s i •;> f.

ln^l>>u there
tons

were

were

received ll/a:: |..n-, u!,:„

toruarded.

Tin-

detailed
t-* r

than d<>ub

accoun:

.\ar-li

f

r.'w

-ltariihain

1 s.s,i
b-r

more

412

r<

|.

»gh:

va

rath--,
i.

s

reeeivnI w.? t-ms. <:..;27.H
">-'•77.

ear.

w

i!

css

\,m>t

\ a
s

\

i"

i-

-ug

it

a

\ am

forwar-i *d.

Thorndike—iveeived

p.._

whin- that

I’he follow

t m- i,

2.:»i»2 ton-,

a

f--r\va: !.

amount

almost double that of tie- pivv ionreceived i-

|
mn

soy,.
sj,s:;}j.

forwarded l,i»Oii tons. <t,7S:'.7t. Km-\ la eiwm
tons. !?i:»l.lo. forwarded 41c tons. .<1,121.j-i. p,k
-reeeiv e-1 .b'b ton-, .-><1 .b2J..‘d f. rv\ ar-ie- i 2.'2»',2 ;
•<t.;:,.»':.,ch.
Waldo reeel. d .... Pm-. sv.,;;i
;
war-led

.’ay.

.<*«n;.I7.

t':p

I ’. i n

:

t

Pm-,

.< :i

forwarded 117 tons, sjpi.m;
Ih-ifas! -reeeiv. .1
•'b'lis, .<11(2.1!*; forw arde-1 .'..He tons
l*ell‘as| in l>7;» received i.u»iu t.*n< ,,| freight a d
l'1"’1 11.
I he increase being
largelv :

..

I liitv.

rin-passenger trallic

has also im*reas

,i

.\.

Belfast road from 1
‘-2 in l"7b p- 1 t.bns p, \
I’he fo I lowing is.a detailed a*-count f tin*
jias-eu. :
tratlie and the ainouni
-f monev receive.1
ih-

tlie

elected

M

‘•

•XN". <ompai'e i with

\ear
lielta-t,
passeugei
l’oint, tKT.. .<!•'>:.27. Waldo. : .e.
1
"'.lo".7^. l\no\.
<il

llarriman.

Kilgore.

i-! week.

:

a

m-titi«ti• *»,al

a

and «*l:iiin like r**lief m «*a>**> when* tlx valu.i
dccrva-cd •luring the la-t deeadt

in

Treasurer, Augu-tu- Perry
Solicitor, R. !•'. Dunt-m.

Physician,

<

■*

lion has

Ill)(i|,S.

were

a

1*1

won

ease

nfiieer-

trie-ton.

p*»-i p.me*I in the legislature. The
-ated SI.,.f the >i-.n- t:i\ a-se—**d

the ten y<

..

following

I to <

imlelinitely

resohe

understand that our school- are 111 a very -atifaefory eoiiditiou. under the very able manay 'men;
of our supervisor, agents and teacher-’, and ink fa
vorably with the best -< bools in the state. I would
recommend that we raise a -tuh.-ieni amount ot
money to keep them up to their present standard.
The other department-of the the city y.*v eminent,
such as police. Fire Department. A*
I uuder-tand
to be in a very good condition, and will rcpiirc no
radical change- that I am aware ot.
M F. Wool. o. 'K
The

i.

resolve in favor

The
been

1

City
( ity
City
City

'**

lay evening

tor

postponement.
either way.

agent-and

s.

«*utter l.evi Woo*I

-tati‘»n. and th Mtran-l'erre l t* her. The
thi-

antem!
temperai
m**nt was debate*! in tin* Hmi-e. and indeflnitelv
postponed by a \ ->te of
t*.:»Me—r*. Brad-nv. ;.
Kst**-. Freeman, Harding. Ni.'k. l-. Pit- liei and
liitehie. ot thi- county,
>t«*d in fa\**r
in i.*tin

pending in favor <>t the
city again-l the Masonic ‘Temple Y-soeiati.-n, for
neperment- as-e-sed amounting to tifteen hundred
dollars. The A-soeiation ha- appealed fr >m the
assessments and ailed for a jury.
one

Mi W edne-

providing

-■

damage-.

t

Monroe. Deeeinhei Jl-t la-1,
and p *-t marked at Brooks*m tin*
day following,
reached thi- office la-t week, aftei a laps** o nearly
tlir«a* months.
'V in-:
it ha* been since
mnndrum f*» us.

s.

I uuder-tand from the street commi-siom-r- ot
last y oar that our street-, bridge- and walks me1
the very able management of the former city y-v
eminent, are in very good condition, and I
Imp.
that we may lie able to be .1- sue,-1‘ u 1 in tb-u
! trust that w,
management a- they have been.
-hall us,
ill p.o-ihle care in the -election of our
surveyor- and all who have any control of this
very important department A our citv government
I would suggest t all the
the eonunisioners the importance of promptly attending to
any dangerous places ii the road- or w alk-, and
also the importance of keeping all bridge-, culvertand embankments securely railed to avoid accidents
and damages to the city.
I learn from the City
.licit.u- that thci
but
•u e ca-e now
pern tiny in court again-l tin
it;.
That i- the Hatch «*a>c. Thi- ea-e han tried
once and a verdict of ten thousand doll »r- render.-.1
against tin- city, and it ha- gone up to the law c.mrr
on a motion for a new trial, on a
plea of exce—iv.
>

I

letter written i

A

rvrrKKs.

HIGHWAY

ha-,

veto

apportionment.

r**venin*

Cullo. h's '»dieers will
M« « 'ulloch ha- bee.

;?imnmki
A <-a-h 7o-10.no
2000.00

Thi- unfortuuute cla»s of people, of whi h we
have (pule a large number in thl-eity as in all other
cities of this-i/.e, will r hi year require our earl
and special attention.
bir contract w itli Mr. Hayford t t tin--upp' -t1 of
the poor expires on the truth of May. audit will
then become necessary for us to r» new our >•< litra* t
or make other arrangement- f>r t Heir maint. nam-c
hir poor have been supported for tin- !a-t thirtv
year-., more by contract w ith Mr. Hayford, u it ii
the exception of two or three year-.
I will tn»t
pretend to-ay that the contract sy -tern i- the b. -t
one. a- a rule, for the support of the poor, but on
the contrary 1 do not think it i-except under tin1
most favorable circumstances, and in our case I
have no hesitation in saying that tlio-c rireum
-lance- do exi-t.
1 refer to the facilities that Mr. Hay ford ha- for
their support, and I am very decidedly of the opinion that it is not tor the intere-t of the city tattempt a change of the system -o long a- the pi e-era
facilities can be procured at a reasonable compensation, or at such a price a- lie can well a fiord to
furnish them for. My experience in that comic,
f ion for the la.-t -ix <»r seven v ear- ha- -ati-lied m
that our paupers are well fed. comfortably
r 14•
and lodged and very kindly treated.

The Governor’s
new

\- anticipate*! tin*
bury ha- been order,

ontingeiU.7000.ihi

or

a

^' b. William Frederick and
brig stacy < lark, that
have been in company >imv December la-t, -ailed
ti'om thi- port on Thur-day
morning-ide by -id**.
The ves-els were houml t*» different pol l.-.

schools.:.ii( in.oo
Fire I h'partment.
2000.00
lal

successful.

not

were

however, defeated tin*

Railroad Bond-..s_’:«opi._’2

a-h.

new

been

The Waldo county members of the legislatin'*
tried hard for t.vo senators for this county. '*ur

except'to

(.

all

an*

having

ever

What w ill doubtless pa— t- r tin* line gale took
place in thi- vicinity on Sunday Snow fell during
Saturday night followed by hail and rain, a-com
panied by a moderate easterly gale.

vm f.

Pauper Fund.
I lighways, bridges a walks,

number

of the

one

new common

member Ot tile city government.

>

(

Northern port

not

men,

twill give you a brief statement of theexpendi
turos of la.-t year anil of the financial -landing of
the city at the present time.
By the Treasurer's report I find that the total receipts of last year, including a balance of £2-‘mi:
in the treasury, on the !ir-r day of March 1*n»,
amounted to
a:id he total e\|-ciaiituivof tin- year amounted to
|le-s a balance in
the treasury of osTn.nn.
Hi
contingent fund i>
la-t year ‘nun all sources wa- s^bJT.d and the t
tal expenditures were
This fund
will see was overdrawn $:>4so.27. The pauper fund
waand the expenditures were the -aim.
The appropriation for the tire department w.n.•s-JooO.oo and tin* expenditures were slWar.
ing an unexpcndcil balance in the treasury nt $r.4t;
'7.
The cemetery fund, i'roi
the -ale of lots, wasl.*.i;;.7s.
Of this fund there was expended for
hearse and other purposes *uigg. leaving a bal
utice of
which wa- transferred to the con
tingent fund by order of the city council. Tin t t
school fund for the year including a balance in the
treasury of sipt'dam. ou thetirst day of March 1-w a1 t.O.'s.c.l. The total ex pend if lire w a- < p j\
4t>, W*a\ing a balance in tin- treasurv on tin- tir-t ia
of March of $-*.">7*.i:> The total iiidchtcdiics- of tin
city mi the first day of March, 1 s-1. w a- s7on,7-’". 1bln- total assets were d'‘d7.lus.7», reckoning our
railroad stock at par.
Liabilities over aid abo\.
assets s.tj.i; 11.->
| see no rea-oii w bv w •• on :
increase any of tin-appropriation^ of’last yeai in
making our estimates for thi- year,
]
\ idc for tin- payment of an execution in fav or of
V- A \. \. Howe-, amounting
*:>17n.4'h wl : c
may require our earlv attention.
ne appropriation- lor last
y ear w ere aoil

tin*
some

somewhat remarkable that the
council, composed of ten m.-mln r-.

Gknti.kmkn of thk CITY Coi ntii.
We have
been elected by the suffrage of our fellow citizens
to manage the affairs of the city of Belfast for Uncoming municipal year. In accepting this responsibility it becomes our duty to give it our most
can-fill and personal attention, however much we
may have to sacrifice in -■» doing.
111 the discharge of our duties I tru-t that we shall
bear in mind the oath that we have just taken, \ i/
to do our duty to the best <»f our ability■.
If we do
tbi- we discharge our obligation-. We may make
mi-takes, but we shall not perjure ourselves.
1 see in this board quite a number of the nu mberof the former hoard. This is exceedingly gratifv
ing to me. 1 shall depend v«-ry much upon y*urc\
perience and ability tor assistance in the discharge
of my duties.
1 hope and trust that we shall all w ork together
and exercise the most rigid ccononn in e\cr\ order
that we pass and every dollar that we expend. < »ui
ciirumsiances require it and our dutv to ourselve.und our constituents requires it. 1 have m< doubt
you will all cheerfully join me in sealing down muexpenses, interest and debts, in every possible, le
gal and honorable way.
Beyond that, with my
present knowledge, 1 am not prepared to lead «>Y
follow
In the choice of officers and in all other businesthat conic- before u- 1 tru.-t that we shall bear in
mind that we art- here for the city, and that it- in
terest is the onlv thing to be taken into consideration

Interest

coming spring, between the West Indic-

ness

and

it is

AI>1»RKSS.

FIN

Makes Angler.

<

seh.

cl

been discreet

chapter -217.

(.overnor

schools.
In I -bn, Mr. Cro-by wa.ed. the text books
unanimou.-iy mnninated
Pa* i.nvcruor by a large Whig convention, and repretty good satisfaction, and the continued use of !
ceived a much greater v*»te than had keen given to
a
of
to
be
considered
desirable.
them,
majority
any \\ hig candi*lati' since the election of (iovernor
If this supposition is correct, free text books can
Lent ten years before. II** receive*! a second lioni
be supplied to the distiict at a cost of from *BD0 to
inatiou in is.Vj. ami although Belfast was then a
*400
strong I )euioerat i<* tow n, hi- fellow citizens honored
It can be done in this way. At the beginning
him by a majority of over two hundred.
Agitation
of the school year, all pupils who have been regu*>f the Maine Law, ami the Free Soil element had
divided
the Democratic partv, ami there was no
lar attendants are promoted to higher classes, and
choice by the people. After a protracted contest in
will need new books.
Let them understand that
th<* Lcgi.-lnttire, he was chosen over • ,o\*. Hubbard,
if they will give their old books to the district,
the regular Democratic nominee, and Anson <;.
that the district will in return, furnish them the
< handler, who
repre-ented the Vnti Maine Lawdifree use of text books for their advanced positions.
\i-i*e.i. Hi- election w as repeated
hy the legislature
The books ot the higher classes thus becoming the
"! l-'d.
During these two years, hi- constitutional
property of the district, will be banded down to
our

tempt to divide Rockland, which would ha \

N. P.

-fPJob. and while taxes press as heavily as they ;
now do.
this is no insignificant sum to save ;
edited the "( oinnion school Advorate," a quarto
The amount saved will, of course, depend upon
semi-monthly newspaper published in Belfast. His
the average attendance, and the manner in which
reports wen* widely circulated, and added to hi-

changes

March 12, | ssl.

it i- in the unln-aithful measure- killed, that never
ought to have breathed a moment, tliat tlu* true
work of the session is shown. Tiu rwas the at

country. < ontrary to his own wishes, he
the Whig candidate for Congress from the
'V a Mo ami Kennebec district in 1S:>S; an honor
w hieh In* declined in IMO.
During the latter year

to

the

-ho .lourna!, j

legislature that adjourned on Frida} at midnight, after seventy-three day-’ se--u>n, may in
everx sense Ik* called a n'orling legislature.
This
i' show n by the acts passed, numbering some fifty
or sixty moi\* than tlu- ordinal'} legi-d.u 11 v.
Hut

wa-

drawing books, slates, pencils
cases might be cited where

per pupil need not exceed one dollar, which would
1
make an annual saving to the district of from

of

i'h

Tlu*

Crosby was alway a Whig.
Ho believed that party to be the
purest ami most
patriotic of an\ political organization that existed

Individual

nearly double the amount above named.
previously shown that the average cost

A

plra-nre ot observing' the liftietli anniversan of his
marriage, which occur- in netoher of the present
> ear. !»> a golden wed-ling, to celebrate the minors
"I a delightful lioim
ami of a true, happy union,
wlu*;i tin* tir.-t affections would he renewed in the

Pretty
pink is Brentano's Monthly for Feb
ruary and it is as full of sporting news as an egg
is ot meat. The frontispiece is a life like representation of two pure Laverack setters
It is

or

Augusta

■

as a

made of

from

rresponderee

J

a

bad nigger du'iu' de wa'. and a bad nigger at ter do
wa.'" is tie- other name of Saui Small, erst of the
but

r*

[Speeial

w

eared
ireene,
Willi-,
a panic* concerning tlu- railroad debt among all tlu*
and oilier young men, who-e literary tastes a-similated with hi- own. Many of the-* friend-hip.4* j river towns: tliat xvas killed. There was the at
wt re of life-long duration.
tempt to blacken the Insane llo-pital by trumped
in Is-- he returned to
Beifu-t. and became permanently established here.
lip charges of irueltx and misiiianagement. and
I' roui l- i'i to i-i.'. he wa- in partnership with Hiram j which were one and all proven to be unfounded.
* >. Al len,
; There w:i- tile attempt to draw the Mate in! -a general subsidy .-rheme b\ w hich it -lu*uld extend it-Mr. ( ro-l.v wa- married in is:ll t
Mi-- Vnn M.
aid to the building of roads and bridges and turn
Patterson. daughter ot < apt. Robert Palters**u, 1th,
pikes for the benefit of pri\ate«•.>i-j*. n ations. Tlu*-i*
a
-ut of one of tin tir.-t -etth-r- of Belfast.
Their
were etlectuaih -qiieli-he I.
\ thousand and one
children, w in* -ui i\ i*« 1 infancy, wen Anne M., now
other measure- aught Ik* mentioned c meerning
Mr-. 1,‘; liar l ( henen
Mirali 1'.. now Mrs. John
which tin* various committees decided that tinHitchcock, of Bo-ton, William, who re-id**- hen*:
death of "leave
u ithdraw,” "ought not to
«•
who died Keb. 17.;-:-. aged •'»-: Horace,
pass,"
and "legislation inexpedient." wa-.iu-t v, hat they
v\ ii«• i- in ini-in**-- ai
M'd\re-port, Pa., and Freddeserveil. So w hile.-m* or two pernicious law- max
erick. wli * wa- killed *.\ an accident at
Syracuse
haxe crept in. the legislation on the whole has
N V
V M.:. 2L I-7s. aged.’lo. He looked forward to the
In- broth*

oeratic Senate.

Atlanta Constitution,

relinquished

library,

among

a.

a

life, could apply the words of Pope
"How sweet
an < >\ id w a- m Murray lost."
Viter completing a
'<*ur-c "1 legal -indie.- with hi
father, lie practiced
law in Ih’-ton for two years.
Here he formed the
acquaintance of ( ol. * harles *. Civene, afterwards
w< iI known a- the editor of the Boston Post, and

over

Old Si, whom many newspaper readers will
as having beeu “a bad
nigger beto' de wa'

um

.Le'ter

poem delivered before the
live years later indicated merit and

and

in his

ed painh’--ly away.

wen*

a

apartment of the home >*f his birth,

mature manhood,

those mute companion* w hi* h in joy and in sorrow
in health and in sickness, had ever been a pleasure,
a comfort and a strength. and surrounded by sorrowing friends, hi- calm and w ell roun led life pas-,

pi r, tor tin newspapers, two of which
afterward reproduc'd in a volume entitled
•‘Bowdoin ports/' printed -ome forty years since.
p

the State need

'<

this week

It

Tin: in another

youth and

of Bruuswiek -inn to have infused a taste
p'»etn in main of the young men assembled
there, and with him. continued aftei he left the
■cue of inspiration,
lie frequently contributed

in >rc con-

to make

of tne

Organization

ith

slain.
The often e\piv*-ed wi*h T t.uvmior Crosbv
that hi* breath might be surrendered m the room
where it w a- tir.-t gi\en. wa- not permitted to him.

whimpering

The

w

all

ith

fei-oii, in
Belta-t l.yr,

in

j

for

place oneself beyond the pale of respectability from the hinted that the chess department may grow into
George W illiam Curtis <.V Co. standpoint. an American Chess Monthly.
But the public will probably look at the
Commander Hooper, of the revenue steamer
Corwin, is ready and anxious to make another
matter differently.
Every one familiar dash
into the Arctic regions.
with the work in the departments at WashHooper up :
ington knows that this civil service reFree Text Books.
form scheme, whatever it may lie in theThe
annual cost of text books for each
average
ory. does not answer in practice. Two
oft mitral District is more than St.
In this
of its features -the one to prohibit pub- pupil
estimate no allowance is made for changes which
lic ofiieers from any participation in pomay occur to increase the cost, and no account is
litical matters, except to vote, and tbe
other to create a life tenure—are con-

graduated

carefully prepared summary of
this legislation, but we are unable to publish it
us

overt

-by acquaintanee with man. lie
Coleridge that
“He prayeth best who loveth best
VII things both great and -mall."
V family of squirrel* that made their hom* in a
tree that -haded the fishing camp became so tame
that they used to climb to Hi- knee and eat morsel*
from hi* band. The <
ernor's indignation waxen great to find one day that marauding boy-bad
visited the -pot. am! that hi- eoniiding pet* were
<

pine.-

sti

frankness in

has entered the lists against

t"!

Mr. Cr

a

with

He

-til! or np\ ing a profr-sor-hip in the ( ollege.
which he has been connected since MU.

list ot' the acts of the Legislature
Our Augusta correspondent has fur-

K"I J.''

ot

nished

"No

Prof.

a

in.-tne

menial.
the

Smyth.

ard. I». G.. then tutor in latin and mathematics,

material in the form of a cowhide
The Senator
has shown great aptness for overturning the Dem
reason

Prof. William

few days before he \\ a.- eighteen years old,
being the first person horn in Belfast whoever re'■1‘ived a college ed;U<'ati'M>.
But four of lfis thirty
three classmate- sun ive him. The only one of his
1-J i,

Hill of Oeorgia.
medal- a leather one.

pail, and we are not sure that for
Republicans should tender him a

Appleton.

hid Justiee

tin .'non.

The constituents of Senator

ocratic milk

oeea.-ion while

one

amined the

Stowe, .’-eiiatoj- Jame- \\
Bradbury, George B. held
Cheo\er. > argent >. Prentiss. John s. t
Abbott. ;
and others, who have acquired more than local dis-

Boston has tlie

season.

On

slouched hat and fishing coat, -at on a thwart, expaper*, and having -cut tli inquirer
away with a lighter heart, proceeded to catch hisupper of picket el and perch.
Pitt Fe-sendcn, John <His, and Luther V. Bell, and
A.* he loved the woods, -o he loved all tilings
the roll q his other contemporaries contain- the
j which made their home- therein, lie would wateh
names of Hawthorne. L mgfellow. Franklin Pierce, j for hour- the timid animal which
i^vpt from it-

The Boston Herald editorializes

killing

the Governor was
casting lii* line in the w ater- of hi* favorite lake, a
boat put "tl' from the distant shore, bearing a
stranger. He had come t>* learn whether the Governor would so construe the law* a- to deliver up
the stranger on demand of th >-r in another state
who -ought hi* imprisonment. The (ioverner in hi-

the instruction of Kalpli Cushand Kev. William Frothingham, young Crosby
entered Bowdoin College in MU, being then in his

the railroad and Lion William M. Springer tlie tel
egrapli monopoly, and Anthony Trollope contri
butes an essay on the Poet Longfellow.

lor

them.

Academy, under

fast

of the controversy about religion Id the public
schools
LDm. Onerge Ticknor Curtis discusses

was

at hi- camp door.
But though he tied lr *m professional and official cares, he could not always avoid

man

bution is noticed elsewhere, has the place of honor
Bishop McQuaid defends the Reman Catholic side

Indian

the streams, the lakes and their associations with a
longing that nothing could satisfy save a visit to his
congenial haunts. The lakeside cottage to which
lie frequently resorted with a few cherished friends,
was constantly beckoning him, and that was a happy
day on which he could lay aside his law hooks for
the ll.-hing rod
For him there was no sweeter
music than the low plash of the wave-on the beach

death fifty year- after. Ilis mother closed her long
and useful life in I >77, at the advanced age of ninetythree, being w itb a -ingle exception, the oldest per
-on in town.
Both were natives of Billerica, Mas
sachusetts. where the ancestor.-of J udge Crosby set
tied -""li after arming from Kngland in 1U35.
After completing bis preparatory studies at Bel-

Champion of the
Perry. Japan and
Lightning was the tirst ship

were

Seas, James Baines, Commodore

•*

ing and frequently humorous account of men and
things here, derived partly from recollection, and
constitute a valuable history of that period.
Governor Crosby partook of the opinion of Bacon,
that “a garden is the purest of human pleasures,
and the greatest refreshment to the spirits of man."
The cultivation of his grounds and the ripening of
their fruits were always to him sources of untiring
recreation. Like most men in whom the poetic
temperament is developed, he had an ardent love
for nature in all her aspects. He loved the woods,

j

is

do not agree with him must, at least, respect him. In the present instance he

series of tifty-two paper- entitled
’’he Annalsof
Belfast for Half a Century, from 1S0."> to 1jnV>. by an
old Settler.’’ They gave a most plea-ing, interesta

changed.

Help th* 'alais Times man to butter The report
expressing them which
that hall a dozen blue coats had been seen in Cue
There
can
he no
truly refreshing
Capital on Inauguration day male hi< teeth chat
doubt as to his sincerity, and those who
He wants nerve.
ter
has

when lie delivered one of the lectures of a popular
In 1S71- >. he paid a graceful tribute to hinative city by preparing for the Bepublican Journal

Crosby.

sional life devoted to the practice of law, his eloquence and -kill as an advocate rendered him a
We recently published an extract from an Knleader at the bar. while by bis -ound judgment and
glish admiralty report in which the clipper ship learning, be became equally distinguished as a safe
counsellor. Before as well as since lie retired from
James Haims was spoken of as an Kaglish vessel.
active husincs-, hi.- cordial sympathy, amenity of
Some ot our retired sea captains braced up their
manners, charm of conversation, and readiness to
recollections and falling afoul of the paragraph j
advice or instruction, bound him closely by
claimed the James Baines as an American clipper. ! impart
ties of regard and attachment to all who shared his
from the yard of that famous builder. Donald Me
acquaintance, and the news of his death was re*
Kay. Ot course they were right. She was Amer ceived with deep significance and regret.
iean built, but became a British ship. Douald
Governor Crosby was born in Belfast, on the
McKay built six ships for .lames Baines A Co of tenth of September, Ini:.. His father. Hon. William
Liverpool, tor their Australian trade The tirst Crosby, generally known as Judge Crosby, was an
one. the Lightning. ‘-2100 tons, was launched Jan
eminent lawyer, who resided here from lsnj until his

call

can

to lie held

are

G.

1 bed at his resilience in this city, on Monday, the
twenty-first inst., Hon. William G. Crosby, LL.I).,
aged seventy-live years, -ix months and eleven
days. In tin* death of Governor Crosby, our community loses one of its most valued and beloved
citizens. 1 hiring the continuance of along profes-

receive any pay for their attendance, under the law as it now stands.
If our biennial sessions

William

course.

Thursday correspondent

notable occasion,

a

Hon.

Legis-

lature next winter, it appears, but it is a
disputed question whether members can

Hamlin

1

expressed

to have a session of the

are

the law must he

■

1

We

It',

.<

I.*»!»|.:;■-!.

I

nily.

.<1 l./s/ 21.
s

ki.' /'.

I

if.

Ur-.ok-

rimim-hhe

<2.Itiirir .nn.
S-eikl.Sa. I’wo How truss hard pine bridge
each lii'ty feel- in length, have hern built ae.-,,

l>.

regard

I.‘.

to the question, she assured him that she |
m-i
Assessor-, V F Houston. Ceo. 1». M.-i il j
R. W. Boyer-.
all she could do to attend to her domestic dutie" cs.-ott s|n>am.
Overseers of the Poor, M P \\ od. ,-u. \\
and look out for him, and concluded she didn't
p.
Swan and Ceorge F. .Johns n
want any more "rights.” ( ol. Dickey, who chain
\ »v KH it s|\,. ( v i:
Kver\ :«• w
t
-nun
Chief Fngineer. Yxel Hay for I
pioned the cause of down-trodden and oppiv--ed
mania spreads over the land «arrv iug with -t soun
women, while crocodile tears rolled low n his brow-,
ity Marsh;.1. I ( < ate-. I r.
little profit, but nioiv mn-; am-.Ml r.member
(having in a previous speech boasted of drafting
City Sexton, Mark Wood
th.- postage s(a,np and odd button li.-nd- >t a few
the first divorce law ever put upon tlu* statute
1
sexton for Ward 1. Frank F-nin uii
school i-hildreii weimo-rl- attacked
year" ago.
hooks of Maim*, ended hi- oration with the-' cemetery. lames W. Wood-. For -'.iitlivv. -■ .vi
with thcs. maladies, and visited otlice- and plae,
words, which brought down tin* lum-e and cfVccm.
"t business solleiting old
etery Herbert F. Frohoek.
cuveiojn's for ihe -:au:p
advisers, as well as many members of the Semite ally settled the question "hive tlu* ladies the opHai ior Master, ( apt. Co. T. »»- -rnc.
he us.d by the classes of their grade until worn
and if they don't take it. tin*} will Ik*
and robbed garments ot button-.
portunity,
Hie mania .in
ami House, were men of
and
of
con
ability
public
different from air. women 1 have » ver seen."
Measurers
(
of
>rn. Crain and salt
A. C. "ibley.
now i- the collecting of advertising card-.
out, instead of being packed away iu closets and
o
It
lideneo. in the <'ouncil w ere Franklin Smith, Amos
At last a Maine legislature ha- conquered its
\N
B. >wan. Fdward Sibley. Any. Clark. I
I.
tack" are not e-mtim-d fo children, but gr »wn m. n
M. Roberts, Albert
prejudices, and provided a way by w hich the doc
garrets, as so much waste paper. Many poor paPil-bury. II. 11. Johnson. Theo
tors can get anatomical subject- without robbing
shales. A. F. Cilmore, W. M. Wood-. .J. (, Paul. F
ami women arc alike v idim-.
Ih-- inn i-.mh in
don* (
rents, who can ill afford to meet the annual exWoodman and Samuci P. >hav. ; while the
the graveyards. It is in the pas-age of a hill en
B- Cray, N. F. Keene, Balph Finer;. Naihl. Shoals. ! its infanev in tiiis
vicinity, but n Mi--,, m-. tipenses of text books, prefer to let their children i Lcgi-lature contained Ceorge M. Chase. Miepard i tit led "Aii act for the promotion of medical science.”
Fdvvin Frost, M. T. Marshall, Ceo. \ Ki--ell and
and the w e.-t it i- raging with the fury ot
and provides that if any pcr-oii a lv-idcnt of tinp ,np,--i
( ary,
\\ illiam P. Fr-.-enden, Ai tenuis
remain out of school rather than incur this ex
Libbcy. state. requests or consents during hi- life, that hi- M F. Mitchell.
It began bv eliildrei; ."Ueeting common M.-im
W.
Paine. Freeman 11. Morse. John B. Hill,
bodymay lie used for anatomical purp •-<■-. it max
pense. Our truant classes are thus quite as laige ; Henry
Cullers of Hoop- ami stave\
Beckett.
•'•ir
Then -om.* enterprising dealers added do
he used for that purpose unles- someof the kindred
i.eorge P. Mwvall, Alfreil W J**lm-on and Lot M.
as some of our schools.
Fader the free text book
M alter C. Hatch, Phillip -kinner. and Mil!
vices to their cards and they took like wild tin
object. The body of a per-on dying, which i- not
Morrill. Hi- messages and addre.-ses were able,
notice
ha- been given,
claimed after seasonable
We hope that this sysHatch.
system this need not be.
I* i"in tin-. ard" have improved in design and tin;
practical and acceptable, and hi- vari*>u- appoint- .-hall be subject to the use of the Medical School of
tem will be thoroughly discussed at the district
Measurers of Wood and Bark—(
Jl
raeut.
***** 11 imw tin v are real g> ns o| art. in
Maine, who arc authorized to deliv er Ikklies to phy
ment- to oilier were judicious and
satisfactory.
Doane Patter-hall, -John (.. 11.dl, I.other fimioii-.
sicians needing the same. Whenever these bodieand high c.dors
meeting, and that an efficient truant oil eer wili
I’raders are -o !»ore*l w ith chiidia
I pon the di-rupiion of th** Whig
coine into tlu* possession of the school, it i- tlu* dut\
party in lSdti,
A
I. Cilmore, i>. 11. '•trout. Win. ( unniiiyham.
be appointed.
lor these card- that when one enter- a
p>i
th.
< •ov**rn«»r(,ro-hv
to
at
once
of tlu* fueultx
embalm tlu* same and preacted with tin* Dianoerat-.although
I
Mbert (.amnion- and i.eo, B. Ferguson.
\
man anticipate- the ir.piir. ami r-'Ughiv
serve without dissection for tliirtx day
should
taking no prominent position in tin* political arena.
any of tlu* t'amih or next of kin claim tin* subject
Surveyors of Lumber Tinio. Thompson, John c. cards." it he does not eject them In force. Th,
H'* w a a delegate to the National Fnion Convention
Fish and Fishing
The Lamoiue sardine
for burial within tlu* said thirty days, tlu* same
Hall. Luther Fmmons, -.11. Mathews, F. s. < arte;.
luisiness i- now largelv c.mdtiete.l through th.
factory will begin operations aboat the in'st of held iii Philadelphia in Isimj. which had for its ob- shall be delivered them for that purpose. Am \i
•J. V. Cottrell. A. F. Cilmore, (
• >lation of the
M. I.ittlelleld. ( v
ot the act shall Ik* punished
mails, the columns : the dailv papers informing
provisions
<**•*
tin1
inauguration of a partv to sustain the Pres
April. The company have had a steamboat. AO
rus
B.
and
Win. I\. Keene.
Patterson,
Curney,
eolle-’tor- where thin e.m -end lor large and han-l
by a tine not exceeding £1,000.
i'lent in "ppo-ition to that of the majority of Con•eet long and 11 feet beam built in Uaugor, during
'The life of the legislature, like that in the reign
Fence Viewers—F. W. shepherd, F
P. Brown.
some lots bv enelo-ing postage stamp-, sonic tiru
rite same >**ar he was appointed Collector of King t.arcelon, went out in the -illy and illogical
ihe past winter, which will be used in towing gr**--.
D. H. sirout. and ( lias. Pliilhriek.
in liosfon receive a- man, as |ono letp
veto of the apportionment bill. which w ill iu*<v--i
d;111' p
',f ( ii-t".us for thi- District.
Thiwas the last
boats loaded with tish from the weirs to tiie laetoiy
Pound Keeper- < >. (.'
tate another meeting of the legislature next winWhile. Frank Fi.unon-.
car ls, and some enthusiastic eolleetors ha e sent
public position that he held.
ter, and an expense, caused b\ Fu-ion rule, of some
Wm. V Hall and F. s. Aehorn.
During the past week large quantities of her
I'ur ‘pe for spoeimeiis. < Uher dealers v\ ith an
II** rercive*l the degree of Ma-tcr of Arts from
$:{o,(NMi. t treat i- "retrenchment aini reform!"
< >
W eigllei ol ( o.i 1 ait' l I lay
W I
W id
-In
I-' business have manufacture.! albums to hold the-i
ring have appeared in the bays about
<;i*:o!{i;i:.
Bow*loin Colh'g** in
amt the honorary degree
B. S\\an, A. < Sibley, Kdward Sibley \ 1 K» cm*,
and whales, toasting upon them, have been seen
card-, until n»>\\ !i" well regulated t'amilx i-xxiti:
ol Doctor "f Law
in 1-70.
For several years he
Natli’l Mmales, Ralph Kmrry, W in. M W.l>. .1
in Fore Bay. several miles above its mouth
"iit one
A tow Bdi.i-t li-alcr-hax »• lln iii in vcr
wa-connected with tin* government *»! that instituLetter from Washington.
<«. Raul, tiro. A. Russell, l'ha-.
\
Miivli, Beni.
handsome design-, and tin -oil a rapid!'/ asoireiis
Such an occurrence is \ ery rare,
especially at this tion, an*l alway- cheri-hed for hi- Alma Mater a
\ "<*!•!) rKKSoN.Vl. I ROM IH»\. S.
Ha/.eltine, and N. M. Mathew-.
ticket-. \ .l.mrnal rcpro-ontatixe ha- I"•<u i.n
|..
seas n. being some two or three weeks earlier
Mll.I.IKKN,
warm
intere-t ami regard.
He was a member
AND SOMKI'llINO ruM KKMN,,
| 111
I*UK** 11>KN 1
!<> look at several collections in thi-city, ,uid w a
Highway Survey or of C entral District, Daniel
thau usual for these tish to appear on our coast.
of the Main** Historical society from. IS4»5 to tin*
AND (A HIM-: I
Faunee. Pis. No. 1. A. F. Bowen; .No. ■>, John B.
much intere.-tod in thoir-tmly. A few xmiimladiIhe scarcity of lobsters is indicated by the
W vshim;t< »n. I >. <
time «»f hi- death. He became a Mason in t-41.
Mjm li is. I"> 1.
Walton; No.:!, I) 1 Pitcher: No. l. I M.^mith.
liaxo a- many a- loon r.ird-, ail dill'oront
man.
Kihtok or mi;.J<n wnai
1 had tin* plea-ure <>i
price at Friendship, which is seven or eight cents by joining the Pluenix Lodge, of which lie was
No. •*, R. I*. Hill, No i; K. p. Brow u. No. 7. v»amuel
•, : Inn
have Ann, and if i
-a to
i.
;l t
The
dll
Master,
lie
and
afterwards
receiving
from
ii
was
a
also
Arch
your
paper to-day.
gleaning
apiece.
price
years ago was 2 and 2i cents.
Royal
i. liuniev ; No. s. 17.
Shuman ; No.
I -aae Whit
in town hut xvhal ha
m-a- o:
what i- always gratifying to one awn>, the newMa-oii, and tin* tir.-t junior warden of Timothy
and lb years ago d or -I
cents_Friendship tish
taker: No. in, Hiram Kill-; No. 11. V -. Piper; No.
about home. Among other items. 1 see ii states
Chase Loqge. of the last named Lodge he wa.*
hh.i\\ n
ri:us<»N \l..
It.M.crf I
ermeu propose to try the new method of net lisli
:
1J. I*. M. .Jones No. 1
(\ P. Stephenson : No. it. s.
that 1 would not he averse to representing the govmonths ha- been in Bo-ton. root iviug mu-i d n
ing on a smail scale, as an experiment. The Ma.-tcr in 1-ib am I 1-0'.*.
I\. Richard-: No.
R. F. Patterson.
ernment abroad.
This i- um correct. I have neithA I t*t leaving the gubernatorial chair, Governor
-truction, returned home o'-atm i.•
Hi- 11..• ’•«
Board of Health—Dr. <» <
( ,-iti
scarcity of bait is a great incentive_\ meeting
Ivilgoiv, I.
Mull.ilx h .ad;
wore .bdin (
tinCrosby resided lor a few years in lloston, where he er been ambitious for such a place nor have l ever .1 r., and <'. W.
ITieafi
of landlords and guides was held at Rangeiev re
Haney.
intimated to anyone that 1 would ac<a*pt such a
I ofts, .•ryani-t at the King
w a> engaged in literary pursuits.
He returned to
orchestra and -I \V
s. s. Committee—Rev. .1. \. Ro-s, |j,w. K. W.
cently, witli a view lo cooperation in the interest I>elfa-t in ls.v.i. and resumed
the practice of law, position if ottered me. Pliere are some very good
Chapel...Mr .1. W Frederick, ; Bella-!. ua
Ryder and F. W. Brow u.
of summer travel, and an organization perfected.
elected one of the vice pro-idents at the meeting oi
reasons why 1 should not do so.
In the lir-t place
which he continued until 1870. He had been in
Port Warden—( apt. Cha.-. II. Wording.
Mr. Samuel Farmer, of Phillips, in
the ship owners and builders at \ ugii-ta la-f xx eek
addressing the professional life for nearly forty years, during no one except a rich man can afford to accept a first
\ petition for a sidewalk, extending from the
meeting said: "There is advertising to ho done, which time hi name w as sy nonymous with
..Mr I brook I-.. Collins, of thi- eity. i-eonllned
probity, class place abroad. Though the salaries seem to terminus oi the present walk on emigres- -treet to
iish and game protected, hatch houses built, better
integrity and uniform fairness. He appeared at he large, they fall short of covering the necessary tin* southerly line of Salmon -treet, was received t » hi- Inm-e by serious illnes-_Mr. Charles 1
accommodations provided, etc. Our tish and game the bar rather as a defender of oppressed truth and expenses of these positions, it is currenth reportr
Havis, of New \ «»rk. mate ot the new bark «
and referred.
I >i \oii. x\ as obliged to leax e til at \ < --cl at IJoekpor;
laws are being violated even by guides whose livjustice, than as the indiscriminate agent of any per- ed here that minister Noyes after four years service
The several orders wen- pa.-sed.
son who might require the services of eminent
•a:
ing depends upon the sportsmen and tourists
Saturday, being ill with acute rheumatism. IIlegal as minister to France will come home almost enAdjourned to first Monday in April.
I le was such an advocate as Lord
i-noxv at tin
Vuieriean H use, in this eitx, under
Campbell tirely shorn of his wealth. Secondly, I prefer to
They are killiug the goose that lays the golden talent.
describes in bis memoir of Lrskine,—an advocate
live in my own country and he a positive though a
the care of tin* marine ho-pital phy -ieian, Hr. I
lie had uo desire to prosecute any one, but
egg.
small.... Kopresi'iitatix e I'itcher arrived home
inspired by a generous love id' fame and desirous of very small quantity in its polities. I came here for
thought we had better all turn in and catch tish honorably
The Republicans Organize the Senate.
assisting in the administration of justice a purpose very different from that of obtaining for
oxoning, the legislature having dually ad
Saturday
and deer, or all stop.”
by obtaining redress for the injured and defending myself a foreign mission, and having very nearly
..lame- s. Harrmian. Ks«p. was on Mjourned
The Demon ats ahanduurd their attempt to or
the innocent, one w In* has studied liberally the sciconcluded my business, 1 propose to leave this cliganizo the Knited States SeiuCe. until the vacanday, for tin' fourth time, unanimously elected < iShitting Items
The Servia, the new ship of
cies were tilled, and on Friday, after Senator Frye
ence of jurisprudence and stored his mind and re
mate of fog and rains, of alternate cold days and
clerk of Belfast, notw ithstanding the different city
the Canard line, has engines of 10,00(1 horso power,
had been sworn in. Mr Pendleton called up the
lined his taste by a generous acquaintance with
warm ones, for the soft and balmy climate of Maine
haxe contained main political oppon
governments
resolution
Mr Anthony moved that
is out1 tenth of a mile long and measures 8 .',00
The inauguration ceremonies you have heard of organization
It is a compliment to Mr. llarriman.aud it
elegant literature, one who had an intuitive insight
cuts.
the resolution be indefinitely postponed
The
tons
A speed of 17knots au hour is hoped for.
into human character and into the workings of through many channels. They were
hut justice to add that he ha- made a ver\ rilh irni
certainly very vote resulted, yeas 37 ; nays 37 Mr Davis of 1 !
-The steamer built iu Brower Hie past winter,
human passion, and w as able by bis pow er of per- imposing, hut 1 assure you there was much more of voted in the negative with the Democrats.
B. 1* Field, K-<p, is in Boston, where lie
When
clerk...
by I 'apt Baibonr* to run between Bar Harbor suasion to give the best chances t*f success to every sadness than the spirit of triumph upon the Presi Mr. Mabode's name was reached he also voted with will remain a number of xveeks.... Mr. K. s. Wor
the Democrats which excited astonishment, but
mell, of Sear-port, made the Journal otliee a « all
Lamoiue, Hancock and Sullivan, will connect at client w hom he represented in every variety of pub- dent’s face as he passed under the arch of triumph, before the announcement of the vote he rose and
erected near the Treasury building. 1 met him,
Lamoiue Point with Beal s Stage Lino from Ban- lic causes. Always courteous in his demeanor,
on
Fuesday. Mr. W. was a member of tin* Ath
bis vote amid some applause and some
^changed
he never forgot or refused the claims of the younghowever, a few moments since at the White House,
Maine regiment during the war, and was badlx
vigorous hissing in the galleries
gor. thus lauding passengers in Bar Harbor much
er members of the profession to sympathy' and aid.
Messrs. Camden and Kdtnunds were paired.
and found him to l>e the same genial, cordial, kindwounded.
Vfter the close of the war he settled in
earlier thau by the old route_The court of en
Many a young man will remember how he was hearted gentleman that lie has ever been. The great The Vice President then said the vote being even
Nexvhurn, N C., where lie published a Kepubllean
at
New
York
has
decided
that
the
loss
of
the
qulry
encouraged bv bis cheering words and helping office whose honors crown him and whose burdens ly divided the chair will vote aye. He therefore dailx paper, one of three of the kind in the state.
Mr Saulsburv said
he has to hear, seems to have made no perceptible
declared the motion carried
British steamer Drumdulf was duo to overloading
hand.
He has come north for his health and will remain
he did not rise for the purpose of objecting to the
change in him.
The insurance companies refuse to pay for either.
in most of the educational, literary and charitable
Kvery one here speaks in the most satisfactory vote of the Vice President but to ex press hisopiniou during the summer. He Inis gone into the groccrx
vessel or cargo_Launched at Hath Kith iust, by
undertakings of the day, he took a prominent part. terms of the Cabinet. Mr. Blaine, it is believed, that in t e organization of the Senate it was an business in Searsport. Mr. Wormell’s wife is a
will make one of the ablest Secretaries that has
Goss A Sawyer, a center board schooner of .',8(1
He was long a member of the 1'niturian church, j ever been at the head of the State
assumption of power on the part of the Vice Presi
Bangor woman.... .Kev. Mr (ioodcnougli was in
Department. His dent
A resolution was ottered by Mr Anthony
and until prevented by infirmity was a constant at
keenness of intellect, broad statesmanship, his actons, named Muocli Robinson, owned by Samuel
Bangor on Friday evening for the purpose of in
Committee
on
the
the
Senate
Repub
tendant upon public worship, Upon retiring from quaintance with the varied industries of his own reorganizing
H. Walker and others, of Taunton. Mass. Gapt. J.
lican basis. This was agreed to: Yeas 3S ; nays structing the Fneampment, I. O. o. F in the revised
country and their needs, and his knowledge of foractive business, the remainder of his life was passed :
w ork.
On Thursday he left for Cornish to help in
37. the Vice President casting the deciding vote
W Blake commands her_Maine shipping cireign aflairs, neeuliarly tit him for the place he oeeu
in the enjoyments of friendship and his favorite
pies. Mi \\ indom. Secretary of the Treasury, has Senator Halo is on the committees on appropiia
siitute a new encampment.t apt. l.oringO., and
cles will be glad to hear that the New York Asthe
cool good sense and knowledge of financial afmanufactures
is
and census, and
chairman
tious,
studies. He continued t«» maintain an interest in
Ceorge F.merson were in this eity on Wednesday
fairs that are needed in one who stands at the head of the latter committee. Senator
sembly has passed a bill lo repeal the compulsory all that concerned his fellow citizens, and was oc- of
Frye is on com
l hey will be remembered by
a department in which the people have so large
many older residentmittees
on
claims,
on
went
out
of
improvements
the Penobscot
Mississippi
pilotage law_The ice
casionally induced to leave his seclusion and con- and direct an interest. But I will not occupy your river ami rules and is chairman of the last nau.ed. having lived in this eity 31 years ago. Capt. Luring
officolumns to give a description of all the Cabinet’
Friday, and the river is now open to navigation. tribute t<* their gratification. The last time that he cers.
They are all very popular here with both ; It is not certain that the Republican organization has passed the winter at Orland, but resides in -ai'
It had been closed 1 lit days
s
will extend beyond the committees at present
t
Mu i.iki v
appeared be lure them was in I he winter of 1S77. parties.
Francisco, where he commands a -hip
had
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Frank Tow lc has pureha-cd the hoii-c. on tin
ow ned 1>\ William '■dephcnson.

ca-l

-Me.

Nash, formerh of Be I fa-l, dropped dead in
Hi- remain- were brought
Bo-ton, on Mond.av
he’v for burial.
\!bort

Jubilee singer- notw ithstanding the -torm »»f
'•iimlas evening, were greeted by a fair si/.ed audi
•m e. and gave general -ati-laetion.
The

follow ing are the officers of the holies leniassoc ation elected last 'Saturday.
Mrs.
io-orge Hardy, pre-ident; Mrs. Margaret Ke\ nolds,
-ecretai v and Mr-. David Alexander. Treasurer.
Tin*

cr im

e

Mr. Hall, at the Belfast Foundry, has made a vigil- commencement and is adding new machinists
>m time i• * time.
He has already received orders
l-• ;• tlie iron work for 1.** washing machines. -i\
-lave machines, machinery fora saw mill and numerous smaller jobs.
Hie funeral ot

Crosby will take place

Kxibiv.

late residence at ll£ o'clock this Tlmr-afternoon.
The family w ill all be present
i>
is :tli the
exception of Col. ( henery, wife and child,
i". although the*, started from Florida, will not
trrive until about >atunlay.
from his

Baird's New

Orleans minstrel- in

city,

thi-

evening drew the largest house of the
The -. at-of Hay ford Opera H"U<e were
J ami m in\ rein lined -landing. The company
la rife and gave a very good performance. The
M
oimci. made atrip
'-ear-port and brought
die (number of car neighbors.
w-ddiug party .--cmbled at tin* residence of
I Osbornes, at the Point, on Tuefin
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•John
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sldric; revived a severe injury to his
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job printing otliee a
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:iTie -ii’licet d lb*\ Mr. < row nn-lay evening lecture at Cn.tarian
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Mr.
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next

Preaeli-

-table.

a

ha-

new

this, afternoon betw ecu the hours of two and four, in
respect to the memory of the late Ex-Gov. W. G.
Crosby. It i- to he hoped our citizens will comply.
seh.
Whkwkahoi is of Belfast Vessels,
Lois \ Chaples, cleared from .Jacksonville on the
loth for Baltimore-seh. Annie L. MiKeen arnved at Savannah on the 17th from New London
ship Cora passed si. Helena Feb :>d, from
Hong Kong for New York.. .The statement last
week that Seh. Presentt Hazekine had put in leak
—

ing wa> incorrect. It was another vessel. The
Hazeltine is at Bridgeport-Sell. Welaka arrived
at Mobile on the 17th from Barbaduee.
Police Items.

Larrabee. .lames, Kelley

Geo.

John Adams, hailing from Bangor, were before
ustiee Liver one day last week, and sent to jail for
ten day- eaeh. The charge w as for drunkenness
and disturbance, and w ere brought here by deputy

and
J

Koulston, of Scarsport-Charles McIntosh,
on complaint of Frank o. Mahoney for an assault
and battery, was before Justice (.reer on Friday,
and sent to jail for tliirt> day-....Mark C. Coss,
sheriff

arty and David Bird were before Judge
Bo.ardman. Monday, fot drmiketines-. Coss ami
Met rty were sentenced to ten days each in jail,
and Bird tifteen days. On Tue-day James Foster
Thomas M

a

the court for the
given twenty days each in

and Thoma- N -land

before

were

offence, and were
The parties belong out of town.
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Examine their stock before
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elsewhere.

E-peeiai attention is called to the card of Air.
l 11 w ard, marble worker, in the Langw orthy
building. Mr. Howard i- a very line workman, and
M
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Liner-on Llwcll, oi Wald", while >euiHing at
Walker's stable, in this city, on Wednesday afternoon. broke hi< leg, between the knee and ankle.
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the -peakcr.

Mr. R- oil.

at

TiU'-day

greeted by

P. iitill introduced

e

eomieetion

a

Readtield-tation.

at

Mr-.

lecture advertised
take pht-c, Mr

make

t<

trait
-I*

< ar

are

we

cannot do

forciide, argumentative
lent.
I :ie -peakcr elaimed that
the
intemperance, in which the people have
.!)■■ tie
-i
ean-e
a
largt part of the
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i-iicc.

:•

•I

in-anit\

ii-m.

\va-

and
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under which

the

Chri-tia

ilization gr«»ans.
I leaded f‘*r prohibit ;• »n and lamented that it
c
'iM m
>n-tit m ion
T a
!ad\ iv;n very
s-i11g and her r- mark- wviv ealriilated to do
tagger-

a
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The

NVcdne-day morning,
ny Point,

m

i»•;iv

no!

mined

near w

hat

i-

from thi-

track, ju-t
known

u-

Tin-engine, tender and pa-

imii

tr

ng

the <ut

up train
olf the

ran

th** rail. the

<■

ipa!

rii

liaggage and

tin-

t"

|

i>'»\

the rad, and after
yard-leeper-. was thrown
I"!*’■'■ again-t the ledge at the side of the
it
-ide The truck- and axle-of the
Jir-t left

ar

up -everal

ar-

i-c

mad

o.

of

J»adly damaged. .1. W.
.I.mry MiUivan. baggage

arc

ageui.

apt. Pendleton. expre.-s agent, and
man

in the

ear and were roughly thrown
uninjured. The pas-engers, in
Lo-ter. the temperance 'lecturer, got

.-re

w

it

were

Mr-.

engine and went to Burnham.
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taken

ad and
the
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soon

ident i-

a
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r-
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aii-lc]--
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mail-

train

came

put matters to right-. No
a--igned. oilier than that

rail.
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A

The

t

»i 1*
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ingai'e

Wald" count) for the
»ak*
Angier estate, llelin

Howard, Belfast. Alonzo Id
■. vw an\ille, t'- MelviLe \. Curtis, same
L
Call. Troy, to Simeon I larding, KaN'an •) M. Hi- key, Kincolnville. two lots t«»
L- Di key. tiiiiie town. Thomas Carney,
ie

.1.

■

■

la

t"

Barlow,

l

w\

*.

lie

t.-t.

W'n

to

p,

-nine

town.

Hi-. Belfast.

.Jame.Julia

"•'•t. t" H.
v
R. lleagan. ProH'-ag.in, I’l' -per to .lulia A. CilLewis \ Kuowlton, Belfast, to
A. II .11. B i-c *:i! Mania li. Kill', V’.ualhaven,
Sn itl same t »u .. Samuel Mil

ILu

1

m

m

M

!'.

1

"dt"-Julia A.
I

nity,

Thump-on,

to .1.

same

town.

Lam-on, Freedom,
L M
:r:>. New >.irk, to Win. Hall, Waldo.
di M v
Kno\, to \\ 11. Blodgett. Win. B.
H' da-L b Carbiicr L. Hatch. >\vanville.
1).
rkhur.-t, I nity. t« Mahala Prescott. Lnity.
•drattard, Monroe, to Alfred B. Klliot, same
< I
H.Tihhett-. '-c tr-port, to Fannie N.
u

I».

Ivory Whitten, Sears
> !d.T. Toothaker, -ame town.
Brad\\
iei. Mmiiroe, to Alfred B. Fdliot. same
Be"
Went worth, Belfa-t, to (.’apt. Richard
"t Nor,loir. Cal.
Willard M. Whitcomb,
la io( diver Blake. Morrill.
same

or
re-

■

■

a

Frederick Black,

Tuesday
accidentally discharged the
piece. putting a bullet through hi- hand. The hall
entered the palm,
,d w a- extract.- 1 from The hack
of the hand by J»r. Fletcher, of Belfast.
Mokkiu

handling

in

.1 \<

little

\

k-.in

hi-gre.

•d

of

-.mi

on

ivvoIv-t.

a

1

! ini--

-mi

of <»eo.

Miller cut oil'

careh-s-handling of

the

one

town.

Friday evening I here \\ ere .-t range sights upon
t
>flu*r pedestrians were m art led by the
■

from nut

—pie

■

The guests were r«
lanterns, flowers, Ac.
l-\ Ada and Arthur Mitchell and Cussie
-ii:, three eliildren, who did the honors with
:u<•*•-, presenting each guest with a bouquet.
:
o’clock the circle was formed and dam'imr
ic-nced. The costumes were very pretty and
of them elaborate.
it is seldom we are
1

n-d to go away from home for a
e;lrdon the distinetion fell t«>
of (
with

leveland.

satin

white tarlatan evening
trimmings and laee head

eostume

particularly becoming.

light blue

formed

a

belle, hut on
Miss Kittie

•F W. Ktiowlton

A

wore a

very attractive

cos-

blue, with lace and satin trimmings; Mrs.
Mitchell, fancy dre-s of blue silk and lace;
!>r. small, Vuu: Miss Alice Bicknell, white

'd
'I

dress; Minnie Hilton, fancy short dress,
with lace trimmings; Mrs. K. H. Moody,
Mis- Sue Colburn, pink silk and white mus
Mi -. Pratt. Fndine : Mrs. J. F. Sleeper, green
".nit** silk with cardinal trimmings; Mrs. s. A.
*g

\utuinn; Mrs. Asa Howes, Spanish lady;
William Cox, old fashioned lady; Mrs. T. IT
'vii'Ti*. an old fashioned dress of brocade satin :
F. Knight, Little Ked Riding Hood. The
•wing ladies wore colored dominoes Mrs. C. H
!,;c.is, Mrs. H. c. Dinsmore, Mrs. J. Sullivan, Mrs.
Sanborn, Mrs. Win. Hay ford, Mrs. S. L. MilMrs. .John Quimby, Miss KtRe Mansfield,
'lb Annie Knowlton, Mr>. P. Mersey, Mrs. A. P.

Fui-iif‘i*I,
'I'

Mi'S Annie

Frost, Mrs. Dr. Flanders.

1

<
Hills, of Boston represented a Mexican
•'•li'-r; C.ILLambert,Boston,fancy black dress;
'*•
Davis, Funny Old Girl; H. H. Moody, Greek;
'"llivan, fancy domino; W. C. Marshall, NihilA
Howes, Marquis of Frascati; II. L. WoodK- eom*t
dress; C. E. .Johnson. Yankee; Frank
know it on, gentleman of color; John Knight, Negro;
^**Jink K. Crowley, John of Aeigan; J. W. KnowlKing; Dr. Small, Spanish cavalier; and the
Allowing in <lominoes: A. 1*. Mansfield, T. B.
Biiisiimire, John Quimby, B. F. Wells, Win. Cox,
■

"■'*

B. (

Dinsmore. Refreshments were served
‘dug the evening, and the company remained uu,!| a late
hour. It was decidedly the entertainment
the season.

week to finish her studies at Bradford—Or. McLellan is improving.

The secretary of the treasury estimates that he
will have $J’>,000,000 surplus revenue during the
remainder of the tiscal year. Of this amount $13,
000,000 will be devoted to buying bonds on account
of the sinking fund, and the balance to the pur
chase of bonds on general account.

—

Liberty. Mr. Elias Skidmore, our venerable
townsman is confined to his house from the result
of a fall, by which his knee was badly hurt_The
R. A. Chapter of Masons are
work under a dispensation from the
A. I).
be, some time next week
about to make a change in his flouring

Georges

to commence

powers that
Matiiews is

—

Among

mill.

other things he will put in another holt—There
three two year old eolts in this village that
weigh over 1000 pounds each. They were all sired
by l)r. d. W. Clough’s stallion Young Duke, and
either one of them will sell for $125 any day. All
of Young Dukes get have good style, good action
are

and good feet-L**vee, and play entitled “Comrades,*’ for the benefit of the church, at Morse's
Hall on the evening of March 20th.
Col. I. Whitten has sold his plain*
to Mr. Albert ToothakerMorton Bennett has purchased the old homestead
occupied by dames Moore and has sold his house
and lot in Searsmont to widow Russell
and -on Charles will leave soon for the far West, in
quest of a permanent home.las. L. Barker has
added a capacious building to his carriage depository, which will afford ample room to display his
Mr. Moore

goods-Herbie Cobb and John Farrar
in school at Kents Hill this term,and several of

line line of
are

young people are at Castine Normal School
Mr. Samuel Hazeltine has been sufleringfor several

our

—

weeks w ith neuralgia.V very en joyable time was
had last w eek at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Meservev
on the occasion of the twenty-lifth anniversary of
their married life. Belfast, Morrill and Searsmont
were w ell represented.
A bountiful supper w as
served. The guests left many valuable presents as
tokens of their regard-Quarterly meeting at the
Methodist church next Saturday and sumlax.
d. W.

Day,

L’e\.

expected.

P. K.

Chopping
rage....The
maple orchards are again running on full time;
and although the sap may not be as exhilaratingas
the juice of an apple orchard, it is perhaps fully as
Palermo.

bees

all the

are

beneficial.\t tin* China town meeting, held on
the 21st, the following officers were chosen
Moderator, Alfred Jones; Clerk, (*. B. Stuart; Select
men, D. C. Hanson. F. H. Crowell, s. c. >tarrett:
Treasurer, Caleb dimes; Supervisor of Schools, F.
K. Join*.-; Auditor, d. F. Chadwick; < ollector. K.

Jepson. All Republicans-China is now
flourishing condition; she has paid the tow n
I).

has

in

a

debt

balance in favor of the town of over
$2500; has secured a reduction of the valuation of
the town some $80,000; has only three-fourths as
many paupers on tin* farm as formerly, and no
eases in litigation.G. F. Worthing and A. W.
and

telegram to the.Journal states that
Hon. Robert Klliot.
rmeriy of Freedom, died at
hi- re-idemv i-i lb. ett. Ma.-s. on Saturday last,
Mr. Klliot was fora number
aged about
y ears
of year- a trader in Freedom and prominent in tin*
local atlairof ti-c

A

that

ot

t

In

\ a.

i.mi-riinr'- roiuii'ii.

vV. he

I

w as a

Mr. Klliot

member

was a

very

pronounced 1 buimrrat and for a rime w as routined
in Fort Lafayette t
treasonable utterances and
alleged obstruction-of the law-. He was the s-ttborder f’ ii the s.-.-j-etary of War,
release him from eonlinement.
About three years ago he moved from Freedom to
Massachusetts He wa- a brother of ('buries Klliot,
ot Kno\. Hiram Klliot. of Bo-ton. and Mr-. Fuller,
m-c| ..r

1

;a

a
jic
refused
—

to

of \uhtirn.
istink.

(

,ium*l .1. Wallace.

s

recently graduated from
delphia. ranking second
Kulkin,

Kli/.a

tea'-hes

a

several

oi

-t

Ksi|.. ofthis town,

meilieal school in Phila-

in

a

la-- of gl.'i.... M iss

>

thi.- village, a proli«*ient in the art,
elocution at the Normal school-

ot

class in
our

two years,

and

v.unig

men

have gone west within

doing well.

are

Two

or

three

Field touched here

steamer

trip

of

May
the -i

Friday

on

her lir-l

t<» Bar Haiiior.... l>r. Win. Mason

i- ui

thirty years a resident
died Sunday evening of
pneumonia, lie wa- a graduate of Bowdoin College and a ela—mate ol the late President Franklin
nativ

a

of

(

e

of

a-tine, but

<

iiarle-t-wn,

for

Ma-..

illiam v. W hitten, an old and respected citizen, died on flu* loth, aged 07 years.
Mr. Whitten came to this town from Buxton fortyMr. W. literally starved to death,
two years ago.
caused 11\ a throat trouble.... Susan M. York, a
W

.MoM’oj;.

badly bitten by a dog on Saturday
stooped to pat the <log on the head,
when the animal jumped and caught (he lady by the
lip and chin, making a bad wound. The dog was
instantly killed-« F. strattard, Ksq :. young
lawyer of promise, is vi-iting his home here. He
is practicing in Boston-Franklin Chase was last
lady,

y oung

vv

w as

Mis- Y oj-k

last.

eek elected .-choo!

agent, and

...The band entertainment

institute

F. Atwood, clerk.

<

Worthing have two very handsome colt-, twoyears
coming three, and weighing lOoo and 050 lbs.
respectively. The colts were formerly owned by
Dr. Win. Clough of Liberty.

last week

was a sue-

postponed

w

bad tra cling. The farmer- assembled,
however, and had a very interesting meetingFranklin Chase ha- -old a wood lot t«* Mo>os Jelli-

The

Thorndike.

ami ('olleetor,
list of

wa-

II.

Ki«*li.

(

inadvertently omitted

..flieer-' last

low i!

our

name "I <.

week.

The

mf-taMe
from

the

road-The Methodist Sabbath School gave a temperance concert in their church on la-t sabbath
evening. The singing was under the direction of
Mrs. T. A. Snow and the recitation- under the diMuch credit i- due
rection of Miss K. M. Hall.
these faithful ladie- for their unwearied labor- in
Sabbath

-■

hool.... Kev. Mr. Pratt ha-

clas- of

a

\\

ork.

Bangor ice now floats past our
wharves-The steamer Cambridge left W interport last Saturday evening on account of floating
ice, and laid here until Monday morning when she
went to Bangor—the first time this season.Ybout
one hundred persons from this place went to Bangor by special train on Tuesday evening, of la-t
Br< ksi'okt.

week,

to

hear Prof. Churchill, of Andover Mass.

Mr. T. C.

lut> returned from

Republi-

building and remodelling

Barnard.... Mr. O. F. Fellow-, attorney and counselor at law, has opened an ofliee iu the new building

completed by

Emery. Esq.,

dames

last fall....

green house of Mr. F. II. Mose.-. and
the asking of numerous questions, enables ns to
conclude that it is an elaborate establishment and
that Mr. M. is doing an extensive business_
About f>00 cords of wood have been landed on our
wharves during the past winter. 4(>» of w hich have
A visit to the

shipped-supt. L. L. Lincoln left town last
Friday to attend tin* centennial celebration in Bath
Me., on the following day. Mr. L i- :x native of
that place.
been

Littleiield.

Tliey

purchased for the granite
marry at Oak Hill... Joseph Cordon has delivered
a carload of vessel plank at the depot, for Castine
parties-Mr. Alon/.ot oflin ha- shot eight foxes in
this vicinity during the past winter. The farmer's
w ife now rejoices as she thinks how safely, next
summer, the young turkey may pursue tlu* high
stepping grasshopper to distant lields-No hay or
were

was

recently stated.

traders win* has repeatgroceries, found a basket
that belonged to one of his eu-tomers, who brought
in some eggs i«. -ell, stowed away behind a pile of
-hovel.- and partly full of coflee. Pouring the cof
fee into hi- barrel the trader placed the basket
where he found it. Customer came in. took his
basket, started for home, made the discovery that
his coflee was gone, came back and said *1 hope
■searsiort.

edly

lost

small

One of

our

lots of

think I meant to take that coffee; but ye
see the way of it was, me and another feller had a
bet that I couldn't come in here and get out with
some goods without your knowing it; but In* won
the bet; you was too sharp for me. Query, C the
yon didn’t

explanation satisfactory ?.\ hound belonging to
parties unknown here got into the pond and was
drow ned before tlu*

reached

him.

He

party
got on to tlu* drift ice several times and his moans
were piteous-The exhibition ball, which was to
have been given this (Thursday) evening, has been
postponed «»n account of the death of Frank Black.
rescue

Last Thursday evening a young peowas given ai the lTiiversalist chapel
under tlu* direction of the ladies of that church and
Camden.

ple’s

concert

society.

The concert

was a success

in every

partic-

ular. There was a large audience in attendance,
and every part seemed to give entire satisfaction,
while the singing of Retta Bunion and Maynard
Thompson of Union was more than pleasing-The
same evening a company of colored Jubilee Singers
gave a concert at the Methodist church which was
well attended_The steamer Planet has been taken
to Portland to receive a new boiler-Vnother cargo
of corn has just been received by the Camden flour,

ing mill Co....Last Sabbath Rev. Mr. Harwood,
formerly of Eastport, preached at the Baptist
church.\tthe annual meeting of Megunticook
school district, held last Monday evening, C. K.
Miller was elected clerk, Rev. YV. H. Crawford director for long term, and Br. O. W. Stone short
term. The meeting also voted to raise $300 by tax,
in order to have thirty weeks school during the year.
The schools are reported to be in a highly satisfactory condition.

n:

DICK

M

tory

e>

iiihit of the condition and prospects of the
The gross earnings show

road and its branches

over the preceding year, and that
the net earnings do not show an equal increase is
due to expenditures on the permanent way. and
other improvements for facilitating business

decided increase

The B ston Post calls Senator Mahone “amoral
ulcer.”

Misprint

for ulster

KEATING

ardent, No. 8, Main Street.

>

appointed

Apples

3oa.7o Hay
ton,
bush,
lb
4 a.7 Hides W tb,
dried,
Lamb
4P
lb,
lleans,pea,bush i.7.7gl.'.x>

$I2,00glB,00
5g6
OgO

OFFICE NATIONAL BANK BUILDINO,

Medium $1 .7.7«1.70 Lamb Skins,
$l..~0g2 00
Yellow-eves 1.0.7« 180 Mutton
lb,
.7g0
Butter 4? tb,
47g.TO
20g23 < hits 4? bush,
Beef -P1 tt),
.70g.7.7
7gs Potatoes,
7n71a
Barley W bush,
uog(».7 Bound Hog^ tb
C heesed lb,
$f>.00a8.00
light Straw W ton,
Chicken 4? It..
Turkev
12a 14
4? lb,
12g 14
Calf Skins 4? tb.
12 Veal 4? tb,
Kg7
Duck ^ tb,
40
lb,
log 12 Wool, washed,
30
^
1»;
4^
(h>/..,
lb,
Eggs
Wool, unwashed,
Fowl W tb,
$4.tK)g.7.00
lOg 12 Wood, hard,
Geese W tt),
$2..70g3.00
lug 12 Wood, soft,

F.

ha IDs*u.\ knt. possessing cathartic,
1. Ci II*
tonic, aiteraiiw. absorbent, hepatic, «holag**gue,
aiiti-hilion-. detergent, diuretic. su*i**rilic, nutriIt gathers to itself
tion." and "dative properlie.".
p«>i."*»n**ii" matter which floats in the blood and
It purifies,
fluids and carries it from the body.
cleanse.", strengthens and >upport> the system
of
critical
Blood, >kiu ami
stage
through the most
Scalp Humor.-, ami Disorders of tin* Liver. Kidneys and ITinary < >rgans.
<
2.
rn
iia. a Medicinal .Icily for external u-e.
arrests disease, allays inflammation, itching ami
irritation, ami eats away dead -kin and flesh, render" healthy ulcers, sores ami discharging wounds,
heals and soothe" every outward humor, and reIt is the best hair
stores ami beautifies the hair.
dressing in use. making the hair soft ami gio.-sy. it
contains m* grease, never becomes rancid, and is
very agreeable.
ha Mkiucinai. Soap, for the Toilet,
ci rn
Bath ami Nursery, and for cleansing, soothinir ami
healing di"ca-ed surla* <•- amt ivst«n ing. refreshing
n
and beautifying the skin, is prepared from (
<
from caustic alkalies, and perfumed
Ka. i- tret
with rare flower odors. Dentlemen pronouuee the

Mk»»h

inak

Mnviui

so\i* a

positive

luxury

SALT RHEUM.
Helpless for eight years.
about

hands

on

Enable to walk, tod
and knees. A wonderful cure.

(;<
M. s-i". Wkkks vV 1’oTTKK
I have
had a most wonderful cure of Salt Rheum.
F*»r
seventeen year- 1 .-uttered with -all Rheum; I had
it on my head, fare, neck, arm-ami legs. I w as not
able to w alk, only on my hands and knees, for one
1 have not been able to help myself for eight
year.
I trie*l hundreds of remedies; not one had
years.
tin* lea.-t *'fleet. The doctors said my rase was incurable.
my parent- tried everything that came
along. 1 .-aw your advertisement and concluded to
try ( t norm' Rkmkimks. The first box of Crn
ci HA brought the humor to the surface of my -kin.
It would drop off as it came out. until now 1 am
entirely well. All 1 ran -ay i.-. I thank you mo-t
heartily for my cure. Any person who think- this
letter a fra mi. let them write ami find out for themselves.
Yours truly,
WILL M* DON ALD.
l.ilo Bt 1 1 KKI IKU> \>T.,
< 11H a *.«». I i.l... March 1. 1*70.

Generalities.

Another
urday last.

severe snow

iu the West

storm

s Oat Meal W tb,
.7g.7la
20 Onions P lb,
.7go
i0
Corn ¥ bush,
07 Oil, Kerosene 4? gal.,
3 La «4
Corn Meal ^ bush,
B7 Pollock ^ tb,
Cheese
1.7«17 Pork ^ tt>,
tb,
llg!2
Codfish, dry,4f It.,
$1.00
.7go Plaster ^ bbl.,
o
Cranberries ^ qt.,
212
Rye Meal, 4? tt.,
Clover Seed, W 11.. lo<j23 Shorts W cwt.,
$1.30
Flour 4? bbl.,
$o 7-7go.7.7 sugar ¥ tb,
OglOla
H. G. Seed
4.7
bush,
bush, $3.40 Salt, T. I.,
Lard 4P lb,
0
I2gl 4 s. Potatoes 4? It.,
Lime 4? bbl.,
s.7 Wheat Meal, ^ It),
4a41a

:>s

At ( 01 NT.

ANNIITV
Ann. Pav'ts.
$18,‘>04.97
5,289.31
3,801.52

No.

Annuities in force, Jan. I, 1880... 40
Premium Annuities.
Annuities Issued. O'

Beef, Corned, & tt>.
Butter, Salt, 4? box,

j

$21)8,7G0,S67

105,529

$332,461,626

foivo, Jan. l,|ssi U7.97S
IJUks 'LYrminato'l.
7,551

Policies in

33,700,75!)

last account. $85,703,515.08
Premiums received.
12,275,589.10
Interest and Bents..
4,805,105.45

p,\

paid
*•

••

•*
•*

♦

all who are suffering from the errors and indis
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., I will send a recipe that will

Austria has forbidden
American pork.

the

of

transportation

I)r. Carver won the championship at the pigeon
shooting match in London.
The late Czar of Russia was about
several important reforms.
The trial of the
at

Sprague

divorce

inaugurating

case

will

begin

Providence, April 18th.

South Carolina is infested with
and patent medicine pedlers.
•1 Stanley Brown has been
secretary to President Gartield.

Indian" doctors

The President lias announced his intention ot
to suppress polygamy.

endeavoring

A boy 11 years old, of Red Bank. N J
fessed to two burglaries and a robbery.

has

con

treasurer

It is probable that an extra session of Congress
will be called to meet between the 1st aud loth of

May.

$100,000.

The medal of the Humane Society of Massachu
has been added to the many honors of Miss
Ida Lewis,

setts

Secretary Blaine denies the report of recent tie
gotiations with England concerning the Fortune
Bay outrages.
Count Herbert Bismarck, 92 years old, favorite
of the German Chancellor, has eloped with the
wife of a l’rince.

son

The Louisville Commercial calls the hand sltak
iug by public oilicials the great American piece ot
monkey business
American apples sold in Liverpool, Friday, at
$9 25 to $4 per barrel for Baldwins, and $9 75 to
$4.50 for golden russets
Nebraska would not pass

a

prohibitory liquor

at

$1000. aud

a

pen

Coluuthus (Ga ) thief stole the crape from a
doorknob while the mutates of the house were
preparing for a funeral.
A

It is proposed to establish in Denver, Col., next
September, a permanent exhibition of ores aud all
the implements of mining.
A N A'. WorJd's London despatch mentions a
that Bartlett Couts is threatened with
breach of promise prosecution.

rumor

Pottkh:

a

During the week onding Feb 12th, there wetc
nineteen deaths front jellow fever at Rio Janeiro
The fever is reported increasing
The people of Iudi ina have adopted the proposed
constitutional amendment changing the timo of
the Slate election to November.
The funeral of the late Czar took place in St.
A church is to be erected
where the assassination took place.

Petersburg, Saturday

Messrs Thurman, Evarts aud Hoar, sail from
Now York, April 2d, for Paris, to take part in the
international monetary conference.

SHEET
To Reserve at four per cent.$>0,042,571.30 By Bond- secured hy Mortgage- on
Real Estate..$53,524,910.04
Claims by death not yet due.
721,1*1*04*4
l nited states and other Bond-... Huuo.202.no
Premiums paid in advance.
20,451.52
I.oan> on Collaterals.
7,720,931.94
Surplus and Contingent Cuaran
Real Estate.
tee Fund.
7,171.134.10
4,344,707.10
Cash iu Bank and Trust Companies at interest.
1,;»51,5>0.91
Interest accrued.
1,381,271.87
Premiums deferred,quarterly and
semi-annual
>34,140.>2
Premiums in transit, principally
for December..110,33*).03
Balance due by Agents.
15,977.71
•*

MARRIED.

*•

In this city. March 22d, by Rev. E. < rowninshield,
Mr. Henry L. Kaler and Mi— Carrie L. Osborne,
both of Belfast.
In Swanville. March 20th. by L. W. Bobbin-. Esq.,
Mr. Lewi- Nickerson and Mi-- Iv-ther E. Philips,
both
Swanville.
In Nearsmont, March Path, by Rev. L. H. Boynton,
Mr. Geo. M. Brown <>i Hope, ami Mis- Biantha A.
Lassell of searsmont.
In Taunton, Mass., March Idth, by Rev. K. I).
Hall. Mr. James s. Reid of ( ortland, Ohio, and
Mi— Armetta H. Kurbush, formerly oi Belfast.
In Bueksport, Mareh 21-1. Melville A. Floyd of
Portland, and Miss Hattie 11. Ilinks ,»i Bueksport.
In I'uioii, Mareh 13th, Mr. John s. Butler of
Cnion. and Mr.-. Augusta >. Prescott of Camden.
In Ellsworth. Eeb. 2bth. Mr. George W. Mason of
Orlaiid. and Mis- Estelle ( ( arter of Surry.
In Ell-worth. .Mareh 12tli, Mr. < lias. E. >tevcns
and Mis.- Julia E < ook, both of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, March 12th. Mr. Alonzo E. Rollins
and Mi.-- Alice G. Moore, both of Ellsworth.
In Harrington, Jan. 2i*th. Mr. A thur Kelley and
Mrs. Orissa M. Douglas-, both of

•*

Harry Genet, one of tho convicted Tweed ring
thieves, has been sentenced to the penitentiary for
eight months and a hue of $9,004.
The Marietta (Ga ) Journal says that before the
war Southern farmers invested their money in
negroes, and that now they buy fertilizers
The pruspects of spring business are excellent.
Southern aud Western buyers have appeared in
force in New York, and are buying freely.

$210 000 of tho $250,000 subscribed for Gen
Graut has been paid, aud the remsiuder will he as
soou as tho subscribers return from abroad
Tho Ohio Senate has passed a liquor bill which
makes the cost of a license $250 in Cincinnati and
Cleveland, and $100 per annum in all other places

'Xothing beyond tin announcement of the name, age,
nsidenci,, ye., of deceased persons mill be published
under this heading. )
In this city, Maivli 21-t, Kvton-. William d.
Cio-by, ap'd 7n years, >; months ai d 11 flays.
In Lineolnville, March 17th. dohn C. 1 )rakc, ap'd

2*» years.
In Portland. Mareli path, Fidelia P.. wife of Ferdinand 1 )o«lp‘, ap’d 4". year- and 0 month-.
In Northport. March 21-t, Hester A., wife of
Franklin 1\. Prescott, ap’d 40 wars and 7 mouths.
In Islesboro, Mareh loth, Flthel ],., daughter of
(apt. Winlield ''.and Lue\ Pendleton, ap'd 2 years
and lo month-.
la ( amden. Mareh 17th. Rebecca, wife of Alden
M ider. ap’d 72 > ears.
In (.'amden, Mareli loth, Mrs. Sally T. shmmton,
ap*d 70 years ami 2 months.
In ('amden, Mareh I2th, F.innia M
daughter of
M;. and Mr-. F rank Wadsworth, apid
years and
14 iays.
In Cnion, F' -lt. 22d. I tea. Henry Solders, ap'd *2
year-.
In Rookland, March loth. ( apt. Mark Perry,ap'd
7o year.Rockland, March l.ltli. Dana li. I.arrahee,ap‘*l
17 \ ear- and s months.
In Rc.cklaml. March 14th, Mi>- Charlotte Crouch,
ap'd 71 years.
At Hurricane Island, FYb. 12th, Mabel Lawry,
ap’d is months.
In Warren, March loth. Dean Kalloeh. ap'd .'»
years.
In Fill-worth. March I Ith, Mr. dohn P. Lanplon,
ap'd 77 year-.
In Deer l-le. l eh. 2.1, Nellie (
SpoiVord. ap’d 7
year-.
■

_lu

SHIP

..

*•

Brevet Major General Emory Upton, U S. A.,
author of Upton's tactics, committed suicide in
San Francisco Monday night by shooting himself
through tho head.

$91,735,780.02
$91,735,780.02
NOTE.—If the New York standard of four and a half percent. Interest be used, the Surplus i$11,000,000.
Kroni the Surplus, as appear- in the Balance sheet, a Dividend will be app- rtioned to em-h Polic\
which shall be in force at its anniversary in issi.

sole hand ma<le at
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ap sole,
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and

just

dry shod
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Assets.
New York, January 20, 1881.—12

goods

I1
m vervtbing t.

Stacy Clark, "talil. ( harle.-ton :
Iir. Wm.
leriek, Ames, Bi un-wick.
March loth. -ehr. F annie Butler, Warren. < narle-

s<

—ARTISTIC--

of December. ISSO.
state ok M uni:

Capital Stock all Paid up.
ASSETS

j^U'vk

lower than those who gi

£3<;.‘>,0oo.on

-O F-

2.302.7*5.0o

El

A III

I.ITT

Return Premiums and Agency Commis-

CURTAINS, &c,
For 60 Days More!

2*.*41.77
113,*uu.20
1.4*1,71)0.33

sion.‘.

<

Total .£1,07*,801.80

New

OFEE

DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY,

42 in, Bleached

1, 1*>1.

Amount at Bisk.$I9,41n,327.0s
Cash Assets.£527,sSLn3
Reserve for Reinsurance. .£134,030.7*
All other Liabilities.
1,032.40—£135,000.21

(Guarantee (

£202,211.70

1 Case

ami Deeds of TrU"t.

2 Fieces Linen

17.000.IX)

yd.

at 45c. per

NEPHRETICUM.
Is the most effectual Itemc<f>x_'53s»«ly toe all Diseases of the
Kidneys, Bladder, and I rln&//. \
ary Organs, Female tomplaints and (icncral Debility. such as nalnful.dragging
sensation In the Back and
Loins, Suppressed or Incontinent Irinallon. with
whitish or brick-dust deposit, Dropsy, (.ravel. Diabetes. Organic Weakness,
Ac.
NEPHRKTH'l M lias no
for Lameness and
|equal
Weakness peculiar to Females.
NEPIIRETICIM is the best
^Ny^JVM,iniuTi remedy lor Diabetes.
\m sephBETICIM, as a Tonic
and Stimulant for aged persons, is without a rival. Be
sure and ask for Dr. BI LLOCK'S KIDNEY REMEDY,
For Sale
NEPHRETICIM.
/ \.

of Color!

\V<*

have

a

complete stock
pers, embracing

in all
a

grades

class of

Not to be found elsewhere.

.‘>ml*2

I"

only

at

do/,

Lowed Prices and Best Quality of Paper.
M. J'.

n OOIK OCK ,< SO Y.

A JAPANESE TEA PARTY

••

Linen lldkfs., or., sc., to.. 12

WILL

BE

HELD

AT

all

Market.

li.isiox, Marrli |u.
Hr rTKk—Western ereameey, :l3(j:toii37, the latter
for ehoiee seieetinus; fair to good do.diiaiile; Western . lairy packed, *25/$20c; do ladle-paeked, 22 « 25c:
common to good, old, 15S*23c; Northern dairy, 27 «
*21 »c; Greenfield and Bardwell Ferry butter’is reported at ‘25/j 35c it* if; Hartford creamery, 35c.
Cheese—Fine factory is selling at 14c; fair to
good, 13 V*. some line factory is hold by commission
houses at 14'jC if It*, and now looks probable that
they may get it if very choice, but storage, shrinkage*, commission and insurance leave the producer
hardly as well ofl* as at 13\c in November; fair,
3#4131 ,«•; common, 1I//121*; skims, 0«Ik*.
K<u;s—The market is weak to-day, eggs selling at
•20c for Pastern; Southern and Western, lO/ilOGc.
The demand lias kept well up with the supply thus
far for months, hence the market was never more
generally furnished with good fresh eggs than the

Hayford Hall Jhursday Mar. 31,
tiik At

Nur.i:

sp[i

ics

or

Ladies of the Unitarian
AMONC TIIK

ATTRACTIONS

tiik

Society.

WILL

UK A

LOAN COLLECTION
Of valuable Japanese articles, bric-a-brac
paintings, «£".
The various booths for the sale of Fancy Articles
will be attended by ladies in Japanese costumes.
The hall will be opened at :»o'clock 1*. M. Supper served from ♦! to s.
Dancing at t) o’clock. Tickets to be had at the
hall. Between supper and dancing the burlesque

“IL
WILL

Potatoes—The market is unchanged and prices
are firm, especially for Boulton rose, which sell
readily at SOc, and very choice fancy lots sell outside
of the quotations. Aroostook and Maine Central,
70075c: common, 70c; New York the same; Jack
sous, 0.5c; peerless, 00c; Chenangoes, 55c, with but
few in the market.
Apples—Prices have been a little oft* in consequence of the unfavorable report from the other
side. Baldwins are sold for $1 50/jl 75; Hussetts,
choice, $2; table apples, $2 50/i3 for choice.
Maple si oak—The new begins to come in, but
in small lots, and sells at lool*21a< ^ lt>; syrup, $1

Admission.15 Cents.
••
Children.10
"
20
Admission lor nflernoon and evening
—

We

all

83

now

sells at $23
am*
ton;
fair to good, $22«22 50; line nay ranges from $18g
to
medium
sell
at
swale
lots
medium,
$l(5§17;
20;
$13 50/i 15.
Rye straw, $24§25 if ton; machine
thrashed, $17, oat straw, $14.
Grass and Clover seeds—Clover,Western ami
New York, S^/jO^e if tt>; timothy, $2 HO§3 (Hi If
canary, $2 45g2
hush; red top, $2 40fi*2 50 per

prepared

to

do

In the latest and most fashionable styles.
guaranteed to give satisfaction.

MRS.

O.

Work

W. McKENNEY,

Over T. W. Pitcher
Co.’s store.
Belfast. March *24, 1SK1JwF2*

extra

crj

)

>i;u.

& GLASS

WARE

fair. I have l liinn Sc'.s from s7 to $12.
a

if. .ml

stock of

HARDWARE !
(lothes Wringers, both Bench and ( ommnn. Hand
Saws, ke> and Bracket Saws. Framed Mood Saws,
from Mlc. to $1.10, Flat Irons, Ac.
i >1 :ll

rm:

Clu iuival

Pnint

Vl.Sff Till.

-RED

OIL—

said to be the be-t burning oil

in

now

idea of what 1 -ell, but 1 ha\• not
enumerate 1 onr-ha!l
the g*n>d-.
I have a large
basket t"• i‘ a *d 1' -> I’.A-K! T. \:e one tfading j?2
a-h. w ith me, i- ent it led to a gue-s.
or mmv
The
one u h” gue--e- right or w it hi n
u« half pint i- en
titled
a b:n rel * f <,«»<» 1 > !• 1.« t It. the next 5 lb-,
of TKA
the next 3 lbs of ( <>l-T LI: free. Any per
-on < ai> gue.-s every time he tradi
s_'■ *r more, prw
siding lu* doe- not trade more tInn nee in a day
Ha-kel t>» d. iiieasureiI Mari'h id, I-s|. at to \ M
! 11
in the presence of a committee a t hive.
I'd

an

no xor rone f t rm: n. c

will astonish all.

go"i|-,

at

GEO.
City Block,

L.

£.

BEAN,

SEARSMONT, MAINE.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

NATIONAL

BELFAST

BURKETT,

iii:s«u if<

Main St.

FAMOUS

CIGAR!

i:s.

.S120.474.7H
Loans ami Discount
>. Bond"
‘■'ccur ( ieculation.
[Jo.ooo.oo
l
I D*,T7«l.r.-j
Due from A | !'ro\rd Ko"crve Agent
7,Jon.no
Banking lionHsJ.oo
Current Expense-.
Premiums Paid...
H,000.no
t
lteni".
Cheeks and otlnw adi
H.JJO.OJ
1.7s2.00
Bills of othei National Bank".

Io,s42.so

'Specie.

la-gal

Tcndci Notes.

Redemption Fund

C. O’CONNELL’S,

percent.

of

with 1

m

Treasurer

-2.inni.imi

J

Circulation'.

ISrt fast.

Ha {/ford Work.

BANK,

Of Belfast, in the state of Maine, at the Close of
Business March 12, I sM.

-V T-

0,7J0.no
$

I t V HI I.I I

I20.oos.lo

IKS.

paid in.siJo.ooo.oo
Capital
Surplus Fund. hh.ooo.oo
dork

Assessors’

Notice.

SUBS( ’HIRERS. Assessors of Belfast, here
notice to the inhabitants of said city,
bring in to them true and perfect li-tof their polls and estates, real and personal, in
writing, including money on hand or at interest,
and debts due more than they are owing, and all
property’ held in trust as guardian, executor, ad
ministrator, or otherw isc (except such as is hv law
exempt from taxation) which they are possessed ol

TM1Eby give
to make and

Belfast Mamifactnring Company.

stockholders of said company are hereby
JL notified that the annual meeting thereof will
be held at the office of Philo llersey, in Belfast., on
Monday, the fourth day of April next, at t o’clock
i*. M., to act on the following matters, to wit:
1st. To receive and act upon the reports of the
President, Directors and Treasurer of the company.
2d. To choose a Board of Directors, a Treasurer
and Secretary for the ensuing year.
3d. To transact any other business authorized
bv the by-laws of the company.

on

tlie first

day

of

April

next, and be

prepared

to

And for
substantiate the same according to law
the purpose of receiving said lists, and making
transfers of real estate, the undersigned will be in
session at the assessors’ office during business hourof each day from the FIRSTT<> THE SIXTEENTH
OF ABRIL NEXT, (and no longer) and anv personal examination of property by the assessorwill not be considered as a waiver for neglect of
my person in bringing in true and perfect list.- as
required by law. Blank- on which to make said
lists may Ye had by applying to the. assessors.
Highway surveyors of the several istriets are re
quested to bring in their tax-books of isso, by the
tenth of April next.
Agents of the several school districts are requested to make return under oath to the assessors, of
the number of scholars belonging to each family in
their school districts, their names and age, together
with the names of the heads of the families, as soon
as ma\ be after the first day of April.
)
X. F. HOUSTON,
Assessors
of
G. 1>. MrCRILLlS,
R. W. ROGERS,
Belfast.
1SSL—3wl2
Belfast, March 11.

Scc’v.

LOST.

between the shop and house of the subon Tuesday afternoon or Wednesday
a sum of money—a roll of bills. The tinder will be suitably rewarded.by leaving the same
E\ A. HOWARD.
with me.
Belfast, March 23, 1881—12*
scriber,
LOST

morning,

Wednesday

a

same

Auction Sale of Real Estate.
license from the Hon. Judge of
Probate for the County’ of Waldo, I shall sell
at public auction, on Friday, the 29th day of April,
A. 1). lssi. at one o’clock, afternoon, on the premises, near Poor’s Mills, Belfast, the following described real estate: the homestead formerly occuby .JOSHUA TOWLE, consisting of the house
piedthe
lot,
shop lot, and a parcel bought of Luther M.
Smith. Terms made known at the time of sale.
SAMUEL KINGSBURY. Admr. of Estate.
3w 1

P’KSUAXT

Sulky Plow.

Yes, ride and plow. A boy can do the work.
FRED ATWOOD, Agent.
Send for circular.
1*2wll
«
Winterport, Maine.

.

Which is

quallt).

-lock of thc-r

nur

that

GABRIELLA

March 23, 1881.—3w 12*

Cloak & Dress Makius for Ladies & Children

out

THE

.JABE/. CL

spring openings,

closing

W.

in

imu.i* \ ui:i> t«

Avt'i'ill

Hr, All the goods heretofore quoted in this paper,
will he sold at as low and many at lower prices
II
than ever.

fTTHE

have

I,

Lowell Extras **7 l-'Jc. : All-Wool 75c.: Hemps
I tie. : Straw .Mattings, niee quallt}, *2‘>e.

subscriber,
morning, picked
SPRING OPENINC. THE money. The the Posl Office, theBelfast,by
the public that
McKEWEY
proving property and paving charges. Address
she has just returned’ from Boston, where
MRS.
WARE, Ellsworth, Me.
has attended
and is
the

she

are

prices

Interest,

owner can

it.

Corn. Meal & Shorts.

re

CARPETINGS !

MONEY FOUND.

wishes to inform

*1.00,

IN

on

just

•'

Notice of Second Medio*.

up in front of
of

band

gloves:

'•

1

CASK OF MOSKS \\\ RICH. Insolvent Debt
the apor.
This is t<» give notice thut^vith
"
Insolvency
proval of the .Judge of the Court
within and for the County of Waldo, l have ap
pointed a second meeting of the creditors of said
insolvent Debtor, t<> beholden at the Probate Court
Room in Belfast, in said County, on Thursday, the
14th day of April, A. D. 1881,at D> o’clock in the
forenoon, for the purposes named in section .‘111 of
chapter 74. of the public laws of 1878, entitled “An
act in relation to the Insolvent Laws of Maine,” and
tlie amendments thereto.
CEO. K. .JOHNSON,
2wl2
Assignee of said Rich.

sum

on

2 Hutton Kills 25c. per pair.
••
:i
87c.

quarterly,4th dividend payable May 1. For full
particulars semi for 20-page illustrated pamphlet to
i\M2
THE globe company,
131 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.

Supper.25

Try

kki:i*

i

■

KID

Belfast, March 21, 1.881.—2wl2

NO RAFFLING!

improved.

assortment

ARRIVED AT IN HM'I.Ai; PRK I>.

Paid

MONEY

Laces

DRESS GOODS !

SPRING

TEN PER CENT.

2wll

HE PRESENTED.

GROCERIES!
tea for 3or. tiial beat- them all.

Also

NEW ASSORTMENT OF

season.

Beans—The market is steady ami quiet, with
quotations unchanged; mediums, $-2; pea $2 15;
yellow eyes, $2 1502 *20; the latter for hand-picked

a

\e

Sc.
17c.

CURTAINS.

elegant

an

15c. A

An '‘ii<l!r~> variety e liatnl.
From SI.00 to 82.00 per Pair.

Shop!
Ilui/t/hiy.

HOTSTON,

h;

Lace Pillow Shams !

HOWARD,
and dealer in

N. F.

JACOBI”

I

CROCKERY

reived from the importer-. Drier- fr«>m
12 l-2c. to $1.00.

i»mosl2

Insolvency.

c.,

Nottingham

MONT MENTS, TABLETS, GRAV ESTONES,
AXI> MARBLE SHELVES,
*>f the best Italian ami American marble.
CHI'lie II STREET, BELFAST.

In

is n »Mi*Li; n:.

Lower thalt any e-.tu in the
•»uutry, having
•ought direct from the \ve-t bet.iri* tin* ri.-e.
My -fork of

of those lldkfs. rercited at 12 l-2e.

25

Wo haw

have it trimmed

-t«»<*k of

FLOUR

Flannels

lie., 25c., 30c- and 55c.

mure

in

M

worth 14c.

LINEN HEMSTITCHED HDKFS.
50

use

charge.

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS & OVERSaOES
IN

in. long, 10 in. wide. Our pair
solil to rarh eii-Pum r.

Dress

Marble

Annual

Poper.Curtains A Fixtures.

\m

12 l-2c.

of pa-

-DECORATIONS-

Room

lree of

Marked down from 62c.

Only lOfc..

11 A V K

I

I'actios buying pa per •>!

50 Doz. Extra Damask Toweis,

Manufacturer

Dadoes, Fills & Freize's.

at the

1 Case 1 Yd Wide Foulard Dress Cambrics

Helfast.

W. T.

-1 n-

______

Druggists.
Price, only $1.00 per Bottle.
0. S. ROBERTSON. Proprietor, Boston.
(1 Ft). (. (iOODW IN A CO., t.en’l Agents,
30 A 3S Hanover St., Boston, Mass.
lyi-r.

Ilaijfonl Itlorh,

Tabling

II.U'S, I U’s. 1.1,01 KS. scTltFS. OVERALLS. .11 Ml’FHS, 111 II UK It 10VTS, LI l)IK S' (iOSSIMKIi
I lit! I LIUS. I MBltFLHS. Ac.

Sold elsewhere at 25c.

CIGAR!

In jAinyu'orthy

From :!0r. tu $1.50.
FINE WHITE SHIRTS!
From $1.00 upuurils.

CRETONNES Only 17c.

Belfast, Me.

O’CONNELL’S,

New

Mriis’ l 'mh-rsli irfs imil Itnnrrr,s

TURKEY RED TABLING

-A T-

C.

Mens' Suits, $11.00, s.OO. 10.00. 12.00. 15.00,
Hi.00, 22.00; Mens' listers mill Overenuls,
$2.75, 0.00, 11.50, 7.50, s.OO. 0.00, 15.00.

GENTS

Quality. 20c. Look
quality at 50c.

Good

T NT• A11 >.

LOSSES

SHIRTINGS,

yard.

4 l-2c,

Cnited States Bonds.
15,200.00
Mute, County, City ami other Bomls. 172,110.00
Railroad Bonds mid stock. 154,700.00
4,327.37
Sumlries, Interest Accrued, Ac.
Cash on hand.
lo.7!)!i.*o
Balance in Agents' hand", net.
1,255.77
NO

(LOTUS FOR MFN A BOW WEAK.
Here is a list of Prices : 12c.. 13c., 1 7c. 20c 23c.,
2M
30c., 32c., 33c., 10c.. 30c., 53c.. 03c.. 7 3c..
>0c., *3c„ 00c,, S1.00. M. 10, $1.20. SI.30, SI.33.
1.7 3, 2.00, 2.30 Per Yard.
I have different kind- of goods in these price-.
I also have

READY MADE CLOTHING !

yard.

Regular Dress Style Prints

Real Estate. £40,000.00
Bank Stock.
70.42S.00

Mortgages

Cotton,

2000 YDS. REMNANT PRINTS,

ASSETS.

OF

<»t

Cotton, Cotton & Wooi & All-Wool

I l-2r per yard.

Surplus over Cuarantee
Capital.
ARY

10c per

line

imv

a

Prints from 5 to se.: Sheetings from 5 to 10c.;
Crashes from tc. upwards; Dress hoods from
Sc. knlckerboekcr to a line All-Wool ( ashmere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and satins. Lares,E dgings, Ruehes, RuchIngs,Shetland Shaw Is,Long and square shaw ls,
Cardigan Jackets, (both :<»r holies ami genl>
Ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths. Reuellanls.
Table Oil Damask, a dozen patterns. White
Linen and Turke} Red Damasks,
A ni'-r a> ran In- t'oitml in tbi- virjnit..
A
.great variety *1

20 in. Linen Crash, Heavy,

£302,211.70
loo.uon.oo

apital, (Cash.;..

si MM

Only

10c. p?r

regards Poliey

GABRIELLA

Harmony

Cotton,

10 l-2e. bj llic piece only : 12 l-•><■ per yard,
north I lr.

THE FAMOUS

PAID SPECIAL ATTENTION TO

:

Of Salem, Mass.

as

I liav«*

ounty.

..

400 Pieces Fruit 4-4

HOLYOKE

WHEREAS.

PQLljNS^^QLTAjC^DiSTERS

Goods!

Spring

"WE

MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.

>urplus

<

an

-O F-

£2.4*o,«;22.32

Agents, Belfast.

.1 AN TAKA'

al'l"

DRY & FANCY GOODS!

HEAVY PURCHASE

Risk" written during the year. £225,407.448.no
Ri-ks outstanding... 270,(140,500.00
Ri-"k" written in Maine during the year
5.43o.usn.no
Premiums received in Maine in l>*o..
0|,>30.32
Losses paid in Maine in 1**0.
20,21*.75
12

STATEMENT

I have

stock has beeu greatly reduced by the
rush made upon it, consequently we have been
obliged to stock up, aud have? made a verv

500.00

Total Income for l*xo.£2,542,120.02
Total Expenditures for 1**0.

CASHMERE ROBTS,

Our

53,770.44

Hbcr Liabilities <mall, for printing,Ac.

tlit' !u‘~t tint1 <*t*

—A L S O—

ES.

Losses adjusted and not due.£
Losses unadjusted.
Re insurance Fund.

s

-A N D-

*1,570.00
071.00

SIMEON S. DOWNS, of Winter
port, in the County of Waldo, bv his deed
bearing date the seventh day of < )etober, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight, mortgaged to me (he "Uhseriher, a certain
lot or parcel of real estate situate in said Wintciport, and described as follows, viz ; Beginning at
the southwesterly corner of Albert. C. Baker’" land ;
thence easterly, hy said Baker’s land to the county
road leading from Winterport village to Bangor;
thence southerly, hy said county road to the road
leading from the county road to tin* residence of
John Wheldcn; thence westerly, by the last named
road to .John Whelden’s land; thence northerly, by
land of John W helden and Solomon Wheldcn t<> the
place of beginning, containing twelve acres, more
or less.
The conditions of said mortgage having
been broken and remain broken, 1 claim a lore
closure of tiie same, and give this notice for that
purpose, according to the statute in such ease made
and provided.
HARRIET W. BAKER.
Winterport, March 1*, 1**1.—3w 12*

SPRING STOCK !

Howes ACo., Ma'o St.. Belfast. Me.

A.

Lined Buffaloes from $0.00 to $1 (>.:»:{; Lap Robes,
from $‘2.25 to xb.12 : Horse Blankets from $l.‘2‘2
to $0. | *2 : Halters, AOc., 50c., 05e. and $1.00.

Notice of Foreclosure.

THEIR

long credit

F. H, FRANCIS & CO.,

To lu* fouihl in \\

t, 151,58s.23
424,140.oo
1,7*5,000.0.)
1,210,05*.2o

Tota I A *»set s.£7.121.073.72

KEATINti A FIELD, Agents,

BUYING

e

BUFFALO, JAPANESE, WOLF

(ONTIM'ATUA OF Ills

GREAT SALE!

FoEE< >\YS

AS

\

\NNOr\T i;s

£527**1.03

IN

II

turn

$3,000,00.00

Real Estate unincumbered.
Cash "U hand, in Bank, and in Agents’
ham Is.
Cnited state" Securities.
state, City and Town Stocks ami Bonds,
Bank and Trust Co. > Stock.
Railroad Co.’> Stocks and Bomls.
Loans on Real Estate.
Accrued Interest.

12

HAVE

I)

and will sell utiK

u

Maine.

Hit fast,

made to the

day

on tin* 31st

ton.
March 21st. schr-. d.

Ponder, dr.. Welch, Lllswortli; Charlie Bucki French, Brunswick; dames
Holmes, Ryder, Kllsworth.
March 2dd, sehrs. Malabar,( urtis, Portlaml: Minetta. Wade. Boston; Henry, Woods, do.

we

$91,735.7-04*2

FIELD, Agents.

llolders.*.

bri^
F re

we ean

huj^
priej^

-OF THE-

saii.fi>.

March 17th,

ami

r

as

tu

tlie

styles from

bought low, and

were

leaky

a

ABSTRACT OF THE ANNEAL STATEMENT

THE

March 17111, schr-. Deo. > hat lock, d mes, Boston
d. Pond, r. dr., Wclcii. do.
March loth. sell-. Henry. W > >d-. Scarsport. Miuetta, Wade. B »ston.
Mareli 21-t, schr. dessie I lart, 2d. Wall, Tenant's
11 arbor.
March, 22 I. -ehr-. Brunette. Bahhap*, Portland;
dames Bliss, Hatch, Boston; (ieo. P». FYrpison,
FYrpison, i.yiiii- I.illian, Rvan, Bo-tmi; ( arrie 11.
"j'oiVor l. I.o we. Deer I-le; Lamartine, Haskell, do;
\Itnwlia. Well.-. Bo ton: d. M < arter. >arp’nt, do.

d many new

ree

II

i!! keep yo

w

in

even

I>

oulV

and

T11K PREMIUM KATES UIAKOEL* Foil IXSI
15 1*ER * ENT.

PORT OF BFi.F AST.
AKUIV FA).

exceedingly cheap,

are

proot fisherman's tends

florin

^nug
JJave
^|t;r

kip boots,

great

We mean business, and if jea will give us a eall
you ean see for yourself that we are doing Just
what we advertise, and selling belter goods than
Um-Ui
you t an buj elsewhere for the money.

FOR

The Ci no ka Rkmkiuks are i»repare*l by Wkkks
A; Pottkh. Chemists ami Druggi-ts, :Jt>o Washington street, Boston, 21 Front street, Toronto, (>nt..
and s Snow Hill, Loudon, and are for sale by all
Druggist". Price of Citiccka. small boxes, '>()
cent-: large boxes, containing two and one-half
times the quantity of small, .*1.00.
Rksokvknt,
SI.oh per bottle. Ci ti<'i'Ha .Mkiucinai. Toii.kt
soak, 2.1 cents per cake; (Tin ua Mkiucinai.
>ii w in*. Soap, la cents per cake, in bars for Barbers and large consumers, 7*0 cents.

55 per bag.

T
■

operj^
bargai^

kid

a

Opposite

valuable.

bag;*

||nr

in mind that we sell

o\er

KEATlNtf A FIELD,

NEWS.

have

Straw—Timothy

J^ear
|jak

/ETNA INSURANCE COMPANY,

Dr. T. A. Smith, Brooklyn. N. T
writes that In*
has used the Ci
imn Rkmkimks with great satisfaction in uterine diseases and timls them truly

^Hay

To the Public:

*•

Millbridge.'

UTERINE DISEASES.

Boston

87,128,241.30
$ H *2,900,210.21»
(r.

••

any consequence for the treatment of
and Scalp diseases, and unhesitatingly
no
that
say
sy stem of remedies ever devised <»r com»
pounded
completely and thoroughly eradicates
the disease for which they are intended a- thef t
rn t lia Rkmkiuks.
Many remarkable cures have
come to my knowledge and I feel safe in warrant
ing satisfaction if directions are followed.
( HAS. ll
MORSE,
Respectfully,
Proprietor Mohsk’s Dyspkpki \ ( cut..
11*11.1.ISTON, Mass.. Dec. II, 1-70.

present

Expenses.

•*

remedy **1
Blood,' skin

by

949,512.43

* 102,900,210.21»
BALANCE

Ur.

r.

247,832.09
742,073.71

Balance to New Aecount....

Iy20

(itnt/emen,—1
been connected with the drug business for twenty
years ami have handled every blood purifier ami
a

Uuuraiitcc Aoc't.
v>ses>ments

and

Taxes

**

FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Rev. Joseph

Instantlv relieve Pain, Soreness and Weakness.

ment.

law, but has tixed the license
alty of $100 for treating

.Messrs. Wkkks

Contingent

••

you,

Druggist of Twenty Tears' Experience Says
the) are the Best.

appointed private

The Puritn ball iu New York netted $*21,000 lor
the Hebrew Benevolent Society.

Cilery Albee,

A

(

Claims...
$ 1,324,447.93
Matured Endowments.
I .id !.741.01
/Total Claims
\
V
$5,938,188.97/
Annuities.
23,1*93.88
Dividends.
.>,21*9,734.00
surrendered Policies and
Additions.>.>'.*>.777.01
/Total paid Policy hold \
l
)
er?—$13,100,091.10
Commissions, (payment of
currrent and extinguish
meat of future.
077,255.7o
Death

To

Inman, Station /), \e.w York City.

$3.32.461,626

AliOlNT.

Freeman McGilvcry Post, No. 3o Department <*f
Maine G. A. R., takes this opportunity to thank the
ladies and gentlemen who assisted them in their
late entertainment.
Per Order.

T.

20,4T>}»,462

lu.l,.'>29

BE? Kill.

O A 1A, ID.

Amount.
$306,002, HU

no.

in force, Jan. 1,1S80. 9f>,4'23
ttisks Assumed.. 10,000

or,
To Balance from

$J7.0.M.st)

ACCOINT.

Amount.

Policies

Ann.

58

$27,655.80

No.

l’av'ts.
$20,14 i. Si
4.4ii2.0T.
•‘>,021.04

N«>.

Annuities in force,-Ian. 1. ISM... ;*•_>
Premium Annuities.
Annuities Terminated. 0

INSl'RAM’K

SPECIAL NOTICES.

cure

1880.

31,

ASSETS.

REMARKABLE CURES.
Sat-

on

President.

Of Hartford. Conn.,

For the Radical Treatment of
Blood. Skin and Scalp Diseases. with Loss of Hair.

t itA

n IXSTOX.

S.

For the Year ending December

Day

HUMOR

CTin

OF

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, OF NEW YORK.

RETAIL MARKET.

A

BELFAST.

...

STATEMENT

probably.
for Fast

FIELD,

PRICE? PAID PRODUCERS.

’.*!>

OlED.

April

21 will be

«&

■

The Government haspuiehased the “Mary and
Helen" for the Jeannette search expedition, for

by

folk

The nineteenth annual report of the Maine Cen
tral Railroad Company presents a highly satisfac-

of Mr-.

of the residence

the Nor-

event of the week ha- been the concert

are

A. P.

Jubilee .Singer-, which wa- unique and highly
satisfactory.... \. 11. Clark ha--old a pair of oxen
girting s ft. *2 in., and w eighing ’»000 lb-, to Lben

they accomplished-The

lots of nice, old ladies left in New
England, who will regard the Czar’s death as iu
iit
least,
an act of divine retribution for holdpart,
ing a military review Sunday. I Boston Herald
A number of cities in Maine held elections yes
terday. hut. the results have no political signiti
canoe.
1 Boston Post. March loth.
Of course not. They all went Republican Won
tier how it would have been if they had gone
Democratic' [Biddeford Cuion.
One pleasant result of the organization of the
Senate by the Republicans will he the reinstate
meut of Mai Ben Perlcy Poore in charge of the
Congressional Directory, which lie created and
which was rudely snatched out of hi? hands when
ttie Democrats gained control of the Senate
[Washington despatch to Boston Herald.
There

Mass....Mr.

Newcomb, architect from Ib»>ton, watown last week to make arrangements for the re-

Edgar
in

Wiley

The Illinois House. In a vote of fit) to 51, has
defeated the prohibitory constitutional amend-

credit for all

cans want

lu Maine, as well as Michigan and Illinois,
Greenback orators are on the stump this mouth,
and, strange as it may seem, they tin-1 people to
listen to them. [Boston Herald.

entertainment soon. They are able now to di~
course some excellent music_Bowden Brothers
have moved their -tone shed lip onto the Lebanon

son.

on ac-

to

ill give another

of the Ashuelot sayings
bank at Winchester. N. II., is a defaulter in $100.
000.

was

we are disSenator Mahone s action as an advantin*
and
the
ot the
South
interests
best
tage
country. [X. V. Herald.

Taking everything into consideration

posed to view

REMEDIES

boys

Ill (J. II.

CARD.

ly blind for many years-Rev. Mr. Blanchard
will be ordained pastor of the( ’ongregational church
this week, it is reported-Messrs. Hill A: .Mansfield
have dissolved... .< Mir band

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.

Clippings.

(jiticura

Albion P.

count of

.The farmer-

The portrait of Mrs Hayes, now in the White
House, is said to be idealized into radiant beauty.
The velvet dress of pale maroon is quaintly cut in
square-necked fashion. The right hand holds
loosely, not a bouquet, but t wo or three Marshal
Xeil roses halt--blown and the left hand lifts the
sweeping train of velvet.

Stubbs, aged about fifty
He had been a great sufferer
many years-Mr. Mar-ton
Hazeltine who died recently,had been almost totalWinteri’ort.

years, died last week.
from rheumatism for

It is asserted that the dairy products of the Unit
ed States have twice the value of the wheat crop.

ee-s...

The authorities of St. Petersburg have discover
a mine which had been laid in a small street
nearly opposite the new Czars residence. The
mouth ot the mine was discovered in a shopkeeper's dwelling room under an ottoman.
Right
more arrests have been made and a quantity of ex
plosives found.
ed

old.

mon*

internl to go thi- sprfng-several coasters are
awaiting their turn to In* hauled upon the blocks
for repairs, in anticipation of an early season....

s

a

■

Fkkkimim.

The Chicago Socialists on Saturday, endorsed
the assassination of the Czar, and criticised Sec
retarv Blaine for extending sympathy to Russia.
Secretary Blaine can stand the criticism of the ad
vocates of assassination.

searsmont.

our

tioned in the dournal a few weeks since, did not
take place, a-tin- Boston partie-. who furni.-lt the
ve<ts to make, would not e.m-ent to the change.

parliament.

on

purchased last fall,

eiMiipli i»■ ttinjointing the member at the upper
eight or ten young men in the '-abbafh school—
joint-Thomas -I. I >111 has been drawn t«* servo on
mo-t of them young men with families, and their
|
the traver-e jury at the Ypril term of the s. J.
| wives and children are also in the school. This is
Court.fapheth (irant ha-a lamb which weighed | as it
ought {•• be. Miss Georgia Piatt has a clas- of
Id lit-., when dropped.
Who ha- a bigger one ...... j
-ixteen ladie.-.The Good l mplars Lodge is
The proposed -ale *d th
ve.-t husines- of havid
rapidly inn e asing in numbers, and is doing a good
Brackett t" •). I Watts, of Brooks, wInch wa- men-

the darknes> of monstrous
shape*-. Hacks drove up and down
s
't-, and all seemed hurrying in one direrI
an-e of this was a mask party at the
I
Mr. < ieorge Knight on Cedar St. The
potatoes coming in-The roads are well nigh ini
'«* was brilliantly illuminated and b\ l» o'clock
passable: the book agent and the apple tree liend
are -tuck last in the mud, so tin* farmer lias laid
guests w» !v all as-embled. A negro was in
ing win* politely ushered <mc up '.air- The away hi- shotgun and i-sawing wood.... Mr. A. A.
Hurd will remain here and not remove !•» Belfast as
iiiside was tastefully decorated with Japaraiwe

In the English House of Commons Thursday
Sir Charles Dilke said that Hind’s allegations concerning the Halifax award were unworthy of .ic rioii8 attention, and had been referred to the Bonin-

an axe.

Pierce.

la-I

RK

"ling ^la.i 'li 11Ab

igned... .Belfast Lodge reports S't
attendance last Thursday evening,

re

in

ports a gain of several members the past few
weeks-Belfast Lodge is entitled to In delegates
t
tie* .rami I.- *• Ig- •. and will send a full delegation.
-•s.ivw ai d ledge 2M.
I
Tlmrialike, has reorM hit in* a- M t
T. and L. H.
ganized with Pet
Ki«*h 1 ieputy.

dam-

one

Lrund Secretary

The

interesting -e-sion for tin* “good, »f the
1‘. -diaw Lodge No. :‘d2. of Brook-,

an

dcr."

who

m

F les

members

.Jon*--.

.v

N'li.s

M fi. \ it

ha- thi- week i--ued hi- circular of particulars of
the anim il -c-sioii id the Lraml Lodge, which w ill
be
i ini oiigrc-- Hall, Portland. Tuesday and
M «*dii'
lay. April *2<!th and 27th. Halt fare to delegate- omt all the railroads ami steamers east of
Portland, and reduced rates at the hotels in Portland.Vlmon Huberts has been commissioned
Deput\ d Bethel Lodge .'*u2, at K. Thorndike, vice

and
'*•

TF

»<>i»

'■

named Kout/.

wonici!

Fit VMvi oiu
Lyceum closed for the season last
Thursday eve. Officers were elected for the ensuing year. The paper was read, which was very interesting. The article entitled “Visions of Frankfort” was especially line_The ice is slow ly but
Schools closed
steadily moving out of the stream
Mar. Uth, after a term of 14 w eeks, and all appeared
finely. We hope to have the same teachers the coming year_Miss Sarah l’eirce leaves town this

|

to

a

Cndivided Profit.
National Bank Note" ()ut"landing.

H.JJH.SO

i il.ooo.oo

OHH.Jo
npaid.
Individual Deposits >ub|c< to ( heek.... 105»,0s0.74
Dividends i

s

1211,01 »S. 10

M VINK, (OIMV Ol W O.llO, M.
I, A. II. BKADBl RY, t adder ol the Bella t \a
tional Bank of Belfast, do solemnly swear that the
above "tatement is true to the bed of iu\ know I
\. II. Bu vi>iu in Cashier
edge ami belief.
Subscribed and sworn to lu-fore me this 10th da>
of March, issl.
Josi-irii Wtt.i.t vmson,
Justice of the Peace.
\tted :
Correct,
JOHN
BROOKS.
)
ACOCSTI'S PF.KRY, Director".
Iw 12
DANIEL FATNCE,
MA'I I. «*|

)

THE

FAMOUS

GABRIELLA
-_

A

CIGAR!
Ct‘J

T-

C. O’CONNELL
IfayfortI Work.

Ill

S,

ltdfast.

Insolvency, Notice of Second Meeting.

CASE OF AMDS F. BOWEN, Insolvent Debt
or.
This is to give notice that with the ap
proval of the Judge of the Court of Insolvency
within and for the County of Waldo, 1 have ap
pointed a second meeting of the creditors of said
Insolvent Debtor, to he lmlden at the Probate Court
Room in Belfast, in said ( ounty, on Thursday, the
14th day of April, A. D. issl,at lOo’cloekln the forenoon, for the purposes named in section HO of chapter 74, of the public laws of 1878, entitled “An act
in relation to the Insolvent. Law s of Maine,” and
CEO. E. JOHNSON.
the amendments thereto.
2wl2
Assignee of said Bowen.

I\

The

Sonnets.

Khode

Island

The Peruvian Syrup Inis cured thousands who
suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility. Liver

Fisheries.

Smith’s Medicated PRUNES

were

REQUIREMENT.
We live by faith : but faith is not the slave
Of text aud legend. Reason's voice and God's,
Nature's and duty's, never are at odds.
What asks our Father of his children save
Justice and mercy and humility,
A reasonable service of good deeds,
Pure living, tenderness to human needs.
Reverence and trust, and prayer for light to see
The Master’s footprints in our daily wavs !
No knotted scourge, nor sacrificial knife,
But the clam beauty of an ordered life
Whose very breathing is unworded praise—
A life that stands, as all true lives have stood,
Fast rooted in the faith that God is good !
HELI*.

CANTERBURY
BLOOD

Dream not. 0 soul! that easy is the task
Thus set before thee. If it proves at length,
As well it may, beyond thy natural strength.
Doubt not, despair not. As a child may ask
A father, pray the Everlasting Good
For light aud guidance 'midst the subtle snares
Of sin. thick-planted in life’s thoroughfares,
For spiritual nerve and moral hardihood.
Still listening 'midst the noises round about
of time aad sense, the inward speakingword,
Bitter in blame, sweet in approval heard,
Piercing the tumult of the world without;
To health of soul a voice to cheer and please.
To guilt the wrath of the Eumenides !

SHAKERS’

PURIFYING

SARSAPARILLA.

UTTERANCE.

Prescribed

by

Physicians

But what avail inadequate words to touch
The innermost of truth ! Shall I essay.
Blinded and weak, to point and lead the wa}\
Or grasp a theme for angels overmuch !
Vet it be that something not my own,
Some shadow of the thought to which our
schemes
And creeds and rituals are uncertain dreams,
Is even to my unworthiness made known.
1 may not hide what yet I scarcely dare
To’utter, lest on doubtful lips of mine
The real seem false, the fitness less divine.
So through the pauses of au inward prayer.
1 own the faith which seems the simple truth
At evening time, as in the dawn of youth.
[John G Whittier in the Christian Union.

and

for

Druggists

nearly
Fifty Years.

shaker.-' sarsaparilla is just what it pur1 have Ion#
port- t" ho.—Dizi Crosby, M. 1)
prescribed it. and think it a mo-t valuable medicine.
Jeremiah Wake, M ]>., Gilmanton, X 11. Have
known it for nearl; hall' a century. Our confidence

npiIK

in

it i-

in

way impaired.—Carbon <)• Ilorey,
1 speak with confidence ot it,
Lowell.
no

Druggists,
having prescribed

it

for

eighteen year-.—S. M.

Dinsmor, .V. D., Franeestown, X. H.

sarsaparilla

shakers’

preference

in

Dive

me

The

the

President

THE PRESENTATION OF MRS. HAYES PORTRAIT
ADDRESS OF MISS WILLARD AND REPLY 01
PRESIDENT GARFIELD IN FULL.

—

ing properties.— IFm. /.’ Freston, 1‘ iggist, PortsI consider ii the be-; preparation
mouth, X II
made.—A. G. ]\ilbor, Druggist, Boston.

The ladies of the Woman's National Christian
Union and the Mrs. Hayes Memorial
Commission, who went to Washington to partici
pate in the formal exercises pertaining to the unveiling of Mrs. Hayes’ portrait to the public aud
the placing <»t it m its position at the Executive
mansion, called at the White House Tuesday,
March F-th. aud formally presented the picture to
the President.
The following is the lull text of
the address ot Miss Frances E. Willard, president
ot the Woman's National Christian Temperance
Union on that occasion, aud of the Presidents

Temperance

Do not fail to make a trial of this great Blood
Purifier, Appetizer ami Tonic, the first and best of

1 medicines called Sarsaparilla, w hid; is prepared
from sc leered Su.vKKK R«n *ts,1Ij;khs v n i» Bkkkiks
h\ the C\NTKKHI'K\ soil IMA ol >H MXFKS. and is
beyond all comparison the puiv-t, safest and most
Ask for
cficctive family im dieim in the world.
uKitK iT's sii'akf.ks' s misafahili.The genuine i> signed by Thomas ( okhim'T. it- inventor,
and sold bv druggists general!1
a.

reply.
MISS

halt
UNFERMENTED

i-

no

JilFI. <;ivi\<

greater Blood Pi i;in ix<. and
1 HI N< '11*1.!. in tlie world Ot medi-

than M \ 1/1' BITTKRs. prepared b\ tin* M A I.T
BITTKRs < OMl’AM from Fnfermented Malt and
Hops. It i- a Perfect Renovator ot feeble and exhausted constitutions. It enriches tin* blood, solidi-

cine

hone-, harden- the muscles. «juiets the
nerves, perfects digestion, cheers the mind and
vitalizes w ith new life every fluid of the body. It
fies the

because ii .-trikes at tin* root of all debility—
LN FKKBI.LD hlhLsTlMN and IMPhY l.RIsIl.
1 h BLOOD. *-old everywhere.

is

mi,

■aBBOBBEBBBBaB
THB

IMPERISHABLE
PERFUME.

Murray

& Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER,
Best for TOILET. BATH,

and SICK ROOM.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
ofEnergy,Loss

Lack

of Strength,

Want of Appetite, Intermittent

Fevers,

etc.

RITTERS arc highly
IRON
recommended for all diseases requiring a
certain and efficient tonic.
I ROM RITTERS
the blond,
the iitusiics, and <j:re 'new life to
the nerves.
IRON RITTERSaet like a charm
on the digestive organs, removing all
hustimj the
dyspeptic symptoms, sr. !i
the
ouarh, Inorlfood, bclehuoj, lt< t

!

etc.

1 RON' RITTERS—lie- only Iron
Preparation that n i l ■/. A blacken the belli
or (five headache.
Sold la all druggists.
Write for the A ii t Hook,,12 jages of
useful anil amusing reading—sent free.
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore, Md.
1 v ri;

—

nlllTtS

t

NEURALGIA.
lia> been ascertained that the most inveterate
eases of neuralgia are cured by Fellows’ Syrup of
H vpopho phite.-. Not only i.- the principal disease
eradicated, but the patient is made vigorous and
strong; the stomach, the blood, the skin become
healthy, and he obtains a new lease of enjoyable life.
The only satisfactory treatment of neuralgia is
it

bv

strengthening

the

nervous

system.

A

person
sutlers from this disease.

with strong nerves never
The virtues of Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Jlypophosphites are such that other remedies are seldom required.
The demand for Jlypophosphite and other Phos-

phorous preparations at the present day, is largely
owing to the good effects and success following the
introduction of this article in the United states.

IMPORTANT.
the invalid have any difficulty in procuring the Compound Syrup in this vicinity, let him
not Ik* put off with any other
remedy, because this
article has not its equal in the diseases for which it
is recommended.
NOTE.—Be suspicious of persons who recommend any other article as “just as good.” The highest class medical men in every large citv, where it
is known, recommend it.
Iyr47
For sale by WM. 0. POOR A SON.
Should

Eight

Hundred Dollars Wanted

Kor the best farm of its acres in
the city of Belfast, situated upon
Waldo avenue. Said farm contains
twenty live acres, divided into
field, pasture, anil woodland. I'pon said farm is a
large house and ell, two large barns, and thirty apple trees, producing verv choice fruit. Let none
apply unless they have the money to lray:
II. K. PEIRCE.
Belfast, Marelt 8,1881.—fin Id

country.

First,

Fowle it Sons, Boston.
“Wo shall

Have Wlstar's II a Lam of Wild Cherry always at
hand. It cures Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumptio n. and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. 50 cents and $1 a
bottle.
A man in jail in Sagamon for marrying four
wives was recently called upon by all of their respective fathers together, lie called it “Four
fathers' day."
Good

Dr. David Kennedy's “Favorite Remis exactly what it claims to be. and deserves

edy"
the praises

of the

a

sover-

eignty of the American people; then the sever
eignty nearest to us all—that sovereignty of the
family, the absolute right of each family to control

its affairs in accordance with the conscience and
onvictions of duty of the heads of the family. In
the picture before us that is bravely symbolized.
I have no doubt the American people will
always
tenderly regard this household sovereignty, anti
however households may differ in their views ami
convictions. I believe that those differences will
be respected. Kadi household, by following its
own convictions and
holding itself' responsible to
Hod. will. 1 think, be respected by the American
ptople. What you have said concerning these
evils of intemperance meets my most hearty concurrence.
1 have been in my way and in accordance with my own convictions an earnest advocate of temperance, not in so narrow a sense as
some, hut in a very definite and practical sense.
These convictions are deep, and will ho maintained.
W'hether I shall be able to meet the views of
all people in regard to all the phases of that
ques
tion remains to be seen
But I shall do what 1
can to abate the great evils of
intemperance. 1
shall he glad to have this picture upon these walls,
and shall he glad to remember your kind express
ions to me and my family, and in your efforts to
better mankind by your work 1 hope that you will
he guided by wisdom, and that you will achieve a
worthy success Thanking you" for this meeting
and greeting, 1 bid you good morning.
The Report of the commerce Committee.
We give to-day a full abstract of the able and
practical report upon the decadence of our merchant marine and the means by which it
may he
restored, made by the sub-committee of the House
Committee on Commerce, of which Kepresentative Kussell of Lowell was Chairman. The committee maintains that it is not the tariff which
prevents American capital from investing in the
foreign carrying trade, hut the fact that manufacturing, railroad building and the general develop
ment of the country have afforded better returns
upon money and effort. The committee also finds
that three causes would prevent our
people from
competition in the carrying trade—excessive local
taxation, an inefficient consular service and the
law which requires the payment of three months'
wages to seamen discharged in foreign ports
The
committee does not believe that free trade in
ships
would afford us the means of acquiring a
large part
of the ocean carrying trade, and it is of the
opinion that ultimately the country would be the loser
by a policy which would cripple the growing industry of iron ship building Tho committee believes that with the abolition of local taxation, a
better consular system, and other minor changes
in the laws, the granting of moderate subsidies
will encourage capital to engage in the foreign
carrying trade and thus secure for our manufactures and agriculture markets
they do not now en
joy. [Boston Journal.

showered upon it from all who
Hear a word from Mr. Israel H.

that

are

have used it.

Great Mrnjt! Union Mutual
Life Insurance

Last week. sa\sthe WrightsviHe (Ga.) Recorder.
Idle .1 .1. Braddy and 14. W. Cooper were getting
out some timber in a
swamp, within *200 yards of
the graveyard, just over Cedar creek, they cut and
split a large white oak, iu the butt ot which, about
three feet from the ground, the;,- found, four inches
inside of the surface of the tree, a hole that had
been bored about six inches deep with an inch
auger In this auger hole was found lodged ;tt the
heart of the tree a bundle of human hair, nicely
wrapped in a paper, and tied with a strong cotton
A completely seasoned and nicely-made
string
white oak peg. about six inches long, was driven
over
this bundle
The tree, which has no
tightly
sign of a scar upon it. is supposed to have grown
eight inches in diameter since the hole was bored,
as it was four inches from the surface to the head
ot the peg.
The bundle, peg and everything look
e l as fresh and new as if
they had been placed
there the day before. Some, who claim t<• L
posted on the growth of trees, have made a calculation. They say that the bundle must have re
mained imbedded iu the trunk of this huge tree at
least AO years.
It was in the smoking room of ail Atlantic
steamer that a worthy Teuton was recently talking about weather forecasts. ‘‘Look here." said
lie, “I deli you vat it is. You better don’t take no
shtock m dew weather bredietions.
Dose beoble
don’t no noding. Dey can’t dell no belter as 1 can .’*
“But. my dear sir." said «t person present “they
foretold the storm which we have just encounter
ed
ell. dat isii //>,’’ said the Teuton, contemplatively : ‘but I tell you vat it is Dat .-htorm
vould have come yust do same if it had not been

daughter
foot.

to

her

“

JOHN E.

1880

DeWITT,

$1.00

a

bottle.

Surplus

"If yon want to catch tish, my boy," remarked
old man to an inexperienced youth, 'you must
yank the lino
just a quarter of a second before you
feel a bite "

20

the

Real Estate.
Uovornmenr, State and City Rond-.
Loans on Bond and Mortgage.
Cash in Bank and all other A ->et ~..

Days Only,
-]

>

\ihutiks.

Cnpaid

Losses.
Cnearned Premiums.
Amount reelaimable iimlcr

Y-

*201,750.4s
I,sc;o,:*:57.os

Perpetual Policies.

dolt,504. IS
101,401.2s
15,005.01 *4,402,005.20

Liabilities.

All other

Surplus.

Price, $1.

d. L.

PCLSFDRI),
Resident Manager.
Ac

Ash-ToniC

This

K NT

favorite

coining

We

IN

‘

A man who has been arrested under the Irish
coercion act, is crying out lustily for the LAnted
States to come to his aid. If what he asserts is
proved, namely that he is an Americas citizen and
innocent of the offences charged against him. he
can rely on his
country to see that justice is done
him, even if she has to light England to bring it
about
Otherwise he must let events take their
course.
Even it he is an American, and has been
misbehaving, he is amendable to law on Irish .-oil
as elsewhere.
(Portland Advertiser.

Technical Knowledge: A two-foot rule was
given to a laborer in a Clyde boatyard to measure
au iron plate.
The laborer, not being well up in
the use of the rule, after spending a considerable
time, returned. “Xoo, Mick." asked the plater,
“u'hat size is the plate !" “Well.”
replied Mick,
with a grin of satisfaction, “it’s the length of
your
rule and two thumbs over, with this piece of brick
and the breadth of my hand and my arm from here
to there, bar a Huger.’’
[Hunch.

<
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SATINS&VELVETS.
hi every shade and

A pleasant, cheap, nud
■valuable remedy for fretful and puny children.

35 cents

«<

1»- —In

territory where

have

we

is solicited from

'•

For Sprains, If onuds, Scalds, Bhesumlism, and
any pain upon Mon or Beast.

OIJR

BY

no

agenev

e

SHAWLS
-1 N-

Brochet, India Stripes
Both long ami snuarr.

parties*

reliable

(Not remnants.)
SOO \ds., I-J.rfrtt

Disease prevented and medical bills lessened by
use of Malt Bitters

timely

designs.

CONSUMPTION

TABLE

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES;
does nut dry up u Lough, and leave the e.-use
behind, a is the case with most preparation.,, I-..:
loosens it, leanses the lungs am!
allays irritat,
thus removing the cause of comoluint.”
It

sure

1 y

All

linen,

from .file, to *1

TOWELS.

rapper.

a

LINENS,

NAPKINS!

articles beat

you get

Cents and SI .00

linen) 7c.

lot each (all linen) tiOt*Jdc. and 37c.
One
lot cadi, Turkey Beds, 37c., lde and do.

one

0.1. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY,
with the signature of I EUTTS o:t tin v.
DO

CRASH,

uclies wide and all

i-"

liottlc.

Prepared by SETH W. FOAVLE & SONS, 1:..
ton, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers
generally,

..

1881.

An endless variety at kxtrkaikly low cricks.
Bou't fail to see the bath towel at 10c.

1881. 200 Bed Spreads!

prudent

Kxtra

large size, very heavy,

at

out

•One good turn deserves another." as the man
said when he turned the organ-grinder out of the
front van!.

A large proportion of children who die
early are
those whose brain development is unusually
iarge
iu comparison with the body.
Why is this! Simbecause
the
functions
of
the
ply
body are too frail
to supply the waste
going on iu the brain consequent upon active intelligence. Fellows' Com
pound Syrup of IJypophosphites is so prepared
that it imparts the vital principle
directly to the
brain, while it assists in developing a vigorous and
robust body.

By a w ise provision of Providence, close beside
the little tree on which nutmegs grow oftin stands
greater.

Secure Health.
It is strange any one will suffer from derangements brought on by impure blood, when SCOvILL'S SARSAPARILLA AM) STiLLINGl A or
BLOOD ANI) LIVKit SYRUP will u-store health
to the physical organizations.
It is a strengthening syiup, pleasant to take, and the BEST BLOOD
PURIFIER tver discovered, curing Scrofula. Svpbilitic disorders. Weakness of the Kidneys, Erysipelas. Malaria, Nervous disorders, Debility. Bilious comp'ainis anti Disei ses of the Blood.
Liver,
to

etc.

Baker's Pain Panacea eurts pain in Man and
Beast.
Dr Roger's Worm Syrup
instantly destroys
Worms.
‘•What is home where love is not I" asks a susceptible joung poet. It's a mighty interesting
place—to the neighbors.
March Winds! The sudden changes and
high
winds which prevail in March make a bo.tie of
Downs' Elixir always necessary to have at hand.
It is a sure cure for sudden colds ami all
lung
diseases.

Baxter's Mandrake Bitters will euro all bilious Diseases. Sold everywhere at it cts.
per bottle. Try it.

•What are the wild waves saying, John 1"
sang
out a young American to a Chinaman on the beach.
“Washee, washee,” calmly replied the Celestial
with a grin.

Consumption Cured.
An old physician, retired from practice,
having
had placed in his hands by an East India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent cure for
Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, anil all Throat and
Lung Affections, also a positive aud radical cure

tor Nervous Debility aud all nervous
Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousauds of cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer1
send
free
will
of
ing,
charge to all who desire it,
this recipe, in German, French, or English, with
full directions for preparing and using. Sent
by
mail by addressing with stamp, naming this
paper.
W. W. Shkkak, 149 Power's Block. Rochester
N. Y.
l3teow45

Belfast,

March

*.

MRS. B. F. WELLS.
/>>/• Sales at a lietre/a i a.
fi,lb,wing macliiiifrv can iK. s,.,.n at K. A.
rpill-:H«»ABI»*8
Iltii'him- shop. Pleasant Sired,
hcliast, Maine, whore Jit* keeps on haml, «>r will
lurnish t«» order, all kinds of
eastings at manufacturer's prices, an«l will do all kinds of mat-hint*
work in a stylo ami af prices that cannot fail t*>
please.
1 Horizontal stationary Steam
Engine, 15 Horse

lower, with Huntoon liovernor and feed water
heater.
I Iprlght Portable Steam Engine,
!-•> Horse
lower, with Feed Pump attached, and a copper
11
coil heater.
These engines having Been thoroughly
repaired,
an* as good a- new, ami can be seen
iii motion if
desired.
I Huntooii (•ovcrnnr (lien
right si/r fora I '>
Horse Power lo a 20 Horse Power Engine.
1 Air Pump for condensing engine (new. cvlindrr SxlO, connections for l :t-f inch
pipe.
I Irregular Moulder, in good
condition, and with
over 8100 worth of Moulding Cutters.
I am also prepared to cut on
rarriagi axles to
take up end play in box, and will
guarantee <ati] action in all cases.
PH,shop rx muck Riii.nixa ox pee ism \ y
STREET, XEAR SHOE FACTORY.'

F

Foidry k Machine loi!
First-Class Mechanics & Tools,
do work
prepared
to

we are

customers

W e have about -UM> yds. more of those double and
twist al die and a large assortment of Woolens
manufactured in this State.

promptly and just

direct.

Mining Machinery

&

Ship

Sifk ('loch

l><tl briyija n at Vi f-ir,

100 doz Handkerchiefs. oc
Ifio
all linen and hemmed. f>c*.
7"*
hemstitched. 8c
iso.
n-jc

Gents' White Shifts!
Kvery gentleman that wishes to he
wear

happy

We have a kid in black and colors at si 00, (former
price s| -j.T) which we have sold for the past ten
years and never heard of a pair but what gave
perfect satisfaction.
have

a

choice lino of

C» J, HALL, Leasee

AUCTION.

Will lie sold at public auction, on
Saturday, March 2lith, at 2 o'clock
at the store of ,J. W. Eke lit-: rick a
at Belfast, the coasting schooner
NATHAN CLIFFORD. Said vessel
about 130 tons old measurement; and is well
found in sails, rigging, anchors and chains. EnA. HAYFORD or I). LANE
quire of
Belfast, March 10,1881.—3wb>

I il l V .1 I

8 Sample* and Catalogue ofbertse"-

V KHiJjj M?«co:*.r2
Cm 4 1

TjS A RLE HORSE FOOT HI A N < > is unsurpa.-sed
AjJ as a fertilizer.
It-<|ti ilitic- arc permanent
and lasting, and it is twenty per cent, cheaper than
horse manure. It will a>.-urc good crops, and as a
top dressing or for horticultural purposes it has no
equal Apply lihcrallv and Use no other manure,
^cud fur circulars and see testimonials.
Eaki.k's
1*io►senAn:
Providence, R. |. For -ale l»v
•hull

JOHN ATWOOD A <0./
110 South Market SI., Boston, Mass.

A Or ENTS

WANTED
SELL-,

In the New England States.
The best of testimonials required. Hood wages
and steady employment given to successful men.
For terms, etc., address, stating age, previous occupation and names of references,
**w8*
M. V. B. CHASE, Augusta, Me.

WANTED

:

travel in the New England
states, and take orders for

Soliciting Agents

to

NURSERY

STOCK,

KM IiU.lt'I Mi

Work

1, 1881.—1)

AT

FERTILIZERS !

as

POWER WITH ROOM TO RENT.

Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Hoses, *(V.

Ties & Corsets!
Which

we

Above

are

offering

at

VERY LOW PRICES

For terms, address, stating age, previous occupation and names as reference,
*wl0*
S. T. C ANNON, Augusta. Maine.

FOR SALE.
(iOOI) KISHINU
Two
parity. Well found
make
lime

Will
ire

the great

enumerate bat

few of

bargains irhieh ire offer.
an inspection of our
rare

VESSELS, 1100ca
in

cables

and anchors

good

carriers.
AMBROSE WHITE.
Bueksport, Feb. 8, 1881.—0

SEAMEN WANTED.

We only ask

stock to eonrinre everyone that
bargains will he found at

Subject, Mrs. Eduard

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

(

of tin* King-ton. V '»
Freeman.
The ease of Mrs. Edward Myers, of Rondout,
New York, furnishes an apt illustration of woman’power of endurance. This lady had been treated
for month- in the usual way for Fry-ipela- of tin
hand, w ithout benefit. Not until her hand had !•
coine a mass of petrified fle>h, did sin* turn to in
Kennedy, proprietor of the “Favorite Rem.-!'
for

AXDOKDINAKY SEAM EN, for
SEAMENApply
LETT,

coast-

ers.

31tf

to

J. S. It AN

Intelligence Office, Rockland.

MANHOOD RESTORED.

T.W. Pitcher&Co’s.,
BLUE STORE.

COWLES,

P.

J.

orrespondence

I'll Ijniiiil )>

<1

C.

—

D

M.

,

Slirt/ron.
MAINE,

CAMDEN.

LOMBARD,

P.

DEWTIBT
Corn.n

S,■■■■■'/

.1-

help.

BELFAST

Sts..

4 11 ♦

once informed her that it was
impose.le t
the hand—it mu.-t lie amputated. >he i.-'.-iv.-t
this terrible intelligence quietly, declined to take

He at

ISAAC HILLS,

SURGEON DENTIST,

ether, stipulating merely to hold her hn.-iiam lhaiul during the operation, and underw ent the pair
fu! process without moving a muscle or uttering
groan. I>r. Kennedy then guv e
Fn\ "i in Reinoi
freelv to cleanse the blood and prevent tin- rv
1
of the disease, and Mr-. Myer- now live-an I n
joices in her great deliverance.
“Favorite Remedy” is fast becoming a trusted
household friend in all cases of Female Wc.ikn.-and diseases of tin* blood, one dollar a bottle,
Your druggist lias it.

No 111 Main st.,

Belfast. Me.

’.in

*•

Be tas!

Savings Bank.

Banking IPii \
prepared to n
eei\e depo-its, placing the -ame .»n iutrrr-t ..n tie
tir-i lav- of .June, duly, August and s*cplciuhcr.
and 1 >cct-inl>er, datiuar>. February am! Nlareh
i
terest bring coin puled on siiuc, the first Nlomia;
dune and Deeetnber.
1 >rp-i-it- rereived daily. e\
eept nn >umlay-> and Legal H-didav-. I'nun a t
v M.. and 1 f" 'J f. M.
•'.•tunla\ Hank
if
A> \ FAl'NCK. l‘r*‘-ideiit
d« »it\ 11
lit [.\nn
Tva-un

H.W

I

Kl) t" their new
'u>tt»in House "«|ii;»re, are

■

1

PROBATE NOTICES
To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Judge

<>!

Probate f.-r

THOMBS & OSBORNE

nl

-.•••«

SAIL

MAKERS.
DKAKKRS

A N13

IN

JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON
Sibleys Bros.* Wharf,
##-Highcst cash price paid
d?
metals, bones, &c.
Swan &

Babbitt Metal for
NI i T \ I
r|''NI‘I\
1 lining tuariiim

the 1

& METALS
Belfast, M«-

tor old

rags, jun!

Machinery.

anti-i ri< ti-ui no-tal
b-r -ale at
THK diiHIN NL < >FFICF

-iii-tl

-»

Fpon the foregoing petition, ordered, tiiat : a
petitioner give notice to all persons inter. -n-i. >\
causing a copy of said petition, with thi- order
thereon. t«» he published three w.rk- -11
v
K
in the Republican Journal, a pap.-r prinn-1 at Pmi.
—

fast, that thev may appear at a Proi>at<- < urt to n.
heM at the I’rohatc < Mice in Belfa-i .inm- -aid. -a
the second Tuesday <»t April next, at t.• n oV|.„ i.
in the forenoon, and show cause, if an; the;. h,r
whv the same should not he granted.
JAMFs D. I.AMxiN, Jud_m
A true copy. Attest.—A. A. Fi !. lyin i;,R.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within an !
the C>niiitv "f Waldo, on tin* see.ue 1 Tucsilav
March. A. 1). 1881.

n

SURE

•■!

A R\ 1 N II FRV F Y Admini-t ran m d
he c-ian
J of i) A K l> AND I FR, Ian of Bella,-!, in -aid
County ot Waldo, dccea.-ed, having pr. --cun-: m
tir-t account for allowance.
<)rdered, That the said Administrator giv e notice
to all per-ons interested hy causing a c.q.v ot thiorder to he published three week- -uc< e--ivcly in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Bel
fast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they hav e, why the
same should not he allowed.
JAMFs D I.AMM >N, Judgm
A tnie copy. Attest: —A. \. I-i.i:icm:u, lb gi-t.

C'l

Coughs, Colds, Soro Throat, Bron
chitis, Asthma, Consumption,
And All IHm'iim— nl TIIII«.*t and I l \(.«

J

1

fainiiv I
iinT’iu.l

i.

< i*

-la:

-, ; a
1 !,
-i< tali'-,
high!
commended t• v ilii'Ui. H I iheanalv-i- a our m..
\. M AlilM-.L*.
pr«‘lniiH’iri ehemi-i. I’- l.
\'.
hirapk i- n t l.i- lal *c-1 nl every hot tie. It
known to th. medmal |'Mi --ion ihat Told K< >i
an I UY !•; u ili atl'nrd the greatest relit I for
nu_

"Um

m

j»11;

!

••hi-, influenza, Lti'-neiiiti-,

<

"ope

Lung-,

Thr-al,

also ('oii-umption, in the incipient ami
vanned -tap-.
«
e i
a- a
m:\■ i*;u u.i: and
\m:11 /1; 1:.
make- a delightful tonic f.-r family use I- plea-a
l«» take
if weak or debilitated, ii give- loan, a- :
tv and -t ten all
t" tl e w a -!e hniua
Mam.

a

FRANDFRS, named Fxecutor in a cen.-dn
instrument purporting to he the la-t will
testament of MARTHA FRWI.RR. laic -l
Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav inpresented the same for Probate.
That the said Fxecutor give mu
Ordered,
to all per-ons interested hy causing a copy ..f hi
order to he published three weeks -ucee-’-ivelv in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that thev
he held at
may appear at a Probate Court, t
within and for said County, on the -c m l
of
at
ten
of
the clock it
next,
Tuesday
April
fore noon, and show cause, if any thev have.
v
the same should not be approved and allowed.
JAMFs |>. RAM-on, Judge
A true copy. Atte-t: —A. \. h t.i.n 111:i:. Regi-tei.

IH : !»*||
f la

I'lit Up in Oiiarl":/-

>eienlilieall\ 11 I (. I1
<
K
and> * >
Formula : kimwii ;.u
li/.ed |{tu*k

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and n>r
the (Jountv of Waldo, >n the second 'Kin -dav ot
March. A. I). 1881.

At

CURE

-ii»it

<

Ds.
•

and

ta.-'t,

Fnut ‘irees and older Nursery Stock

3 Button, Splendid Qualify, at 3? l-2c.

we

Tl!

VLL

—TO

specialty.

March

ijknt, \t a

on

TI1K NEW M YLES OF HAIR HOODS
made to order at -li«>rt notice. Such as Long
Branch Waves. Crimps with invisible parting.-.
Frizzes, A.*, (ombings made into Switches'at
cents an ounce. Large Ruffs O cents apiece,
only
switches greyed, and hair dyed. Work warranted
satisfactory and cheaper than elsewhere.
MRS. ( 0. MACOMBKK,
:hneowf>l*
Bay View Street, Belfast, Me.

iinished shirt at 7fie. and K.>e.

In addition to the above

Prices will
by made low, and we hope and expert to merit ami
obtain a liberal patronage.

Belfast,

Ha!! to Let.

HAIR WORK !
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sleeve, perfect lining and well

coat

our

will be made a
Duplicate parts or lull
sets ot
all agricultural implements in use in
this vicinity in stock or made to order.

nearly

wa

The undersigned oilers for sale
her farm -ituated in Fast Scai’sport. The farm e.onsists of 40
res of land, cuts seven tons of
has good pasturage and a
II wood lot.
Tlu* buildings
tbe lot well fenced. The place is
hie one and is offered at a bargain.
a verv
MRS. KI.BRIIX.i; Bl \N( hard.
Apply to Capt. R. R. Rkmh.khin.
M*ar>port. Feb. P, IX.—Otf

HOSIERY !
W i* have a large variety of new spring styles,
purchased Jan. I. Iss| which we oiler from Idle, to
?l on.
Kxamiue our

I £ O W ARP.

A.

large

IX.—3wlo

to

KILGORE, M.

Office over H. Ii. Johnson A Co.’s store.

S

FOR SALE !

tub MKV a HOLS’ WEAK.

our

The best remedy fer strains and galls on horses
is Henry <fc Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment.
Good for luau aud beast.

the above amount I will sell those

1-4 Cents.

WOOLENS & COTTONADES.

room.

C. C.

Kudured with-

MAINE,

Mslil fulls answered from ilit- Oilin'.

ter powers controlled by two stone dams,
situated upon (ioose River, ami c<|iial to one-fourth
the whole pow er of said river, and situated below
the paper mills, and being the only powers that are
considered worth a dam in the city of Belfast to
erect large mills upon for the manufacture of cotton goods.
If any men would like to invest in the
above named property and emplo\ labor, I would
like to set1 them -tep to the front about this time,
that correct soundings mav b. obtained.
II. li. RK1R< K.

Belfast. Feb. 17. IX.

JUST RECEIVED AT

it Is

BELFAST.

Myers, of Kondout, V V.

photograph rooms over
High street. The photograph gallerv
was recently occupied by W. <
Tunic, and i- especially titted up for the’business. Abundance of
water is carried to the rooms by pumps, and the skylight is one of the best in the Mate. Tim hull over
the store is TO h\ 20 feet, well adapted for any meetings or any hall purposes. Kn.(uireof the p'roprie
tor at his store, «»n High street, adjoining Masonic
1. B. KN( >WI. |'( >\
Temple.

Burglars sometimes bide under the bed, but the
Xew A ork Xews lias seen a cowhide in a school

taking Ether.

Office over A.D. Chase’s Store,Custom House Square

At a Court til Probate, held at Belfast, within and
tor the < Onni v of Waldo, on the -ccot)ii Tim-, in
of March, \. 1). 1*81.

his store

6

W. C. FRYE.

Five Thousand Dollars Wanted.

scbscribkr dffkrs
rpm:
JL bargain, the hall and

STRIPED,

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

J

ill til.▼V
Mat
Maine, by his
County
deed
dated
March
\.
btl.
1).
mortgage
1>7>, and
recorded in the Waldo < ... Registt y of | )eeds, Book
1*3, Rage 34b, conveyed to tin* <ub-rni>er a certain
parcel of real estate* situated in Belta-i aforesaid,
(reference being hereby made t" the mortgage deed
aforesaid ami the record thereof as aforesaid for a
description of said real estate, and whereas, theeouditions expressed in >aid mortgage deed have been
broken, by reason thereof, tlu* subscriber claims a
foreclosure of the same agreeably to the -tututc in
such ease made and provided.
ANNIK mi.lJNs.
Belfast, M'areh 12, l*sl.— 3wll

FuR

FIELD,

Counsellor at Law,

ARISTA PARTRHx.F, Guardian »f 11 F \ R y
F.. IDA I
ADA I., and LIU.IAN F. PAR
TRIIX.F. minor heirs of IIFNRY PARTRHm.F.
late of Prospect, re.-pectfullx represent.- that said
wards are seized and pos.-e.-sed of the following
described real estate, vi/ tin* home-tea'! farm of
-aid deceased, now occupied b\ me. tin* sum* bring
valued at $1<NJ0; that it woiibfbe for the benefit -I
-aid wards to have the .-aid farm sold and tin- pi
needs thereof put at interest.
Wherefore you petitioner pray- your honor
grant her a license to sell^and ronvev -aid home
stead farm at public or private -ale including tin
reversion of the widow'- dower thenm, for th
SARISTA PA RTRII x I..
purposes aforesaid.
By R. M. PumuiMiK, her Attorn.■.
Dated at Prospect, March >. |>s|.

Photograph Room &

$1 00.

LADIES

A 11kai,tii v condition of the
Kidneys aud I rin
ary Organs is easily preserved bv the use ot 1»k
BLLLOCK'S KIDXEY REMEDY. “XEHURETI(TM.” It cures readily Diabetes and Gravel,
braces up the system, gives a
healthy action to
the nerves, and renewed health to the'whole
person.
It ik an invaluable remedy and can be used
with perfect safety by the most delicate.

[

P.

"Iflec Milli Ki-allnf! A Field, um Vallunul liunk.

Triumph.

Severe Surgical Operation,

V

USING

Notice of Foreclosure.
( m.l.iss, O I5.-lf;,st
\iriIKHi:A>,.li»IIN
of Waldo and
of

CENTS.

3

3000 YDS.

including

Be

HranjiV Fine*

2000 Yds. Huckaback

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST

DECEIVED

d cents.

Ho. and 10c.

AT

Woman's

(III. O TIE IIIIE ( l< \S

he
at
am tion at the otlice of
bK<». K. .foilN>« >N.
on Thurs31. A. D. IX, at two
u. m., all
the right,title and interest, wlii'-b \Mo>F. Bo\\ I.N
of Belfast, had on the 2oth day of Now, iSsO, ibeiug the day when said Bowen*tiled his petition in
insolvency,; in and to the following real e-tate,
situate in said Belfast, and bring part of lots numbered 42 and 43 in the first division of lots in said
Belfast, and being the same real estate now occupied by said Bowen as a homestead; for a more
particular description reference may be had to Book
ll.">. Rage 37b, of Waldo County Registrv of Deeds;
said real estate being subject to a mortgage given
by said Bowen to David l’eiree, recorded in said
Registry in said Book and Rage. Abo being subject to a sale on an execution, MMiael <>'< onnel!
n. jss|
against said Bowen, dan. s,
"f
<;ko. i-...miiNsiiN
said Bowen.
Belfast, March 10, IX. 2wll

4-4 Bleached Cotton
Tc

BOHAN

lj
|l

-ave

5,000 YARDS DRESS PRINTS
at

",

n.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

I2t7

Rea! Estate at Auction.
sold
public
in Belfast,
& Woolen, Wiki,
o’clock
day, March

Beautiful

jL

cor-

Kntirely harmless i- not a eau-ti'll removes Corn-, Warts, Bunions and ( alloits,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
K6 A C f IiE !S {. ( A HA-V TEED.. ? if
Price 2a cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have ti-ed it and now testily t.. it- value.
Ask for Schlotterbeek’s Corn and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
1 yrs

liave an immense stock of all the new and de
MHihlr shades ti r earlv spring wear, which we
lfer at V Lit Y LOW lMIK LS
W

matters in -aid ('ourt.
Belfast, .Fan. 17, D-i-

]
|
3

BOWKER FERTILIZER CO.

From the

SPECIALTY,

:j

■

BOSTON & NEW YORK

Law,

I, llurad(ii Block, Belfast, Me.
I loving |uv-ided over the Pro! tat e and Insolvent,
b'nirt for the pa.-t four
« ar-. I t«•• 1 that I can ivnd*u
valuable counsel and -tvhr t,. a!i per-on- having
No.

Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES

the

.-access

value at 37c.. dOe., *LJc*. and 77>c.

Ureal

names.

or

|

Cure Your Corns !

quality
s

DO NOT BE

This is a tin 1m
•■.
?
rplmsphate. and
,■.
,,
t !i. l:i!l nr drill
may he used
broadcast, it he •.
*ua1111 r• •.
and will produce a iim h earli. rand lu
In the K. pnrt. t the Ma.-vs. I-p
crop.
of Fertilizers, its valuation is ti m s:; to
#10 per ton higher than nth.-r i'll -phat.-s
which sell at the same pi
The past
year over 3000 tons were s. hi again-r lot)
tens three years ago, sh.iuin •, tliat it is
liked hy the f armers. I f there is n<» local
agent near you. send to ns.

,i
|i

lie red to farmers for

St..

attend tin- court- in
:>u5

>

A tty. & Counsellor at

SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

\TWOOD, Winter port. Me., General Agent,
New Fnglaml and Provinces.

respondence

mg similar

PHOSPHATE

Belfast.

Fifteen years of continued

K\H;
N ¥

PHILO MERSEY.

| 1

N |\

NI .4

II I'd.-'K will continue I
>i*k ai.d Waldo (-..untie-.

Mi
I lam

HILLandDRILL

Deputy Manager.
Assist. Deputy Manager.
WAI.Iim <'Ol

HADLOCK,

l*OIITL 4 N ■»

W.LATDN.

HENRY

mower is

season.

m.

ID a
m.. f.e<nt
Returning L'-avc Burnham it
r"--ing -.5_\ Lnitv n.lo, Thorndike, a.2:1,
0.55, Brook- n.5s, Waldo in.pi, ( itv Point
10.25, arriving at Belfast at ln.55 a. m.
Loavt Btmihain at 5.o;, j,. ui. In-ouard'-< ro-.-iug
.>,17, l nity 5.40, Thorndike, 5.15, Knox, 5.51. Brook.D. 15, Waldo f!.20, ( it\ Point
14. arriving at Belfi-:
0*5u p. ni.
PAY>0N Tl( KKK, Superintendent.
Belfast, Dee. jn, 1—n.— ] |tt

ardKnox

COUNSELLOR at law,

suttinent evidence «»t merit. Farmers are invited
to gi\» ;lie M F \ DOW K 1 N< i an examination. Thc\
will consult their own interest- in having a reliable
mower of responsible parties.
V full -toek of repairs on haml. Circulars tree.

ller H» pieces it a great red net ion in price.
W e
raj! particular attention to oursilksat7.de,,
"! >" Sid » and S-Oil.
'H 00. Si
These grades
are the BI-ST \ A LI 17
every < tiered, and every
person in want d a silk should avail themselves
t this grand opportunity.

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

at 4.45 p.

Room Vo. |, centennial Block, 05

MOWER!

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIAELREMEDIES IN THE WORLD [OR
THE CURE OF

.,

H. D.

MEADOW KING

lilllt*

trust

or more

? follow

I ,s

MILES S. STAPLES,

(astoria -35 doses

ON AND AFTER MONDAY,
DEC. 20th, trains w iii run as
Leave Belfast at
0.20 a. m., ( it y Point U.2>, Waldo*;. 15, Brooks 7.n:;,
Knox 7.22, Thorndike 7.47, I i:ity 7.57, Leonard’s
(Jro.-sing "."7. arriving at Burnham at 8.2o a. in.
Leave Belfast at 2.50 o. n
( ity Point 2.57, Waldo
B. 12, Brook- 4 42. Knox 4.51, Thorndike 4.00, Lnitv
4.22. Leonard'-' ■.■■•--ing l.‘.2, amv ing at Burnham

f

k
S

capable of securing for them an
favorable consideration at the Patent ot
lice.'
EDMUND BURKE.
Date Commissioner of Patents.”
Boston, October IS), l<7o.
R. H. EDDY, Esq.—Dear Sir
You procured b-r
in
first
me,
ls-10, my
patent. Since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundreds of cast -, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but I still
give you almost the whole of my business, in yuir
line, and advise others to employ vou.
Yours truly,
DEDUCE DRAPER.
Boston, Jan. 1. issi.—lyrl

B0BEBT B. MINTI BN, Esq., ( halrinan.
ALEAANDEB HAMILTON, Esq.
(HABLES II. MABSIIALL. Esq.
ANSON PHELPS STORKS, Esq.

LFD. \V. HDV I

-\5-EnaiEB,

TIME-TABLE.

lUKI’J TOKs.

action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt
action of the bowels, give the Improved Family
Cathartic Pills a trial. Price ’,'5 cents per box
Dr. Craves' remedies are for sale by W c Poor A
Sou Belfast
I w 11

Tltstc.—t'Tnmaeiiig the strength, obviating the
effects of aebUity. and restoring health y functions:'

more

person

LKW1STOX, Cm aki.ks

Maine Central R. R.

Income, ISSO.*2.S42,6lti).4S
L\penditures, Dsn.*2.2so,:io'.».;*o

Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best
pill ever given a patient by a physician, and arc
frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt

The great remedy for Dyypepsia.’BiTiinisDiseases and Functional Derangements attendant
upon Debility. In 1-2 lb.bottles,75 cents.'Sis
bottles, S4> Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
put Plied with net exceeding six bottles at onc-hai £
the retail price, money to accompany order. Sold
by Drnggists and by'D. B<. Djettet & Co., do
DeySfc, Hew York.

u

*M>.

Master, will leave Railroad
every Friday evening at 11.15

a I) 1: F- kino.

as one

Inventors cannot employ

worthy

Assets.*t.402,005.20* |

I’otal

EDDY,

earlv and

*047,S50.00
I,s Id,'d50.no
I ,ls5,400.00
si4.S05.20

...

Mr.

1

PER WEEK.

Wharf, Portiaml.
o’clock, or «m arrival of Pullman Lxpress Tiain
from Boston, for Koekland, (Ja-tine, Deer Isle, Sedgwiek, south West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,)
Milbridge, Jouc^port and Maehiasport.
Returning, will leave Maehiasport every Monday
morning at L5o o’<\lo< k, touching as above, arriving
in Portland about midnight, eonneeting with the
Pullman night train for Boston and tin* West. Passengers will not be disturbed unless wishing t<» take
the Pullman.
Steamer Lewiston connects at Rockland with niii
ford s. s. (Jo., for Belfast. Bangor and Ri\ or land
ings, every Saturday morning.
(Joining West Monday receives passenger- and
freight from River landings for Portland.
L. Cl'silIN*(ieneral Manager.
bKo. L. DA V, (ieneral Ticket Agent.
Portland, Dee. !», 1880.—51

of the most capable
regard
Eddy
successful practitioners with whom I have had
oflicial intercourse.
( HAS. mason,
Commissioner of Patents.”
"I
and

Commencing Dec. 1 7,

TRIP

The steamer

*ir

m

sj-.-f.i_

TESTIMONIALS.

AS.SKTs.

Public for

ONE

U. II. EDDY, Solicitor of Patent-.

Statement l. S. Brandi. January t, issI.

Offered to

Winter Arrangement.

Xo Agency in the United States possesses superior
acilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.

regards Policy Holders.. 87,10.>,207.'.)s

as

Rockland, Mt. Ileserl, Milbridge and Mathias

Dyspepsia

No. 7# State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents in the United States; also in (.reat
Britain, France and other foreign countries. Copies
of the claims of any Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.

Insurance Co,
.Statement Januar) I, isso.
Fire Assets.s| 1,1 O'.»,020.21
Fire Liabilities. d,044,858.2d

an

tern.

R. H.

Machias Steamboat Co.

-FOR-

PATENTS.

77

President.

LIVERPOOL & LONDON &GLOBE

-.'all

Nothing in the science of medicine equals the
relief obtained by the use of Dr. Craves' Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar for coughs, colds, sore throat,
whooping cough, bronchitis, consumption, etc
It gives immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and
occasions no unpleasant nauseating
feelings. Sam
pie bottle, in cents; largo size, 50 cents.
Dr Craves' Blood Purifier eradicates all impuri
ties from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
and inert, by its use become unusually stimulated
and, in fact gives a healthy toue to the entire svs

Headache and

78

-O F-

altogether,
appeared. This was two years ago." Such words
Favorite Remedy” of your
go to the point, (let
druggist or wiite to tiie Doctor at Rondout, X Y.

Portland, Baugor &

Their cleansing and tonic actum on the
liver and digestive organs removes alt impurities from the system, purifies the blood,
relieves the overtaxed kidneys and establishes regular and natural action of the
bowels. Pleasant to take, free from all unpleasant or debilitating action and can be
used freely with perfect safety. For sate
by all druggists in half lb. glass jars.
Price 50 cents.
ly]5

27

Omosl 1

and the disease has never since

Every affection of the

Kidneys, Stomach, Skill,

“

58

$77.209
154,478
250,950
800,218

1878
1879

Snyder,of Saugertics,X. Y.

bredicted

How

December 81, 1877

Oak.

"

a

SURPLUS, MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
STANDARD,

SALE!
$10,000 WORTH

SPECIAL NOTICE.

fur

Constipation,
Biliousness, Liver
Troubles, Piles, Indigestion, Sick

of Maine.

CLOSING OUT

He says: “My little
was covered with Salt Rheum from head
l)r. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy' cured

Area certabi CURE

do.,

-AND-

Good

Tiling.
full of exaggerations about all
a

ments lies.

enormous

Secret

for

The papers are so
of things that it is hard to tell what to believe.
Yet all tilings are uot humbugs, uor are all state-

metals,

The

Words

sorts

Boom.

increase in our importation of
both crude and manufactured, is an
unmistakable indication of the great industrial
‘•boom" which has come with better times. Statistician Ximinos figures, comparing the imports
for the calendar years of 7A and 'SO. tell a remark
abb* st ry
The importation of pig iron i imped
up >10.000.000. tbut of bar iron *1.000.001 while of
old and
iron the pin chase from abroad was
augmented by *1-4.000.000 The impetus given
to railway building and
repairs ot existing lines
caused an increased expenditure for foreign rails
of **.100.000 of which more than half was fur steel
rails
Of steel in its various forms, aside from
rails, we increased our exports *.‘f Aoo.ooo.
The
total augmentation of our importation of iron and
steel is expressed by the astonishing figure of $41.
000,000. of tin we bought nearly *0,000.000 w< rth
more than in 70.
We more than doubled our
small import of copper, and, in fact, purchased
more freely of all the minor metals.
In a word,
we imported metals to the amount of *AI. ITJ.ldA
in excess ot our similar purchase of 70
'l'his
represents over 27 per cent of the total increase
of imports over 1*7:'.
With the exception of un
manufactured tin. all of this heavv importation of
metals paid duty. [Boston Herald.

give Mr. Yeunor,'' says

the Rockland
Courier, “just one more chance, and if he fails this
time we shall hereafter be as only asister to him."

AWESM AMD CAAVAHMEHN
Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for
<>. KIDK<>HT X C<
>.,lo Barclay Street,Now York.
*eud for their Catalogue and terms.
Iyr34

PRESIDENT’S KKPLY IN FULL.
The following is tbe full text of President (Jarfield's reply:
•Miss Willard, ladies and gentlemen : The very
appropriate gift to the Executive mansion which
von have brought, the
portrait of its late mistress,
1 gladly accept. It shall take its place beside the
portraits of the other noble women who have
graced this house. She is my friend. Nothing I
can say will be
equal to my high appreciation of
the character of the lady whose picture is uow
added to the treasures of this place. She is noble ;
the friend of ail good people. Her portrait will
take, and l hope will always hold, in this house an
honored place
1 have observed the significance
which you have given to this portrait from the
standpoint you occupy and in connection with
that work in which you are engaged. First, I
approve most heartily what you have said iu reference to the freedom of individual
judgment and
action symbolized in this portrait. There are sev
this

Complaint, ing fromum'ors, Female Complaints,
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.

E

THE

in

The

Industrial

The fool buyeth an umbrella, but the
man know eth a trick worth two of that.

“King in tie- valiant man and free,
Tbe larger heart, the kindlier hand,
King out the darkne-s of the land.
Kmg in the Christ that is to lie.”

sovereignties

Our

a

“King out a -lowly dying cause
\ud aie-jciit forms of party strife,
Bing in tlu nobler modes bf life
With sweeter manner.-, purer law-.

era!

^ELLOWS’

WILLARD’S ADDRESS.

Mi;. Pkesidkm
We are here to present to the
Nation through its honoied chief, a temperance
testimonial from the men and women, high and
low, rich and poor, fortunate and uufortunate, who
have hived her whose pictured presence is now before us, because they have felt that she was the
defender of our homes: because amid the fogs of
a time worn social conservatism she held steadily
aloft the torch of an example safe, gentle and be
nignaut. We stand in the presence of one whose
utterances and character arc known to all the na1 do not forget how in the tumult and strife
tion.
of a great political convention, .lames A. (iarlield,
of Ohio, said; ‘‘Remember it is in the home where
the sovereign citizen has his wife and children
gathered around him that God prepares the verdict
of the American people
1 do not forget that he
reminded the women or Cleveland when they came
to Mentor with their congratulations, that, in every
army there arc three classes: the scouts, who go
anead : the soldiers who do the lighting, and with
in all. the home guards, and that he said, “God
hies* the women, they arc America's home guards.
1 do not forget that in his inaugural he reminded
us by the sacred words “A i;ttie child shall lead
them." that the tenderness and sweetness of child
hood had a place in his thought iu that supreme
hour, and so standing here l feel very much at
home, as do we all in this kind and brotherly pres
Mr. President, whom do wo represent ( We
enee.
are a part of your constituency and we represent
a great deal of earnest, hard work done in the name
of God, and home, and native land. We represent
a volume of prayer rising like incense to God from
the very tirst hour that we knew the burden which
had been laid upon you: and always have we
sought a blessing also from on high upon her who
is the mother of vour sons and of your sweet
young daughter, and upon her who bore and
cherished you.
We represent that numberless
throng who have a right to he heard in this presence because of all they have suffered.
We can
not speak to you of the graves of the living and
the graves of the dead that have strewn our path
way. because of the cup that tempts on!}' to de
stroy. Our principles and our endeavor are the inevitable outcome of the philosophy of our century.
Well is it understood by the scholar President!
For one dominant purpose runs through all our
modern civilization. Science spells it out slowly
from the writings in the rocks—from scattered
monuments and fossil languages and pronounces
it the ••fit# t>/ Sima
Statesmanship discovers that
the woes of one nation arc the misfortune of all,
and so frames treaties and forms alliances of mutual
defence and service in the name of the solidarity
but Christianity perceiving the higher
<•/
8igni!icanee of all these studies and their practical
results prays, pleads and labors for the "nl^rsal
hmthn-hood fj /min. Among the applications of
this great underlying principle none is gaining
ground more rapidly than the practice of a free
and voluntary total abstinence, for our own and
others sake.from those alcoholic drinks which have
alienated more hearts, dissolved more homes, poisoned the air with more cruel words and moved kind
hands to more hateful deeds than any other agency
outside of Pandemonium.
Where is thy brother !"
is to-day th** central question in that larger home
which we call social life, answered by a thousand
kindly charities, but most significantly answered.
as we believe, by the
great army ot total abstainers. which in the present military exigency is call
iug all up and down the land for volunteers. We
are here to leave iu your care the
picture which
symbolizes so much of hope and glad expectation
for the future.
We are here because it is women
who have given the choicest hostages to fortune.
the
arms
that hold them long the boys go
Beyond
iorth and come not back again, and the mother
heart prays that society may hedge them round
about with loving safeguards and restraints, and
fervent is our hope that a steady signal light for
them may shine forth from the conspicuous windows of the Presidential mansion. As members
"i the Church of Christ, we appeal to you to
help
hasten the time when all men’s weal shall be each
mai
care, and we pray Cod’s blessing upon you,
upon your wife, and upon those that cluster around
you m your home. Well has the Laureate said
concerning that good time coming which the tri
umph of the temperance cause shall help to usher
in
Bin;: <<m '>]<! shapes of foul disease,
King "Ut he narrowing lust of gold,
King out the thousand wars of old.
King in the thousand years of peace.

strengthen

burn,

Temperance.

t<> all other-.—

C. A. Guilmette, M. D
I have the most
Boston.
unbounded confidence in if- healing and renovat-
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Newport, March 10, 1881. The Commissioners
of Inland Fisheries have presented their tenth annual report to the Legislature, and in view of the
fact that the New York and Philadelphia markets
are largely supplied at certain seasons of the vear
by Newport fishermen, a few facts furnished by
them will bo of interest.
The scarcity of bass, for which Newport's shores
aro famous, is accounted for by the use ot
traps,
which arc the means of catching the fish by thousands when they only weigh from one-half to three
aud four pounds each. There are invested in this
State by persons residing here 8177,300 in works,
steamers, boats, Ac giving employment to 331
men.
In the Menhaden Fishery there are 34fi
men who depend upon
fishing for their support
during the whole year, of whom forty-three are
interested in heart nets. Exactly why this small
number of individuals should be allowed year after year to deplete and almost ruin the fisheries
the Commissioners fail to see. and, in their capacity as Commissioners, they earnestly beg that the
General Assembly will enact such additions to the
Fishery laws as they suggest. The Commissioners find that there are a number of individuals,
non-residents of the State, who carry on the man
ufacture of fish oil and guano and heart seining, to
say nothing of lobster catchers
The Commissioners desire to call the attention
of the General Assembly to the very important
question of the lobster fishery in Khode Island
waters. Maine. Massachusetts and New York have
seen tit to protect themselves, and it is more than
time that the State ot Khode Island followed their
example. The lobster law of Massachusetts for
bids the sale of lobsters less than ten aud one half
iuelics in length. The capture of small lobsters
has gone on in Khode Island since the first lobster
pot was put in Khode Island waters. The larger
ones are sent to market and the smaller aro used
tor bait for blackball.
Very many men eke out a
iiv ing with their lobster pots.
For a number of
the
catch
of
lobsters lias been steadily
years past
not
as
to
but
as to size.
The
numbers,
decreasing,
Commissioners recommend the passage of a law
forbidding the sale of lobsters less than twelve
inches in length, aud suggest that it would be ad
visable to forbid the sale of female lobsters loaded
with spawn
So far as the limit ot size is con
cerned. the Commissioners aro assured that tlie
law will he most popular. To show the value of
the lobster fishing the Commissioners state that
one man in this city handled 8'-’lUMlO woitli
during
the past year
The Commissioners have received a consignment of fidl) carp from Professor Baird, the United
States Commissioner. The Commissioners reeom
mend the applying of the '-Close Time'' law to the
whole of the waters of the coast line of the State
and Narragansett Bay : also tlie granting to the
Commissioners of power to issue licenses in such
uumbei as they may think proper, each applicant
to give bonds t hat lie will not violate the law : also
a provision that every
person licensed shall, on or
before November of each year, make a sworn ic
turn to the Commissioners of ihe amount cl his
catch and the prices he has realized tor the same,
no new license to be issued to
any one neglecting
or refusing to make such return, this
being neces
sary to insure complete and thorough statistics of
the catches and the value of the fish.

victim of early imprudence, causing nervous
debility', premature decay, etc., having tried in vain
every known remedy',has discovered a simple means
of self-cure, which lie will send free to his fellowsufferers. Address J. 1L REEVES, 4:{ Chatham st.,
NT
I yr4«
A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on tin* second Tuesdav of
March, A. I). 1881.
s. AYER, named Executor ill
certain instrument purporting t" lie flu- last
w dl and testament "1 II \Z E\ \ Y E1L lute <>f Mm it
ville, iu said County »t Waldo, dceea-cd, lia\iim
presented the same for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Executor -i\, notic.toall persons interested by eau.-in<; aeopv of this m
del* to he published three‘week s Mieecss'i vel v ill the
Republican Journal printed at Belfast.that they may
appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said < ounty, on the second Tuesdn
of April next, at ten of' the clock before ...
and show cause, if any they have, why the suin'
should not he proved aiid allowed.
JAMES I). LAMSOV Jud-«-.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Flktciiki:.

MARSHALL

Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit hin and
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tii<--du\
March, A D. 1881.

ALBERT
Of

tm-

;

LAWRENCE

HAKPJMAN, Executor Oi the estate
D. H \RRIM W, late
p|-..<-

HENRY

in the

County

of

Waldo, deceased, by *rivin#

bond

the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate t<> make
immediate payment, and those who have am de
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
him.
W. T. C. RCNNKI L-v
Searsport, March 15, 1881.
rrMIK suhscriher hereby tfives public notice to all
1
concerned, that she has been duh ippointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administra
trix of the estate of
JOSEPH MORSE, late of Searsport,
in tin*
as the

County of Waldo, deceased, b\ jjivin# bond
law directs; she therefore requests all per

who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have am
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
JOANN \ B. MORSE
Searsport. March In. IssE

sons

Proprietors,
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CURED ANNUALLY.

rTMI E suhscriher hereby jjves public notice to all
1 concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator w ith
the will annexed, of the estate of
BENJAMIN H. GRAY, late of Prospect,
as

MARTIN,

im
sold h) DlUMdsTs. (<li(MKKs and Ml'
MERCHANTS ever)when*.
Sold hi Belfast by B. II. M00D1. Druggist,

•!

peet, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hiving
presented hi- first account for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Executor <Jve notice
to all persons interested by eausinu a copy of this
order to be published three weeks sueeessiveh
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv
the same should not he allowed.*
JAMES D
I.AMSON, Judtfe.
A true copy. Attest —A. A. Flktciikk, Register.

&

til Madison Street, Chicago.
li Barela) street, New York.
\IKS
Vsk )our Druggist tor it !
UAsk jmir Droeer for it !
a,- Ask )our Mine Merchant for it
i;
< hitdreii, ask >our Mamma tor it!

Iyr4t»

HEALTH IS WEALTH !
In:. 1.
MENi': a

<
'Vest's Nervi: vm» Brain Them
specitic for Hysteria, Dizziness, Com ul
sions. Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, l.oot
Memory, spermatorrluea, Impotence, Involim
tar
Kmissions. Premature Old Ace,'cause-1 !
o\ er
xertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, w 11i■ I,
leads to misery, decay ami death. One box will cun
recent cases. Kaeli box contains one month's trcai
< me dollar a
nu nt.
box. or six boxes for live dol
lars. -cut
by mail prepaid on re<*eipt of price. W«
guarantee -i\ boxes to cure any case. With ea< 1

i>nler received

by

us

for six

boxes, accompanied

with live dollars, we will send the purchaser om
written guarantee t*> return the
money if the tiva‘
numt does not effect a cure, tGuarantees issued
lb II. Moody, sole authorized a^ent for Belfast. MlolIN <
WKST Jt CO.. Sole Proprietors, IS 1 \ O
W Madison
I W. Perm a *
street, Chieaco, II'
wholesale acent. Portlaml, Me
Iyre«»w4‘-

